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THE PLANT OF THE
SPANISH RIVER PULP & PAPER MILLS LIMITED

handling, drop directly from the slash table into a 
which is six hundred feet long and 

The wood, when it reaches the topmost

The Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills, Limited, are 
Est. °Cated to meet the object they have in view. To 
SD,^n°la- where are situated the company’s mills, the 
try "1Sh River runs through the heart of the wood pulp coun- 

’ S tributaries reaching practically every portion of the six 
pand square miles comprised in the company’s holdings. 

pacifiSpanola is located on the Soo branch of the Canadian 
SaUH ’ forty miles west of Sudbury and 138 miles east of

Th te" Marie-
he company's timber lands consist of practically six 
n square miles, covered with the best grades o

out any
Well cable storage conveyor, 

sixty feet high, 
altitude, drops into piles, where it remains until the time 

feed the blocks into the barking machines. Acomes to
supply has to be created to keep the mill going throughout 
the winter months, and there is a storage capacity for 

cords of wood. The cost of taking the logs from the 
sawing them into two-foot lengths and storing them, 

This is the only saw slasher

tho

40,000

water,
is less than 15 cents a cord, 
of its kind in use, as it was designed by the company’s staff. 

The logs are conveyed from the storage pile to a room
situated on the

thou

tionT and jack Pine, balsam and poplar. The wood opera- 
are car-

°n in the _________ ____
brink of the 
hill overlook
ing the pulp 
mill
Here the rough 
knots and the 
bark are remov
ed by means of 
barking m a - 
chines operated 
by motor. T he 
shavings and 
waste from the 
wood are me
chanically con
veyed by blow
ers to the boiler 
house. The 
barked wood, in 
its turn, is de
livered to the 
grinder house 
by means of a 

short conveyor and a large gravity slide. At the bottom of 
this
where they remain until they are ready to be placed in the

tied
winter and in 

Spring ; allthe
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of Plant.
Pro_

^ade”11/8 been.
R'ver tileir reception.

between two promontories. 
water was obtained by placing A concrete

from this dam

General View

the Spanish 
A sixty-foot

dam

slide the logs find their way into a tank of water,At Espanola
runshead 0{ 

acroSs 0
to the n & branch. The penstocks lead away 
baild no.0VVCr"h°Us'e- being controlled by gates operate 
dam. At Cr’ tbe tnechanism being placed on the top 0 
*Ce, i0gs‘ end a spillway is provided for getting rid

fFst leav,m,tnU^aCtUr*n8' Process commences when the 1 £" 
Sh fr be bo°ming ground. At this stage they var- 
bo°niin eight to sixteen feet. As they emerge from 
>il thLgr0Und the logs are raised on an inclined cable 
/' a Sofia °n a level with a sixteen-foot slasher c”ntal, 
t,Ullding nck building far above the level of all the o 
he kgs ^mPrising the pulp plant. The slasher cuts all 

0 two-foot lengths. The dissevered logs W1

grinders.
The grinder room is situated in the northern part of 

the main pulp mill. Twenty-four grinders are in use and 
driven by water-wheels. When the logs have beenthese are

reduced to the consistency of pulp, the pulp, greatly reduced 
in consistency by means of water, is conveyed to a large 

tank by means of gravity. The grinders andconcrete
water-wheels used in this process are 

and steel foundations.
set upon heavy con

crete
Over a period of five years, the maintenance of 

wheels and grinders has not exceeded fifteen cents 
In the screen room the diluted pulp is

water- 
per ton. 

conveyed by
gravity through two sets of screens, passing thence in a
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be usedhouse has sufficient capacity to filter all the water to 

in both the pulp and paper mills. The water supply ta ' 
from the canal runs by gravity. A large freight e*eVa 
will be useful in the process of loading the company’s 0 
put into cars. A storage building has been provided for ^ 
chemical pulp, a portoin of its basement to be us

tanks in the machine room.steady flow1 to storage 
In the machine room there are eighteen 84-inch wet ma
chines. The pulp flows in at one end of these in the con
sistency of milk, though the color is of a creamy shade, and

These sheetsat the other end in sheet form.re-appears
are piled on iron trucks with wire mats between each sheet. machine shop-as a

The building contain
ing the beater room 
has in its basement 

w ood"

When the truck 
has been piled up to 
the height of several 
feet, it is rolled into 

of the hydraulic 
presses, a pressure 
amounting to 450 
tons being there ap
plied. After the ex
ertion of this pres
sure 58 per cent, 
of the pulp is dry. 
The pulp is then 
conveyed by means 
of an elevator to the 
upper level, where it 
is loaded into cars 
for shipment.

The pumping 
station contains two 
turbine water pumps,

I two ground 
pulp slush chests, 00 
top of which aie 
placed machines t0 
abstract the

I
one

\
water

andfrom the pulp, 
to discharge 
thick pulp into the 
chest ready for *€ 
beaters. Between the 
two chests mention6 

electrically drive*1 
pumps, which pu®? 
the thick pulp to tbe 
beaters above, 
éliminât i n g 
handling by labor. 

In another P°r
building

found round C°D

the

.id -l1
are

thus
any

L
%

■ — < 1 ■ . -» — 1possessing a capa
city of 6,000 gallons 
per minute.

tion of the
are ofThese Crete tanks, two
which are used * 

stoch
! •„ .
______

used forpumps are 
supplying the paper 
plants with water.

r~r. .
put the paper 
into and from 1 
beaterS, the

being carried thence to the paper machines. In 
basement are located two pumps, used to han^ 

stock from the tanks to the Jordan
in two

Pulp Mill, Showing Hydraulic Presses at Work.
wb°leIn addition are tW'O 

turbine stock pumps, 
similar in capacity, which are used for pumping the ground 
woodpulp from the pulp mill on the lower level to the paper 

A booster pump is contained in the pump- 
which will be used for

the paper
gines. The eight beating engines are 
and each unit is driven separately by a three

unit5’
hum

are e*^ 
and th65e

mill above.
ing station, electrically driven, 
fire protection, and there is also a steam pump, to

On the second story 
each of a capacity of one ton,

dred h.p. motor, 
beaters,

r
ÜÜgf

ds-;1

chin®5Interior View of Paper Mill, Showing Two Paper *** 
Installed.

View Showing Penstocks with Cate Mechanisms Showing 
Above Dam.

paPer
for the 

■vvhi^

has Peen j ec' 
to ei

used to prepare the paper stock
The two large Jordan engines

af®of the underwriters, with a 
minute.

meet the requirements 
capacity of 1,500 gallons per

The buildings comprising the new paper 
located so as to reduce the cost of manufacture, and the in
ternal fittings are modern and complete.

are
pre-machines.

used to refine the paper stock after it
directly connectedmill are all

pared by the beaters are 
trie motors.The filtration
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The paper machinery is ...
bu’Uh ^eet ^ong '3y ^eet w*de-

THE1912.

each side of the building, with loading platforms de
signed for the economical loading of the paper into cars.

All the buildings connected with the paper plant are 
equipped with steel window frames, concrete window sills 
and steel lintels, with single and double glazing. The entire

considered with a view of in-

in the central building, which 
In the basement of this 

large stock

on

% are eight large suction pumps,
PjPps, and the necessary water pumps. To propel at van

e speed the paper machines two six-hundred h.p. steam
from

two

design of the buildings was 
stalling two more paper machines at a later date, which, in 
view of the arrangements made, may be done at small ex- 

A steel water tank, 100 feet high, possessing a

enkines, have been provided. The exhaust steam
ese engines will be used to apply heat for the drying 0 
e Paper. In order to eliminate the handling of broken 

a labor, a beater has been placed in the basement,
d after the broken paper has been treated it will be 
mPed once more into the stock tanks. On the seconc

pense.
capacity of 50,000 gallons, has been erected, thus assuring 
the company in its operation a continuous supply of water 

as well as good sprinkling system in case of fire.pressure,
Cast iron water mains have been laid round the entire plant, 
and a large number of hydrants, hose houses and reels

^ ry are two Fourdrinier paper machines of the latest type- 
these machines is capable of manufacturing a 

newsPaper 156 inches wide, at 600 feet per minute. Each
sheet
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----- V, Arrangement of Turbines and Generators.Showingof power House,General View of Interior
been provided, arrangements which have met wdth thehave

entire approval of the Fire Underwriters.
The paper mill, now being completed, will give the com- 

the following production:—

Shiite At the north 
rranged, 

from

0, have a capacity of 50 tons daily.
Whick ^ tnachine room a gallery has been a 
the niacl nta*ns ^0Ur pneumatic save-alls, 
her everlln<:S ’S pumP£d to these 
"x systeZ Particle of stock that the water contains 
the Pan 1as keen arranged for the economic hanc nig 

The ^ '1JCKluct hom the machine to the finishing r°^
54 feet , Ullding in which the paper product is fimsu

finish th an<i 92 feet wide- The upper story 1S,USC nPf]
eXclusivelvrf°lls of PaPer, while the lower story is deS1*

- f°r storage. Railroad tracks have been mst

cnd

panyThe water
100 tons dailysave-alls, and in this min

is saved.
Newspaper -----
Mechanical pulp

Provision has been made so that the paper mill capacity 
readily be doubled at minimum capital expenditure.

107• A

cant
The hydraulic and steam power equipment will 
be described more fully in a succeeding article.
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Members of web reinforcement shall be designed s
through-NEW BUILDING BY-LAW FOR TORONTO.

as to adequately take up all involved stresses
They shall not be spaced t0out their entire length.

three-fourths of the depth of the beam in tha-
exceed the allowabc

(Continued from last week.)
exceed
portion where the web stresses

(7) In all cases where reduction in the bending moment 
of continuous action, sufficient steelis allowed on account 

reinforcement must be provided in the top of the slab or 
beam over the support to meet the requirements of the ac
cepted theory of flexure, and this upper reinforcement shall 
extend on both sidfs a sufficient distance beyond the centre 
of the support to develop adhesion equal to at least the 
strength of the upper bars on the basis of the allowable unit

shearing value of the concrete.
Web reinforcement, unless rigidly attached, shall » 

placed at right angles to the axis of the beam aD 
looped arouind the extreme tension member.

(e) For tee-beams the width of the stem 
be used in calculating the shear.

(f) Adhesion to plain steel bars, 60 pounds Per

only shall

stresses.
square inch of surface of bar.

(g) Adhesion to deformed steel bars, up to 100 
pounds per square inch of surface of bar may be Per 
mined.

(8) If the girders, beams and slabs are poured in one 
continuous operation, then the girders or beams may be 
treated as T-beams with a portion of the slab acting

In no case shall the overhanging width on each
as a

flange.
side of the girder or beam exceed four times the thickness 
of the slab and the total width of the flange shall not exceed 
five times the width of the girder or beam.

(9) In beam and slab construction an 
bond shall be provided at the junction of the beam and slab 
and where reinforced concrete girders carry reinforced 
beams, the portion of the floor slab acting as flange to the 
girder must be sufficiently reinforced with bars near the 
top, at right angles to the girder, to enable local loads to be 
transmitted directly instead of through the beams to the 
girder, thus avoiding an integration of compressive stresses 
due to simultaneous action as floor slab and girder flange.

(h) For compression in columns with not less tha°
of long1' 

ute<l1 per cent, and not more than 4 per cent, 
tudinal reinforcement, the safe load shall be comp
as follows :

Safe load (in pounds) = 450 (Ac+15 As).
Ac = Net cross sectional effective bearing area 

concrete in square inches.
As = Cross sectional area of longitudinal

effective metallic
of

rein

forcement in square inches. longitudin3*(i) For columns reinforced with both 
steel and spirally wound hooping when the volume 
hooping is equal to at least one per cent, of the vo

and the longitudinal reinf°rc"
than
load

of

of the enclosed concrete 
ment is not less than one per cent, and not more 
four per cent, of the moss sectional area, the safe 
shall be computed as follows :

Safe load (in pounds) = 650 (Ac+15 As).

(10) In the design of T-beams acting as continuous 
beams, due consideration shall be given to the compressive 

at the support at the bottom of the beam.
( 11 ) When the overall vertical distance of the tension 

members of a girder or beam is greater than one-sixth of 
the total depth of the girder or beam, the stresses in mem
bers shall be computed in proportion to the distance from

stresses

enclosed
Ac = Net cross sectional area of concrete

in hooping in square inches.
As = Cross sectional area of longitudinal reinf°r

the neutral axis.
(12) Shrinkage and thermal stresses must be provided 

for by the introduction of steel.
Proportion of Concrete and Allowable Stressas on Con

crete and Steel.—12 (1) All concrete for columns, girders,
beams, slabs, walls, fireproofing or piles shall be composed 
of materials meeting the requirements of these regulations, 
and be mixed as hereinbefore specified, in the proportion of 
not less than one part of cement to two parts of fine aggre- 

and four parts of coarse aggregate, or in such other

ment in square inches.
(4) The foregoing allowed stresses shall be 

where the unsupported length of the column is not 
than 15 times the least diameter of effective bearing 
Where the length exceeds this limit, the allowable 
shall be reduced according to approved standard forrnu

colur»n5 
,ncr«te 

will °ot

used o0^ 
great»

area- 
stres5

(5) Bending stresses due to eccentric loads on 
shall be provided for by increasing the section of c° 
or steel until the maximum stress on a column

gate
proportions as may be necessary to make the resistance of 
the mixture to crushing not less than two thousand (2,000) 
pounds per square inch after hardening for 28 days.

exceed the allowable working stress.
(6) The least diameter of effective bearing » » 

understood to mean the distance from inside to insi fro»hooping in columns with spiral hooping, and in others 
outside to outside of longitudinal reinforcement.(2) Tests to determine this value must be made at the 

of the contractor when required by the inspector of shall °ot b
coin»0’

mean5 
colu»0’

expense
buildings at a place and by a person satisfactory to him and 
under the direct supervision of either the said inspector of

(7) The pitch of spiral reinforcement 
greater than one-sixth of the effective diameter of a 
and in no case more than three inches, and adequate

buildings or a person representing him.
(3) When the proportion of cement is increased and the 

quality of aggregates hereinbefore called for used, an in
crease may be made on the allowable working stresses pro
portional to the increase in compressive strength at 28 
days as determined by actual tests, but this increase shall 
not exceed 25 per cent, 
mum stresses for 1:2:4 concrete will be allowed in construc-

must be provided to hold it in place as as to form a 
the core of which will be straight and well centred.

(8) When columns are reinforced with longitudinal
with ban^

sq°ar

rods

only, the icinforcement shall be tied together 
having an area of not less than one-sixteenth of a

01 the
inch, placed not more than the effective diameter 
column apart or in any case not more than twelve 
The bands to be jointed in such a manner as to 
with any liability of the reinforcement spreading,
"be wired to each longitudinal rod.

On this basis the following maxi-
way

shal1tion :
(a) Compression in extreme fibre of girders, beams 

and slabs, 600 pounds per square inch.
(b) Direct compression, 450 pounds per square inch.
(c) Shearing stress, when diagonal tension is not 

resisted by steel, 40 pounds per square inch.
(d) Shearing stress, when all diagonal tension is 

resisted by steel, not to exceed too pounds per square 
inch of effective cross section.

recoilin'0’(9) The percentage of reinforcement in any 
gardless of the load carried by it, is not to be less t*»” c6. 
per cent, of the effective cross sectional area. Rel ce
ment to be in all cases placed at corners of square ^ ^,6 
tangular columns, the minimum size of which shall ,l ,

one
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(îo) No column shall have less than sixty-four square
of less than eight

1912.
(2) Buildings having a complete skeleton construction 

of steel or of reinforced concrete construction of a combina
tion of both, may have exterior walls of reinforced concrete 
at least eight inches thick; provided, however, that such 
walls shall support only their own weight, and that such 
walls shall have both vertical and horizontal steel reinforce- 

both sides, the rods to be placed not more than

inches of effective area or a dimension 
lnches.

i11) When longitudinal reinforcing rods in columns
incheshave an area in excess of one and one-fourth square 

ï!e ends shall be faced or milled off normal to the longitu-
lnal axis and such rods shall have full and perfect bearings

shall

ment on
eighteen inches apart from centres, and be securely wired 
together at each intersection and rigidly connected with 
columns and girders. All rods shall be lapped a sufficient 
length to develop their full stress by the allowable unit 
stress for adhesion, 
openings, the vertical ones to be wired to the nearest hori- 
2ontal ones, and the horizontal rods at top and bottom of 
openings wired to the nearest vertical ones.

of steel reinforcement to be provided shall

and a tight fitting sleeve or other approved appliance 
Provided at each joint to keep the rods in their proper

Position.
be

Additional rods shall be set around, r) When longitudinal reinforcing rods in columns 
aVe an area of less than one and one-fourth square inches 

®. rods may be lapped and securely wired together, the 
plCe to be of a sufficient length to develop by adhesion 

strength of the rod.
*!3) All butted joints shall be made at the floor 

at Points where the columns may be considered as xe , 
fn the centre of lapped joints shall not be more than one 

°t above floor levels or points at which rigid lateral sup- 
rt rs afforded the columns. The ends of all rods at the 

froSe of columns shall be made smooth and right angled 
fec^h^16- k’Hff'tudinal axis and such rods shall have 
str earing on a steel plate or casting of sufficient size 
t0 ngth to distribute the load which the column supports 
sm,SUCh.an extent that the allowable compressive stress per 

*nch °n the material under this plate shall not e 
hUf C. *d’ or in lieu of the plate the stress may be istn 
of zi m concrete footings to the required extent by meau 
bv °;:C1S of sufficient length and area to sustain the wtig it 

y adhesion of the concrete to the steel, without exceeding 
all JPe'Clfied limit for such in this regulation. The tops o 
PerWo6ls t0 extend to the top of the footing and be made 
for-: y level and smooth to receive the longitudina Te'n
to tng r°ds and e joint between the dowels and the ro s 
the f ma,^e with pipe sleeve which is to be grouted lnt- 
the °°tlnS at lea six inches and extend six inches aiove 

°P of same and the reinforcing rods after being secure 
Vp6lr pr°Pcr position are to be solidly grouted mto tne 

wUh liquid Portland cement.
Port lhc area required in footings which have to sup 
f°rcem mns having both spiral hooping and vertical rein- 
ittimerient shaH be obtained in a similar manner to t a 
forc ‘at6ly above specified for columns with vertical rein
ed*61* 0nly. The longitudinal reinforcing bars m a 
supp- S shall be straight and sufficient metallic atera 
Until th ho provided to keep them in their proper p a 

e concrete in the column has set.
(,5> The

thousand

11

In all cases
the the percentage

be sufficient to enable the wall to safely resist a uniformly 
distributed horizontal pressure by thirty pounds per square 
foot acting on either side of it, but in no instance shall the 
percentage of reinforcing -metal be less than one-quarter of 
one per cent, in each direction. The thickness of a rein
forced concrete curtain wall shall not be less than one- 
eighteenth of the unsupported height.a per- 

and Tile and Reinforced Concrete Joist Construction,—15.—
( i ) When tile and reinforced concrete joist construction is 
used for floors, the tile shall be sound, hard burned, free 
from shrinkage cracks, or uniform size and corrugated in 
a horizontal direction upon the sides.

(2) The reinforced concrete jpists shall be parallel and 
in perfect line and of sufficient width to develop the steel, 
which steel is to be protected from fire with concrete of a 
similar mixture and thickness to that hereinbefore specified 
for concrete beams. Should concrete be required on the top 
of the tile to take compressive stress it must be not less 

inches in thickness and must be poured at thethan two
time at the joists, and be of the same mixture. Thesame

tile shall be thoroughly soaked with water before the pour
ing of the concrete is commenced, 
struction the dead and entire live loads will be assumed to 
be carried by the reinforced concrete joists.

In this class of con-in
sle-e

16.__Upon the completion of a reinforced concrete build
ing the architect or engineer who designed the structure 
shall issue a signed certificate and have the same posted in 

on each floor, stating the safe capacity 
foot of floor space, if the entire floor is designed

a conspicuous place
per square
to carry the same load. If, however, the floor is designed 

different loads, each section must be provided withto carry
a certificate stating the capacity of that particular section 
and describing the limits thereof.tension shall be 

inch.
allowable stress

pounds (16,000) per square
CoihDrpJ ,^dere it is necessary to introduce steel to resis 
streSs Sl°n 'n girders, beams or =l=bs the compressiv 
c'€d sclUare inch allowed on such steel snan nui

teen times (i5) the computed compressive stress m 
at the same distance from the neutral ax 

steel shall be anchored into the mass of concr 
l3 vva>" as to prevent any possibility of buckling, 

"’hich ■ d'^le minimum protection for steel reinforcem1 
steel to t0 ta^en> is the distance from the surface o 

the nearest concrete surface, shall be : 
a) For girders and columns, two inches.

) For beams and lintels, one inch and a 
c) For floor and roof slabs, one inch.

Walls Jn,and Reinforced Concrets Walls.—1*- <"°?Ctinn
°r base 1 °Ut re'inforcement, other than those of form ‘ 
C«»Wnt- s*la^ be constructed with concrete o 1 c 
deified1,11 and quality in all respects to that

Pr f°r reinforced concrete, and shall be the full thi 
Cfibed in this by-law for brick walls.

steel inon
1 y,—Load tests shall be made by and at the expense of 

the contractor when required by the inspector of buildings, 
under his direction and in his presence or in the presence 
of his representative, on any portion of a reinforced con-

within a reasonable time after erection.crete structure'he shall show that the construction will sustain aAh C°ncrete 
11 ^ch Such tests

load of twice the live load for which it was designed with- 
causing any permanent deformation.

in such a out
1g.__No system of reinforced concrete shall be used

which is not capable of design and investigation in accord- 
with the formula and principles laid down in theseance

regulations.
19.—Section m of By-law No. 4861, being “A By-law 

for regulating the erection and to provide for the safety of 
buildings,” is hereby repealed.

half-

Commerits by the Citizens’ Committee—While the pro
posed by-law for regulating reinforced concrete construction 
in the city of Toronto is in the main satisfactory to the Ciiti- 
zens’ Committee on the revision of the building by-law, thereaess

•5 
a 

K
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and Cleveland 

For direct com-
New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis 
runs from 650 to 800 pounds per sq. in. 
pression, the specified stress of 450 pounds per sq. in. is als® 
lower than is now generally adopted. It is recommend^ 
that this be placed at 500 pounds per sq. in., the same a 
permitted in New York, St. Louis, Cleveland and Baltin** • 
The formula for safe loads on columns, paragraph (h), shou

In the
opinion of this committee these should be amended before 
the proposed ordinance becomes law, if it is to represent the 
latest and best constructional practice.

To this end the committee wishés to make the following 
the draft by-law, and offers corresponding sug-

certain provisions to wrhich exception is taken.are

comments on 
gestions for its improvement.

Section 2, sub-section 3, page 2.—It would appear from 
this that the weekly reports furnished the inspector of build
ings are to concern only the records of the progress of con
creting and the date of removal of forms. In the opinion of the 
committee it should be required to include also a declaration 
that, in the opinion of the inspector in charge, the work 
covered by the report has been executed in all respects in ac
cordance with the plans, specifications and city building re-

be correspondingly changed.
Section 12, sub-section 6, page 22.—It is excessive! 

severe, and beyond the present requirements . of the Ci 
Architect’s department to allow as effective diameter of 
longitudinally reinforced column only the distance from 
side to outside cf reinforcement. Were this rule adopt ^ 
would mean that a 10 inch by to inch column would bave^ 
effective area of only 36 sq. in., or 36 per cent, of its ar 
It is customary to allow the full area in this class of column 
Sub-section 10 on page 23 should be altered to read:

out'

gulations.
Section 5, sub-section 3, page 7.—It is now recommend

ed by the best authorities that test mortars shall show, not 
merely 70 per cent., but 100 per cent, of the strength of a 
similar mortar made with standard Ottawa sand.

Section 6, page 8.—The complete prohibition of Bessem
er steel, high elastic limit steel and re-rolled steel for rein
forcement, is in the opinion of this committee not warranted. 
If these materials are capable of passing the usual tests pre
scribed for them, their use should be allowed. Suitable tests 
for high elastic limit steel should be inserted in the by-law.

Section 7, sub-section 3, page 10.—In the interests of 
definiteness the volume of a bag of cement should be defined,. 
and the committee recommends that this be fixed at 9/10 of 
a cubic foot.

Section 8, sub-section 11, page 12.—The minimum length 
of time which columns should be poured ahead of the floors 
should be defined.

Section 11, page 16.—The bending moments for slabs 
and beams fixed by this section are in excess of those required 
to be figured in the newer building codes of large American 
cities. With the careful inspection provided for in the regu
lations under discussion, it would, in the opinion of this 
committee, be entirely safe to reduce these requirements to 
conform to those recently adopted by the cities of New York, 
Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis and San Francisco. It is 
therefore recommended that for slabs and beams continuous 
over two or more supports the moments at the centre and at 
the supports be taken as 1/12 wl. and that for slabs and 
beams continuous over one support only, the moments shall 
be 1/10 wl. Corresponding alterations should be made m 
sub-section (4) to cover slabs reinforced in both directions 
and in sub-section (7) to conform with the above rules

Section 11, sub-section 6, page 18.—The reduction of re
inforcing steel in slabs here prescribed is not in accordance 
with accepted theory. It is recommended that the steel be 
reduced at the support to 50 per cent, of that calculated per 
foot of width and that the reduction begin at the third points 
instead of at the quarter points.

Setsion 11, sub-section 8, page 18.—Where the slab ex
tends on only one side of the beam, it should be allowed to 
flange up to four times its thickness.

Section 11, sub-section 10, page 19.—It is almost univers
al practice to allow compressive stresses at the bottom of a 
beam at the support, fifteen per cent, in excess of those al
lowed elsewhere in the beam. This should be permitted in 
the present regulations.

Section 12, subsection 3, page 20.—The allowable work
ing stress :s prescribed in this sub-section are 
those permitted in the most recently adopted building codes 
of American cities. It is recommended that the compression 
on the extreme fibre of slabs, beams and girders be 650 
•pounds per sq. in. The corresponding stress in the codes of

four square inches, outside area.”
col"Section 12, sub-section 8, page 22.—For bends in 

having longitudinal reinforcement only, one-quart61
apaflumns

inch rounds should be permitted spaced not farther ^ 

than the outside diameter of the column. Since such 111 a, 
ial is of the nature of wire, and therefore very easily wor "eJ 
its use should be allowed, as tending to ease and rapidity
construction.

Section 12, sub-sections 11-13, page 23.—In
11, it should be made clear that the area of one 
fourth square inches is of individual rods and not the ^ 
gregate area. For reds having an area less than t is, 
should be allowable to use a pipe-sleeve joint wl 
milling the ends of the rods, as an alternative to 
lapped splice prescribed. Shore columns require to be r ^ 
forced for moment due to wdnd, it should be allow ab e 
locate the splices at other places than at the floor leve s’

sub-seoti<>n 
and <*e-

ag'

good
Section 13, sub-section 15, page 24.—There is no & 

reason why the use of high elastic limit steel should ke^-r(j 
hibited. It should be allowed to be stressed up to one 
of the elastic limit, but not over 20,000 pounds Per sq 

inch.
Section 14, sub-section 2, page 25.—The amount °£ 

inforcement here required is excessive. Steel enough to
either facesist a pressure of 30 pounds per square foot on 

the wall is all that is necessary,
Section 15, sub-section 1, page 26.—Provision shou 

here made for concrete tile or other fillers than terra 
tile.

tt»

tb6
Section 18, page 27.—This would technically ^e'3a^_,et,t

amendi”use of any new system of construction without 
of the by-law and therefore should be omitted.

It is recommended that for definiteness and c°nV , e 
the values of R in the equation M = Rbd2 be listed in pei 
law for working stresses from 16,000 to 20,000 P°un ^ in 
square inch, as indicated in the memorial presented 10 ■’ jjjgt 
May last, section 19, page 52. Further, it is request6
the moment area bs defined as 0.87 times the distune

for both

ieh

reC'
the top of the beam to the centre of the steel 
tangular and T-beams.

OTTAWA WATER SUPPLY.

Pitometer Company, who recently made a
been employed - 

of the » 
once

lower than The
survey for the city of Toronto, have 
city of Ottawa to make an extensive survey 
mains of that city. Investigations will begin at
will probably cover six or eight weeks.

•a z
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Recent developments in paint
TECHNOLOGY.”

THE1912.
each other’s faults, and thus produce a durable paint coating 
of maximum efficiency.

The Composition of Paints.—As is well known, a paint 
is a mixture of one or more pigments and a vehicle which 

the part of the spreading and binding medium. Up toBy Henry A. Cardner.f acts
the present time the vehicle portion of paints has generally 
been made of linseed oil, admixed with some volatile thinner, 
such as turpentine, 
will be discussed more fully later on.

Lumber and Its Relation to Paints.—The proper choice 
treatment of lumber is one

Problems which the builder as well as the painter has to 
Iace- When about to build a dwelling, barn, or other 

ructure made principally of wood, the question is sure to 
riSe *n regard to what variety to select so as to get t ie 
,ax*rivurn service and money value. The locality in uhic 

e structure is to be built must often have a bearing upon 
question. While it is true that the painting of each 
°f wood demands the special consideration of t e 

sinter, it is aiso trUe that the study of paints for "°o 
■ tect*°n points toward the production of a paint that wi 

Satlsfactory results under all conditions and on a 
ÎT*8- H is the writer’s opinion that a paint may be 
”at'e that will be perfectly well suited for the preservation 
troeV6ry sPeci-es of wood, provided the paint is proper y 
WLate^ In the hands of the skilful and intelligent painter, 
Var°.Can Produce lasting results on almost every t>pe, y 
coat'nS t^le Proportion of thinners and oil in the various 

S" The painter who uses the same paint on soft pme 
how ‘ ga*n on hard pine, without making a special stu V ° 
likpi t0 reduce the priming coat for the hard pine, wi 
fail,y t0 T'et inferior results on the latter. In case 

r<7 "tIle natural impulse is often to place the blame upon 
Paint >U>nt’ wk"ereas the real responsibility may rest upon t ie 

er s lack of knowledge.
the S'SnS °f Paint Failure.—Those who are responsible for 
Cond^re an<* maintenance of property the familiar wit t e 
im> l0n surface presented by almost all wooden )U1 
,nfer°r structures which have been improperly painted with 
to d10r Paints- “Chalking” or “flouring” are terms used 
terior Crt*:)e the condition of a paint surface which has 
fissur!^ within the paint film. The formation of minute 
effeeteSi&eneraHy sP0ken of as “checking,” as well as tie 
bliste ■ 6St described as cracking, scaling, peelmg and 
ings ^ln8r’ are other signs of failure which cause paint coat 
IPevn,?,Present an unsightly appearance, and which Pom 
ItPPron"1 y eitller to the use of improperly made paints or to 
bifficuH application. The cause of these conditions is not 
acteT ft0 Un<Ierstand when even a brief study of the c a 
Paint k the materials entering into the composition of a 
stanCp ‘If been made. It is, however, a fortunate circum 

at t^le proper admixture of different types o ptff 
enables us to correct the strong tendency ex 1 1 e 

Pigments to rapidlv deteriorate in an 01 m 
P mt will be more fully discussed in a later paragraph.

ate ***** of a C od Paint.—Progressive manufacturers

Wides ln& to produc a paint which will show, un er t e 
PeSs Vang€ °f conditions, good hiding power, adhesive- 
r^lative^ee<^0m Irom internal strains, permanency of co or, 
ticity t y imperviousness to moisture, sufficient e as
PaPsion Prevent scaling or cracking when subjected to e. 
action i_°r contraction, and freedom from the chemica 
Such a !C^ results in deep checking or excessive cha " S 
opinio Product as this cannot be obtained, in the writer 
°rder y the use of any one pigment in linseed 01 j 
be in meet all the 
of tbe

and of the -most important The subject of oil and plant vehicles

Physical Properties of Pigments.—The pigment portion 
of a paint for use on barns and farm buildings -may, if de
sired, be composed of properly selected iron oxides or other 
colored pigments, even containing in some cases a moder
ately high percentage of silica, clay, or other inert materials, 
and give perfectly satisfactory results. For the preservation 
and decoration of dwellings, however, the pigment portion 
of paints is generally made as a whole or in part of the 
most expensive white pigments, such as white lead and zinc 
oxide.
base pigments will now be taken up.

this
type

The relative values and properties of these white

and

“Chalking.”—Type of Decay Exhibited by Improperly 
Made Paint.

White Lead.—White lead, either of the corroded or 
sublimed type, is perhaps the most generally used of all the 
white pigments as a paint base. Corroded white lead is a 
basic carbonate of lead, while sublimed whit-e lead is a basic 
sulphate of the same metal. Both of these types are white 
and admirably adapted as painting materials. They take 
relatively the same amount of oil and spread easily, produc
ing paint films which are highly opaque and which, there
fore, hide efficiently the surface upon which they are placed. 
Sublimed white lead is a relatively finer pigment than cor
roded white lead, and seems to show a tendency to chalk 

extent upon exposure to the weather. Corroded

•bents

This
by

sl>ecial

to a greater
white lead is more alkaline, however, than sublimed white 

when used alone with linseed oil generally shows
a tendency to chalk to a considerable extent in a short time 

show deep checking, thus permitting the admission 
The alkaline mature of this pigment produces

and to
of moisture. ... . , .
considerable action upon certain tinting colors and results 

darkening when mixed with delicate greens orin fading or 
blues.

of white lead has been condemned in some 
parts of this country, as well as abroad, because of its 
alleged poisonous properties. While it is true that lead 
poisoning may occasionally occur in some factories where 
the workman and his conditions are not properly safe- 

rded, it is, nevertheless, a fact that lead poisoning very

The use

should
ands as stated above, tfi 
durable paint a proper 
which, united, will tend

tects. *er delivered before American Institute of A

WashinSS1Stant Director, Institute of Industrial
in8bon, d.c.

correctvarious
gua
seldom occurs among painters of experience and cleanly 

Carelessness in mixing white lead is, fortunately, 
almost obsolete among painters.

hab its.
a practiceResearch, The use of
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pigments which, when ground in oil, become transparent, 
All of these pigments possess the property of strengthening 
a paint film made of white lead and zinc oxide, and often 
increase the durability of such a paint. Barytes, silica, and 

china clay are especially valuable for this purpose. Asbes
tine, because of its needle-like structure and low gravity- 
prevents settling and acts as a reinforcer of paint film5- 
Whiting or calcium carbonate should be used when zinc 
oxide is in excess in a paint, so that the hardness of the 
paint may be overcome.

paints already ground in oil by means of machinery to a 
pasty condition, allowing easy working and reducing, obvi
ates the danger of lead poisoning from any such cause as 
this, even though the percentage of lead in such paints is 
in preponderance.

Zinc Pigments.—Another pigment which has proved 
itself of great value to the painter is zinc oxide. The use 
of this pigment may be said to have almost revolutionized 
the paint industry of the world, and its increased consump
tion during the last ten years is sufficient evidence of its 
value as a painting material. Zinc oxide is produced by 
oxidation and sublimation of zinc ores and is not only ex
tremely fine, but of great whiteness. It has good hiding 
power, although not quite so great as that shown by the 
white leads. It tends to produce a glossy surface, making 
it especially valuable for use on interior work and in 
enamels. When used alone it has the effect of hardening 
the oil film in which it is enveloped, and upon long exposure 
causes cracking and scaling. However, when the sublimed 
or corroded white leads are properly combined with zinc 
oxide, a more durable surface is produced, the shortcomings 
of each pigment being overbalanced by the good properties

A white paint must be possessed of sufficient opacity t0 
efficiently hide the surface upon which it is placed, when 
three coats are applied for new work or two coats for re" 
painting work. Mixtures of the white leads and zinc oxide, 
with the latter pigment running not over fifty-five per cent-, 
will easily produce such a result and wear well. It is gen' 
erally deemed advisable, however, by most manufacturers to 
take advantage of the excessive opacity of such mixtures, 
which allows the introduction of moderate percentages 0 
these inert pigments which give greater strength and other

naturaldesirable features to a paint. The percentage of _ 
crystalline inert pigments to add to a white paint made 0 
lead and zinc must, however, be moderate and insufficient 

to detract materially from the hiding power of the paint.
White-Paint Formulas.—From these conclusions, whirl1 

have come from wide experience in the testing of Pa’nt^ 
under actual service conditions, there can be recommend6 
to the buyer of paints and to the manufacturer and master 
painter those machine-mixed paints in white, made by re' 
putable manufacturers, the composition of which will sb0"' 
a mixture of white lead and zinc oxide, with the latter P1^' 
ment within limits of between fifteen to fifty-five per cent” 
and especially the same mixtures reinforced with the modcl 
ate percentage of crystalline inert pigments referred t0 

above.

of the other. The proper combining properties of zinc oxide 
with white lead may be said to vary between twenty to 
fifty-five per cent, of zinc oxide for paints designed for ex
terior use. In the opinion of the authors, lead and zinc

JRgtraal

, fj

whiteTinted paints possess greater hiding power than 
paints, and the above proportions would be somewh^ 

changed for a tinted paint containing any percentage 
coloring material. Tinted paints are, moreover, far m°r 
serviceable than white paints, as will be shown later.

Mill v. Paddle.—The mixtures under consideration sh°11*
ton1-

m

M
be ground in linseed oil by the manufacturer, through 5 
or steel mills, to a very fine condition, as it is only throuf? 
proper grinding that the pigments can be properly blend6^ 

The mixing of paint by hand is, fortunately, to a large ^ 
tent a thing of the past. The uneven lumping of hand-m1'1 ^ 
paints is often the cause of their failure. Such ancient a 
crude practice should be avoided by every painter, for 11 
more economical to obtain semi-paste paints, pr°Per 
ground by machinery, to such a condition that they may 
easily broken up and tempered. Such paints may be ^ 
duced to the proper consistency with oil and volatile thmn

"Scaling.”—Type of Decay Exhibited by Improperly 
Made Paint.

ex-

pigment in the above percentage, properly blended and 
ground, make paints of far better wearing value than can 
be produced with either white lead or zinc oxide used alone.

Zinc-Lead.—Zinc-lead, a pigment sublimed from mixed 
lead and zinc ores, and containing about equal proportions 
of zinc oxide and lead sulphate intimately combined, as well 
as leaded zinc, a product similarly produced, but with zinc 
oxide running about seventy-five per cent., are white base 
pigments of value which are used to a considerable extent. 
They are generally slightly off color, however, and are 
therefore used most largely in paints which are to be tinted 
in various colors. i

Lithopone.—Lithopone, a pigment produced by precipi
tation, and consisting of zinc sulphide and barium sulphide, 
is of great value in the manufacture of interior paints. On 
account of its liability to darken and disintegrate, however, 
it is seldom used on exterior work, although recent tests 
have shown that when used in combination with zinc oxide 
and whiting, it gives very promising results.

Crystalline Pigments and Their Use.—Barytes (barium 
sulphate), silex (silica), whiting (calcium carbonate), gyp
sum (calcium sulphate), asbestine (silicate of magnesia), 
and china clay (silicate of alumina) are white crystalline

lor application to any kind of wood.
paints

man11'
In the opinion of the writers, a majority of the 

sold by reputable dealers and made by reputable 
tacturers in this country are not only made from the 
linseed oil and highest grade pigments obtainable, but 
put in a form ready for the painter to thin down with ^ 
oil or turpentine reductions, either for priming work 
be used without reductions for finishing coats, 
metropolitan painter who wishes to make his own
shades may, however, prefer to have his mixed l’1^ r0(

form

best
at6
fu1-1

lark*The
tints .i

en1

paint ground by the manufacturer in heavy paste 
certain purposes.

*sï
""

Results of Field Tests__A careful analysis
suits of field tests which have been carried on in
parts of the country would be far too voluminous 
tion in this bulletin. The official findings of spec13 J
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mittees nf inspection have already been published in special 
<l'fl°rtS' Whereas there may still remain ground for some 

i-rence of opinion in regard to the interpretation of t 
esults obtained on the various test fences, there can be no 
ou t that considerable information of the highest va ue 
as keen yielded both to the producers and consumers o 
aints- One of the principal results obtained from these 

r, $ts bas lead to the opinion expressed above by the writers, 
31 better results can be obtained by a proper mixture of 

'cd Pigments than by the use of any one pigment in 
e . d oil. This conclusion has also been reached y 
snf Ii6erS of the United States Navy, and, as a result, the 

'■'^cations of the Bureau of Yards and Docks for paints 
ade of straight white lead and oil have recently been 
anged to call for white lead combined with upward of 
* Per cent, of zinc oxide. Many engineers and mastei 

wavt6rS haVe interpreted the results of the tests in the same 
mimVnd the attention of the authors has been called to a 
atnn 6r °f opinions which show that the tendency of demand 
Co ?? tbose who are properly informed is for a high gra e 
ment ati°n tYPe of Paint rather than for any single pig-

THE1912.

and yellow pitch pine. The penetrating and solvent value 
of benzol is high, and it often furnishes a unison between 
paint and wood that is a prime foundation to subsequent 
coatings, preventing the usual scaling and sap exudations 
which often appear on a painted surface.

solvent action of benzol, however, this material should 
be used in the second and third coatings. These facts

Because of the

great 
never
will doubtless interest the southern painter, who has so 
much wood of a refractory nature to paint.

Oils.__The increasing cost of linseed• oil has raised the
interesting question as to whether or not it is a good prac- 

admixture of other oils in connection W'ith it,tice to use an . .
in high-grade paint coatings. Strong differences of opinion 
will probably be found in regard to this question, and un
doubtedly further investigation work is necessary in order 
to decide it. A number of different oils have been proposed 
for the purpose, of which, perhaps, soya-bean is one which 

been most prominently discussed. No definite formulas,
however, should be recommended until the results of inves
tigations which are now being carried on are in hand. A 
systematic series of test panels is now being erected in 
Washington, D.C., on the grounds of the Institute of In
dustrial Research, which are designed to gather data cover
ing just this point.

Paint.

strUr, °r-~~The selection of the color for a dwelling or o 
judo- Ure is a imatter that depends largely upon t e g 
of ,/nent and taste of the owner, combined with the a vie 
UPo 6 Painter. One point, however, should be ™ipr'®SS<~ 
or the “inti of both, namely, that practically all sha ^ 
of n„ntS made upon a good white paint base, through t e u 
the anent tinting colors, will better withstand exposure to 
the a^rnosPhere than the white base used alone. w“g 
dwelr etrful effect produced by the use of white paints o 

lngs> a very large quantity of white will continue 
the these white paints are designed in me W1
whitp 1^ffestl°ns brought out above—that is to say, 1 
other ead baSes are properly reinforced with zinc 0x1 e 
be ohfPl-8:mentary materials—better results will un ou

0btained, as far as appearance and durability is con- 
*han if white lead had been used alone. The c 

s °uld remember, however, that more durab e 
obtained by the use of tinted paints.

Reductions and Thinners.—Turpentine, with its sweet
oxidizing value, 

used

conditions have been most discouraging 
and the natural shortage of seed

The flax crop
during the past two years, 
has caused a rise in the price of linseed oil, which has 
necessitated a rise in the price of paint. The added pro
tection to be secured, however, through the frequent appli
cation of paint for outweighs any increased cost which has 

caused by the rise in price of the raw commoditiesbeen
entering into the composition of paint.

used. Interior of Dwellings and Buildings.—The
decoration of the interior of dwellings and public 

greater importance than the 
There is, more-

Paints for
proper
buildings has become of even

and decoration of exteriors, 
increased demand for harmonious effects and the 

sanitary conditions than have prevailed

protection 
over, an 
production of 
in the past.
wall papers of more or £ ..... .
exclusively used for the decoration of walls in the interior 
of buildings, and their application was commonly considered 
the most effective means of wall decoration. There seems 
to be no question, however, that the use of wall paper is 

decreasing, and that the art of interior decoration 
transition to the almost universal use of

Cerned,
sUtmer 1 
wiU be

more
Up until a few years ago, a great variety of 

less pleasing appearance were almost

°dorj high«as ;ii solvent action, and wonderful 
for th;WayS tab:en first place amont the volatile liqu1 s 
steain ”,mng Paints. Wood turpentines, produced torn 
strUctix 1St\bati'°n of fine-cut fat pinewood or fr°m e, 
refin., e ^stillation of stumpage and sawdust, ave 
eff€ct m Some cases, by elimination of odor an 
Dures!’ t0 Such Purity that they are equally as good as the 
increasgrades of Sum turpentine, and their use is boun 

656 ln the paint

ha

steadily 
is undergoing a
paint.

demands the maintenance of sanitaryModern process
for the benefit of the public welfare, and there is 

that from the standpoint of sanitation and hygiene, 
painted wall surfaces are far superior to papered 
There is an abundance of evidence which shows 

easily toe harbored, and thus disease 
In the tenement houses which

conditions 
no doubt 
properly 
walls.

industry.
The understandlhat r,Z Pa’nter and manufacturer have come to ,

are e ain grades of asphaltum and paraffine distl1 
fi>r ext a. y as satisfactory as turpentine for use m pa^ 
tilled frri°r PurP°ses- Those volatile oils which are ’ 
base a crude oil with either a paraffine or asp a 
value an P°Ssessed of boiling point, color and evapora 
e3£eeue pr°ximating similar constants of turpentine, a 
p*ace , ' suited to partly, and in some cases who y, 

yer ad?6ntine in exterior paints. A little additiona
S -t0 Paints thinned with these materials will

c ation to take place in the proper time.
, Uct^'r61?4 “aster painters* have shown . .
fr°m ben ained fr°m the distillation of coal tar, diff 
Petroleu Z‘nG> a product obtained from the distillation 
Paints f ’ 18 a valuable thinner to use in the reduction 

t e Priming of resinous lumber such as cyP

that dust germs may 
transmitted from wall paper.

the larger cities, and to a lesser extent in the 
in smaller communities, where tenants 

less transient, the continued maintenance of 
difficult problem. Infectious

are common to 
dwellings found 

more or
sanitary conditions presents a

, epidemic illnesses generally leave behind bacilli of dif
ferent types, which may find a culture medium in the 
fibrous and porous surfaces presented by wall paper, backed 

as they invariably must be by starch, casein or other
UP • ,,„ctrs Occasionally the restriction of local boards 
organic pastes. . .
f hcalth provide in such events for proper fumigation, but

precautions are taken to destroy the disease

arc

dr
Caus

that benzol, aProd

often no
which are caught in the dust which collects on wall 

As a rule, both tenant and landlord are obvious to 
all conditions which cannot be readily seen or detected.

too
germs
paper.

*D SV ,r’ T>tzel, et al.
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richerBurning sulphur, one of the most effective means of fumi
gation, will generally cause bleaching and consequent fad
ing of the delicate colors used in printing the designs upon 
wall paper. Washing of the paper with antiseptic solutions 
will destroy its adhesiveness to the plaster and often cause 
bulging and general destruction.

Hospital Practice.—In hospitals, where it is necessary to 
maintain sanitary conditions, the walls are invariably 
painted, and requirements should demand the use of paints 
which can be washed frequently, so that there will be no 
possibility of uncleanliness. Inquiry made of a prominent 
surgeon connected with one of the large metropolitan hos
pitals substantiated the writer’s findings regarding the 
greater sanitary value of wall paints ; and brought forth the 
information that in hospitals under construction provision 
had been made for the finishing of walls so that a hard, 
non-absorbent and washable surface might be obtained. 
The same authority stated that the common practice, in 
apartments and tenements, of covering the old wall paper 
over with a layer of new, each time a tenant moved in, 
should be condemned, and that from a hygienic standpoint 
the use of sanitary wall paints should be advocated in all 
dwellings as well as public buildings.

may be used, while in the library and other rooms 
and more solid colors, such as greens, reds and blues, 
be harmoniously combined.

Defects of Wall

may

Paper.—It recently occurred t0 ***e 
writer to investigate the conditions which obtain in E°an'

niirapartment houses in the larger cities. Inspection of a 
ber of such places, in which wall paper had been exclusif 
used on the walls, showed generally bad conditions ; bulg1®, 
of the surfaces, caused by dampness in the walls, which b 
loosened up the binder, as well as peeling and dropping 
the paper from the ceilings, were frequently observed. „
many cases a shabby appearance was shown, accomPaDl

paS‘eby an odor which suggested decomposition of the 
binder used on the paper. The writer was impressed 
the fact that such conditions could easily be avoided by 1 
very simple expedient of using properly manufactured 
paints, which are so easily made dustproof and waterpr°°

Samples of wall paper, which had been appl'eci 
plastered walls for a year or more, were obtained and ej 
amination under the microscope showed a most unclea^. 
surface. Cultures were made of these samples, and bac ^ 
of different types were developed in the culture medium1 
a short time.

Experimental Evidence.—That the above conditions O0 
not have existed had proper wall paints been used, se«3® 
doubtless, and suggested a carefully conducted exper'111 y 
to prove the relative sanitary values of wall paper and 'v3 
paints. A large sheet of fibreboard, such as is occasion3,^ 
used to replace plastered walls, was painted on one side 'v 
a high-grade wall paint, three-coat work. A similar f 
was papered on one side with a clean, new wall P3^ ^ 
These test panels were placed where unsanitary cond»*0 
such as dampness, foul odors, and a scarcity of air, 
present. After a short period of exposure, the panels 
taken to the bacteriological laboratory and a small seC^\s 
of the painted surface, about two inches square, as we 
a small section of the papered surface of similar side» 
removed and used for making cultures. In each caSe c 
surface of the section under test was washed with i°° CU 5, 
centimeter of distilled, sterilized water. The wasM”^. 
which dripped from the surface, were collected in a 
ated flask. One cubic centimeter of the washings waS Ü g. 
in each case, admixed with bouillon and again with 

The enormous development of bacteria in the 
Ion, treated with the washings from the wall paPere<* ^(e( 
face, was sufficient evidence to convince one of the £re 
sanitary value of the wall paint, the washings from V1 
gave a culture practically free from bacteria. The 
of bacteria shown in the petri-dish made of the 
from wall paper further supports these findings- It 
noticed that the tests made from the washings of the^ a$ 
paint show practical absence of bacteria, and was c^e 
was the bouillon-solution test of paint. The washing5 ^ 
the wall paper showed active development of bacter*3’ 
in the bouillon and

with
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“Alligatorlng.”—Type of Decay Exhibited by Improperly 
Made Paint.

agar.
surIf such conditions are maintained in hospitals, where 

special attention is paid to sanitation, it would appear that 
similar precautions should be equally as necessary in public 
buildings and in dwellings—wherever, in fact, people con
gregate to live.

Sanitary Wall Paints.—Cold water paints or kalsomines 
should not be used, as they often contain glue, casein, dex
trine and other binders which are easily destroyed. Oil 
paints which are thinned with turpentine and other volatile 
spirits are the only real sanitary paints to use. There have 
recently apeared in trade a number of wall paints composed 
of non-ipoisonous pigments ground in paint vehicles having 
valuable waterproofing and binding properties, and of a 
nature to produce the flat or semi-flat finish that has become 
so popular. Such paints produce a sanitary, waterproof sur
face, which permits of frequent washing. By their use it 
is possible to secure a more permanent and wider range of 
tints than can be obtained with wall paper, as they are pro
duced in a myriad of shades, tints and solid colors, from 
which any desired combination can be selected. On the 
border or on the body of walls decorated with such paints, 
attractive stencil designs, which bring out in relief the color 
combinations, may be applied.

For the decoration of ohambers and living rooms, deli
cate French grays, light buffs, cream tints and ivory whites

col on* 
wash»* 

will b.
a»

agar tests. of *I)'From the Conservation Standpoint.—It would be 
terest to sum up in figures the acreage and cordage 0 tt)fe 
that annually is transformed into pulp for the man11 stafi5' 
of wall paper. Unfortunately there are no available ^ 
tics on this subject. It is clear, however, that ^ talce 
standpoint of conservation the use of wall paints sh°u 
precedence over the use of wall paper. /Tbe

most
iron-Paints for the Prevention of Corrosion of

protection of structural steel is a subject that 
have in the past considered of minor importance, ^.^g ac' 
that would properly hide the surface of the metal for
cepted without much question. The demand, h°"^ cat5; 
structural steel for office buildings, factories, st 
railroad equipment, etc., has doubled the output

pa

aldC»of stru
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Results obtained in many laboratory tests suggested a 
practical exposure test, and a series of three hundred large 
steel plates were exposed by the writer, acting under the 
American Society for Testing Materials, at Atlantic City, 
where the action of the salt air is severe on both paint and 

In these tests separate plates were painted with 
nearly all the useful paint pigments, ground in a vehicle of 

and boiled linseed oil. Later in the test it was found 
pigments of the carbonaceous type, as well as 

which contained acid impurities, were showing bad

Fa!nts’ and created a demand for painters having a know- 
of the proper materials to use in the painting of stee , 

0 that its life may be preserved and its strength maintained. 
VjCk knowledge is as important to the painter as a know 

S'6 of how to properly select materials for the painting o 
, ’ and how to temper these materials to suit the various
Editions

metal.

met with.
Every one is familiar with the appearance of rust, but 
actually understand what causes rust. No attempt wi 

ad nia<^e kere to present even an outline of the many theories 
for a?Ce^ to €xPlain the phenomenon of the rusting of >ron’ 
r • * e subject is as diverse as it is interesting. A 1 
t- however, will be given of the now generally accepted
el °ry,that explains the subject. This theory is called the 

trolvtic theory.
‘Auto-electrolysis” is the term used to

IXk! 13r tendency of iron to be transformed from a
sessing a hard lustrous surface, high tensile strength,

0t €r useful properties, to a crumbling oxide that
of the earth from

raw
that many
those . , , , ., .
results. It was also found that pigments of the mhibitive
type such as chromates of lead, zinc, barium, etc., acted in 
an almost miraculous way, transforming the surface of the 

which they were applied into a practically un-

few
be

metal upon 
corrodible condition.

The excessive chalking which took place on the corroded 
white lead coatings began to disappear at the end of a year, 
being washed away by the rains and carried away by the 

that there was left upon the surface thin coatings 
insufficient to give good protection. Had this 

reinforced with sufficient zinc oxide to pre

define the 
metal

winds, so 
ot pigments,
white lead been , . ,

chalking, much better results would no doubt have

and

which .grounc* and again becomes part 
n Was °riginally taken by man.

“going back to nature” is more readily accona
than by the old

b made irons produced many years ago. It seems 
artirf CUri0us fact that the more quickly a product or an 
ret 6 15 fashioned by man, the more quickly it ten s 
fay..,1? agapl to its original oxidized condition. Some m 
Causeer§ stee*> however, through an understanding o 
rnst- S °f rust, have progressed in the manufacture 
distrltf ™ateria,s> either by the elimination or by the prope 

ution of impurities.

vent 
been obtained.This

hanied by
hand»- The deep cracking of the zinc oxide indicated that such 

a pigment required a large quantity of oil in order to satisfy 
its brittle nature and prevent such effects. White paints 

zinc oxide and zinc oxide products were in ex- 
condition, and they confirm preliminary tests which 

of the most valuable pigments

m°st of the steel produced to-day

containing
cellent
showed zinc oxide to be one 
for protecting iron.

Although sublimed white and blue leads chalked very 
chalked pigment seemed to -be tenacious, and 

the plate, presenting a good surface with absence 
Both these pigments gave very good protection 

When admixed in the right proportion with certain

of slow-

heavily, the 
adhered to 
of rust, 
to steel.
other pigments, they give still better results.

early destroyed, as is usual with the pig-
It became

rent fn iron is brought into contact with moisture, 
the r. ° e^ectricity flow over the surface of the iron etwe 
itnptir°?nts 1:11 at are relatively pure and points that contain 
of tL ,Ies’ These currents stimulate the natural ten enc 
With lr°n t0 into solution, and the solution procee 
c°ntainl8:0r .at the Positive points. The air which the wa er 
Drecir>nS °X^'Z€S the iron which has gone into solution, an 
fainiliaratCS brown iron rust with which you are a 
acts s Thus water, which acts as an acid, and air, w 
the do, a,n °xidizer, have combined together to accomp 
c°uld hn a1^ °f the metal. It is obvious that if means 
tfiake if6 ^ev*sed to stop the solution pressure of iron, an 
c°Ui<j 1 resistant to the flow of surface -electric currents, rus 
of iron f prevented. Materials which prevent the rusting 
thes€ p ,e been -called by Dr. Cushman, who first advanced 
bibit n P 'lnations. rust inhibitors, or materials " 1C 
these n ■ "kbe paint maker, realizing the importan e 
signed ,St inhibitors, is incorporating them into paints 
"ditch °.r fhe Protection of iron and steel, and the success 
stand ‘ai,Us °f this type have met with from a Practic 
tr°lytir n? 18 a justification of what was first called tee 
el"Ctrolytire0ry which suggested their use. The aws ^ 

ve corr°sion would be a better way of stating
6arly nin°m<i ^acts, and these laws are a direct resu t o 
f°r manvneer researches of Dr. Cushman, who was form 
?he direrVe S in the Government servie but "h° 18 "

Lithopone was 
ment when used alone on 
rough and discolored, presenting a very blotchy appearance. 
Red lead and orange mineral both afforded excellent protec
tion to the plates upon which they were applied. They be- 

covered, however, after exposure with a white coating
due to the action of the car-

exterior surfaces.

came
of carbonate of lead, which , . , .
bonic acid of the atmosphere on the red lead, which is an 
oxide of lead, and susceptible to chemical action.

was

fair service indeed. In one case,The iron oxide gave
however, there were several eruptions, indicating slight cor
rosion beneath the surface of the paint, 
which did wonderfully well was the black oxide of iron which 

great tinting value, but up to the present 
The graphite was

One iron oxide

not only possesses
time has had a high protective value

deeply pitted at certain spots, indicating that galvanic 
had been set up, causing stimulating effects.

gave very poor

very 
currents
Barytes and -blanc fixe, when used alone, 
service showing scaling, chalking disintegration, and rust 

’ the test was started. Barytes, combined with

ha

after
other pigments, however, presented a very good sur- 

the paint film of gypsum rust soon appeared,

soon
some
face
and

in the Institute of ------------- , . s
- a Pacing small, brightly-polished steel plate

be n,Sh °f Paint pigment and water, a determi 
°* t-he pigment’s effect upon the meta •

(he stepi such conditions cause rapid corrosion
acc0J/teS- Such pigments are stimulators of c°rJ 

?f their p#°f ^‘d impurities which they contain, or € 
Jlnaceolls ' Ct ln stimulating galvanic currents. - anJ 
he «fîect P.lgments are of this type. Other pigment 

tUSt- Sn°i keepin8: bright the steel plates and prevc 
acti°n is C Pigments are of the inhibitive type> an

t0 Ch«k or retard the solution pressure of the iron.

Under
although the film itself remained fairly intact, rusting 

ssed throughout the test, indicating that gypsum films 
excluders of moisture. Coal-tar paints failed

. ®-tou
ffito a

progre
were very poor , , ,
in the test, and this was due, no doubt, io the strong action 

which early destroys such products. China clay 
excellent service for eighteen -months.

of the sun, 
and asbestine gave
After that time, however, indications of corrosion

and the apparent breakdown of the film was pre- 
These pigments, however, combined with other 
have given excellent service.

were
shown, 
dieted, 
pigments,

« «aï 
O



M®age Works was commenced under the present engineer, ^ 
Jas. Diggle, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S., of the fir® °

Heyw00"'Messrs. Jas. Diggle and Son, of Westminster and 
The actual commencement of the scheme was made

badAugust 13th, 1894, but after the work of construction ^ 
proceeded some time a most unfortunate discovery 
made. It was found that a worked-out coal mine eXlS 
practically over the whole site. This caused the com®1 
and engineer considerable anxiety ; and instead of the W 
being built with the usual foundations, it became necesS 
to excavate to a great depth and fill in with concrete, 
foundations vary in depth from a few feet to 56 feet, 
together with pumping the water out of the old mine 
enormously to the cost of the works.

bje
Heywood has a population of 27,000, and the rate®

value is >£121,700. The sewage treated at the works
sists of, besides domestic sewage, manufacturing waste- j
may be stated that the council adopt the policy of a!l°"

trea1'

The
Thi5’

, add^

con-

manufacturers to run their waste into the sewers after
1 he manufacturing waste consists of liquids

tanneries, flannel scouring, dye works, breweries, and Pa
Stainers. The dry-weather flow of sewage is 850,000 8a'0

and the major portion gravitates to the works, and e°
the major by ^

Passing through the primary scr js
in. mesh, the sewaf?6

’ 61»'

fro®0ment.

by an egg-shaped culvert 4 ft. 6 in. on 
on the minor axis.
the screening bars of which are 2
conveyed to the works by means of a cost iron pipe, 3 ^ 
diameter, 300 yards long, and discharges from an invcrt a 

bell-mouth pipe. Part of the sewage is diverted 00 ^
high breast water wheel 14 ft. diameter by 3 ft. wide, 
energy generated by the water wheel is utilized fo® drlV 
the secondary screens, which are of Jé in. mesh. A IU“'te 
portion of the sewage is diverted into an Adams lift’ ' ^

oS,000 

grid8e’ 
nters

ed

energy is generated free of cost (with the exception
of 1tention for cleaning), for lifting a maximum 

gallons of sewage per twenty-four hours from Hooley 
which is a low-lying district. This low-level sew’age
the forcing cylinders through retentive valves, which P

\Vbe® 
se\va£e

v

vent its return when the air pressure is applied, 
forcing cylinder has filled, the supply of high-level 
used for energy is automatically turned on through 
syphonic feed into the flush tanks placed overhead *n 
air chamber. Each flusR tank when full automatical1!' 
charges its contents through the deep trap syphon a° g 
pipe into the air cylinder immediately below, to which 
connected. The air contained in each of these air c>’*,II.pe5 
is thus expelled as required, and by ' °'r P _
is brought to exert its pressure on the low-level sewag® 
tained in the forcing cylinder to which it is connected ^
low-level sew’age is thus forced automatically to the re^.age, 
level. The air cylinder is now full of high-level 
but is at once emptied by the simple syphon attach6 > 
so after being utilized for work, 
the disposal works.
automatically entirely w’ithout cost for energy, 
minimum of oversight. jt is

After the sewage has performed these functi°n ^icb 
again united, and passes alongside the overflow "eir’€S •,nd 
is set up to pass the sewage, in excess of three n 
up to six times the dry-weather flow, on to the st01inse\v3f?6 
which have an area of 6,200 square yards. c
from one to three times the dry-weather flow is then ^ 
with alumino-ferric, and passes through the baffle

tbe

means com

passes
Thus the low-level sewage with a

and

a°

har® b

thesej
rkedsixand on to the precipitation tanks, 

with a total capacity of 710,000 gallons, and they 
on the continuous system.

There are
are

American vermilion, zinc chromate, zinc-and-barium 
chromate, chrome green, Prussian blue, and zinc:and-lead 
chromate gave most wonderful service, presenting an ap
pearance within two years that was almost identical with 
their appearance at the start of the test. These pigments 
w’ith red lead, zinc oxide, litharge, sublimed leads, combina
tions of lead and zinc, willow charcoal, neutral oxide of iron 
and the inert pigments, will allow the design of paints of 
nearly any color. From their admixture properly adjusted 
with a good paint vehicle, and tested by the expert, will 
come the final solution of the problem that has bothered 
painters and engineers for so many years. The vehicle for 
such paints should be made of linseed oil with or without 
the addition of treated linoleates, tungates, and fossil gums, 
until such a time as a modern research has found a vehicle 
more suitable.

THE HEYWOOD SEWAGE PURIFICATION AND 
REFUSE DESTRUCTOR WORKS.”

By R. J. McKenn, Manager.

The refuse destructor works were opened on June 15th, 
1903, and have since been regularly working. The plant
consists of two front-feed units of the Meldrum patent “Sim
plex” regenerative type, hand fed, and having an effective 
grate area of 50 square feet, and works in conjunction with 
a Lancashire boiler, 20 ft. long by 7 ft. diameter, wdth a 
total heating surface of 570 square feet, working at a pres
sure of 150 lb. per square inch. The “Simplex” grate con
sists in having the furnace chamber common to the number 
of grates. This arrangement of continuous grate ensures 
the maintenance of an evenly high temperature, and allows 
of one section being cleaned and charged while the other is
in an incandescent state, and as the gases commingle in the 
furnace, and again in the combustion chamber, complete 
immunity from dust or smell from gases leaving the chimney 
is ensured. The temperature in the combustion chamber 
varies from 1,700 deg. Fahr. to 2,000 deg. Fahr. The gases 
of combustion pass from the furnace into the combustion 
chamber, through the boiler and its settings in the usual 
manner, thence through the regenerator to the chimney 
flue. The regenerator, or air heater, consists of a number 
of cast iron tubes, through which the gases of combustion 
pass to the main flue. The air for combustion drawn by the 
steam jet blowers, which produces the forced draught, cir
culates round these tubes, and becomes heated in its pass
age to a temperature of from 250 deg. Fahr. to 350 deg. 
Fahr.; this temperature varying with the quantity and quality 
of the refuse, as also the size of the boiler. The refuse for 
consumption in the destructors is obtained from dry ashpits 
and a good number of privy middens. That from the latter
often contains 65 per cent, of moisture, and is of low calorific 
value. The average amount of water evaporated per pound 
of refuse is 0.62 lb. The engine-room contains a non-con
densing engine, 8 in. diameter cylinder by 14 in. stroke, 
running at 160 revolutions per minute. This engine drives 
a 7 ft. diameter mortar mill, and a compound air compres
sor 8 in. and 6 in. diameter cylinders by 12 in. stroke, w-ith 
a working pressure of 100 lb. per square inch, also a small 
inverted direct-coupled engine and dynamo, which gives 20 
ampères at 200 volts. The current generated is used for
lighting the works.

Sewage Purification Works.—It is now approaching 
eighteen years since the construction of the Heywood Sew-

* Paper read before the Institution of Municipal En
gineers at Heywood Manchester, England.
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OZONE PLANT OF THE CENTRAL LONDON 
RAILWAY.

June 6, / n/THE1912.

When the works were originally constructed, contact 
a t s were laid down. There were twelve in number, with 
re °!al area °f 1,325 square yards. These gave

ts> but they were not sufficient to deal with the whole 
01Ume of 

struct ari

Site
excellent

The management of the above underground railway has 
recently attempted to improve the condition of the air in 
their runways by the addition of an ozone plant manu
factured by the Ozonair Company, 
railway officials installed a trial outfit in the Bank Street 
station about two years ago and the results obtained justified 
the extension of the system to other stations along the line.

to con-sewage ; consequently it was necessary
twelve beds, constructedadditional beds. 

lla ,le perc°lating system, each 60 ft. diameter by 8 ft. deep, 
dist ^ a t0ta^ area 3’72° sQuare yards. The sewage is 
trjk .U,:ed on to the beds by means of the “Simplex dis 

apParatus. This apparatus can be set to feed the 
b d n r0tatron f°r any desired period of time. 

matic i^aS bad a ten minutes’ supply the distributor auto- 
So =a ly diverts the flow to No. 2 bed for ten minutes, and 
Crea tkr°ughout the series. Should the flow of sewage in 
ficien6 thr°Ugl1 fain or any other cause, one bed is not suf- 
ally h„t0 deal with the flow, and the distributor automatic
al ‘lnSs additional beds into action in ratio to the flow, 
to t,aS the decreases the beds go out of action m ratio 
°Uslv ^°W "■'■'be cycle °f changing is going on continu
the ge ■ ^rovision is also made which enables any bed in 

les t° be put out of action by simply placing a 
dlstributor, for no matter how well a sewage works 
managed there are times when the beds become sick

There are As an experiment, the

The supply of ozone is dependent upon the well-known 
principle of the silent electrical discharge on the oxygen of 

At each station the equipment includes a rotary 
transformer and a motor-driven Sirocco fan ; 

to these are air washers and filtering screens.

When No.
I

the air. 
converter, a
accessory
This apparatus is fixed at surface level and usually in the 
booking hall whence the upper air is drawn into the par- 

Reference to Fig. 1 will explain theticular local system, 
details of the arrangements employed, 
is drawn from outside through a fine copper mesh filter 

the surface of which a thin film of water con-

In each plant air

screen, over 
tinually flows, 
dirt and smuts, and deleterious gases.

This washes the incoming air, removingdisc
on the 
may be
and Squire 

The 
c°ne-sh

The air is drawn into a Sirocco ventilating fan driven 
by a motor of 7 h.p., where it meets a comparatively strong 

mixture delivered from an adjacent ozone generator, 
and is discharged in its ozonized and purified condition 
through trunking to the station platforms down below.

a rest.
bacteria beds are constructed on a 

the our' tbat rs, the centre of the beds is higher than 
the efflter Clrcumference. This allows the effluent to run to 
side of116"1 ckannels> which are constructed round the out- 
S*ructed 6 beds‘ The filtering media is laid on floors con 

"ith Ames-iCrosta’s floor tiles, which give a free 
°f air

humus

ozone
concrete base,

te» ten
lePM,, L fr5"

Mri
____ - MAIM • Al» TAUNA

ÀÉÉa°cess
under the beds and allows a free passage for 

escape. The outside walls are com 
Pigeon-hole brickwork, 14 in. thick for 4 ft-

ate co thlck f°r the remaining 4 ft., and eight buttresses 
structed to each bed. As the effluent discharges 
e beds it is collected by two main carriers, which 
11 t0 the humus tanks. These tanks, two in number, 

l3,° ft- long by 24 ft. wide, and vary in depth from 
to 2 ft. 6 in. at the outlet sills. These 

kaUons 6 Cleane<l out every week. A Shone’s ejector of 50 
the hurnuaPaClty is fixed for raising the humus sludg from 
,s vvorkedS ,tanks UP to the precipitating tanks. This 
*4,62 ft y compressed air, and works against a 

Tfi 6XC,US1V* °' fhpe friction. 

t*le sluflgpUdge fr°m the precipitation tanks gravitates 
> ir0 "ell, which is situate under the engine-room. 
alls> and m is fixed in this well, into which the sludge 

°n an,H en a charge is required compressed air is turn- 
$ U<iSe mivthe contents of the box ejected up and into the 
Wlth tWen.Cr'. There are three sludge presses, each fitted 
Presses in-y"eight Plates. The press liquor runs from the 
,a,hs have °r a st€e' boiler-shaped receiver, and when t e 
haUst air . tilschar,ged the sludge into the presses, the ex- 
T?85 liqun C”nveyed to the steel receiver ; the whole of the 

1)6 etye r bemR thus raised to the precipitation tanks. 
ier, akJ rLequired for driving the agitating gear m the 
° tbe ton tlti kau gear for bringing the pressed ca 'e 
ngine by road- is btained from a 6 in. diameter cylinder 

12 m. stroke, which is driven by compressed air.

the
matter tostru l0 ©ZONE CtNC.XATOA

M.XKC CMAMMA Of TUt 
SWITCHBOARD

cutcTAic moron 
COHVCATCn

F aia rtrrA scettHcted of 
9 in.and T —.11—1

nCH TtiOON cumtHt----— ALTÏWATWC CV-arCKT-------CONTWOOo* CUAAtNT---------

frozn 
conve 
aÜ6 each

A

Fjg_ _General Diagram of Ozonizer Plant at Tube
Stations, Showing Details of Equipment and 

Delivery Ducts.
head of

The ozone apparatus consists of 10 mica and gauze gen
erating units, the gauze sheets being supplied with current 

000-6,000 volts pressure from the secondary of a small 
transformer, the primary of which is connected to the 380- 

side of a small rotary converter, running on a 550- 
A suitable switchboard is provided for

at 5

volt a.c.
volt d.c. circuit, 
controlling the fan motor and converter, and the whole ap

is exceedingly compact and controllable as to the 
of air delivered and strength of the added ozone

paratus 
amount
mixture, according to temperature or barometric require
ments ; moreover, the working is practically automatic.

In each station a small proportion of the clean treated 
air is supplied to the ticket office, lavatories, etc., on the 
surface; the remainder passes down a main trunk to a dis
tributing duct under each platform, rising branches deliver
ing air at a height of about 7 feet above platform level.

The large ducts under the platforms are continued 
about 40 feet along the tunnels in the direction in which 
the trains leave, with a view to the trains themselves as- 

in the circulation of the treated air through the tun- 
About a third of the total air delivered is distributed 

the platforms, the remainder being delivered into the

to thAütotnatk 
t a ,i
ta»ks

inletsamples are fixed on the crude sewage
ok and<l!uS llft tanks> the effluent from the precipitation 
hates th hC final effluent. This is an advantage, and 
i, Ur- Tk necessity of workmen taking samples 
q Us eHsui- ai>Pbances are simple and work continuous 

6t 4e t» an average sample being obtained extent mg 
aty-four hours.

sisting 
nels. 
over 
tunnels.

every

s

> 0

^ 
Q
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cylifl"the feed nozzle is proportional to the movement of the 
ders G and F and therefore to the difference in head at 
mouth and throat of the Venturi tube. Hence the qua- 
solution added is at all times proportional approximately

ori6c
mber

A DOSING APPARATUS FOR WATER SUPPLIES. the
ntity of

An apparatus for introducing a chemical reagent into 
water flowing through a pipe under pressure is described in 
a recent issue of The Engineer (March 29, 1912).

In this device, shown diagrammatically in the figure 
herewith, the pressures in the mouth and throat of the Ven
turi tube at A are communicated to the two vertical tanks B 
and C respectively, so that the height of liquid in these two 
tanks varies with the Venturi pressures. In these tanks are 
suspended the hollow cast-iron cylinders G and F, hung 
from hooks in the end of the balance beam with fulcrum at 
E. These cylinders are so proportioned that their specific 
gravity is somewhat greater than unity, so that they are sub
merged in the liquid in the tank.

With no water flowing through the main the pressure at 
the mouth and throat of the Venturi tube is the same and con
sequently the liquid in the two tanks B and C stands' at the 
same height, say at H, in the figure. Under these conditions 
the cylinders G and F will hang at the same height. The 
lengths of the rods connecting the cylinders to the balance 
beam are so proportioned that with the cylinders at the same

Solution of Reagent

the amount of water passing through the main. The 
of the feed nozzle can be adjusted to give the desired 
of grains of solution per gallon of water treated.

nu

It is claimed by the manufacturer, George Kent, ^
of High Holborn, W.C., London, England, that the variât1^
in the proportion of solution added does not exceed 1 ^ ^
the mean under the most extreme conditions of working-

0f tests
support of this claim, the following results are given 
made upon one of these devices :

Solution.
Per cent.gals, per hr. 

19.8 
52.2 
57-2

Water.
640 3.09

3.041720
1820
2390

3-14
3.087 3-7

. ! V C‘
The device has been patented jointly by the Hon. j 

Parsons and Mr. Walter G. Kent. It is manufactured 
the trade name of “tiltometer.”

under

^ Feed Tank HEAVY-OIL ENGINES.
Crude Liquid rd1: Nozzle the Ho»* 

” was 1
ÿh The first of a series of four lectures undter df"

Bequest, on the subject of “Heavy-Oil Engines, 
livered by Captain H. R. Sankey before the Royal ^ 
of Arts on the 29th ult. Captain Sankey began by P01Ij0fflj 
out that some twenty years ago there was only one ^ 
of oil-engine of which the Hornsby-Akroyd and ^>T^eS Itl»l 
could be taken as types. These engines required e%gTKed 
heat at starting for the evaporation of their fuel, and " 
on paraffin. In 1890 Daimler invented the petrol-e^ut 
which worked with petrol having a specific gravity o ^ 
0.68, and which required no external heat for the e'a ;pe, 
tion of its fuel, while in 1897 Diesel introduced his en^eit, 
which worked with heavy oil, and required no extern1 
as the fuel was mechanically pulverized instead ot

gorierAm H, H, ini'20

6 F

Treated liquid
I

B CH2.

______

1 «2y evaporated.A
gaiik6'

Oil-engines at the present time were, Captain 
said usually considered as divisibe into two casses • 
light-oil engines, which used fuel capable of forinin^ a 
plosive mixtures at ordinary temperatures, and ha vy-oil 
specific gravity ranging from 0.68 to 0.72, and yie-
engines, which used fuel requiring high temperature

pulverization, for the formation of explosb^ 0.8

e*'
Diagram of the Tiltometer Dosing Apparatus.

height the feed tank, which it attached to the balance beam, 
will be in such a position that the level of the solution in the 
feed tank will be just below the discharge nozzle. The level 
of the solution in the feed tank is kept constant by a float 
valve. The position of the tank can ba adjusted by means of 
the turnbuckle in the red at the right end of the beam in the 
figure.

chanical
tures, and which had a specific gravity ranging 
to 0.9. He proposed in his lectures to confine him5■ c0!ti- 
tirely to the heavy-oil class. In the Diesel engine 11 ^jcb 
pression took place entirely on a charge of air, mt° aS n° 
the fuel was afterwards injected, so that there ^ 10 
danger of pre-ignition, and compression pressures^ ft 
from 450 to 500 pounds per square inch could be ^ tbe 
was in its high compression that the great efficiency ^ jP 
Diesel engine lay. In the semi-Diesel type of ett^ int0 
which, after compression of air, the fuel was co&'
a hot bulb, there was no danger of pre-ignition, ^ wefe 
pressions up to about 200 pounds per square 11 
usually found sufficient to ensure ignition.

Captain Sankey, after pointing out that ..
engine was the most important of the heavy-oil ^ b>5 
stating that he proposed to devote the greater P ^eVeloP 
four lectures to it, then gave a brief history of 'ts ^ I® 
ment, beginning with Dr. Diesel’s first example o 1 

and in connection with his historical 5

e»'elf

When the water is started flowing through the main, the 
water level in both tanks will fall, say to the levels of H2 in 
the figure, with the level in the left-hand tank, connected to 
the mouth of the Venturi tube, higher than that in the right- 
hand tank, connected to the throat of the tube. As a lesult 
the equilibrium of the cylinders and balance beam will be 
disturbed and the right-hand cylinder F will descend suf
ficiently to equalize the immersion of the two cylinders. This 
motion of the cylinders causes the balance beam and conse
quently the feed tank to be tipped down at the right, so 

that some of the solution in the tank flows out through the 
nozzle into the cup L and then through the feed pipe into 
the main.

The amount by which the feed tank is tipped and con
sequently the head producing the flow of solution through

pie5C!

cidentally,
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INTERMITTENCY IN ELECTRIC TRACTION.captai

of this
n Sankey suggested that the relative backwardhess
country in the development of the Diesel engine was

that t0 the cheapness of our coal. He thought, however,
rJ!,.grcat Progress was likely to take place in the future, 
Particularly in

In a paper read before the Society of Engineers of 
England on “Intermittency: its Effect in Limiting Electric 
Traction for City and Suburban Passenger Transport,” Mr. 
Wm. Yorath Lewis remarked that intermittency was a char
acteristic common to all systems of passenger transport in 
general use, and, while it might not be an objectionable 
feature in the case of a trunk line railway with long dis

trains, its effect upon urban and suburban passenger 
extremely detrimental. In city, urban, and

due

connection with marine work.
WayCaPtain Sankey then dealt in a comparatively elementary 
drew ^ S0Ine theoretical aspects of the Diesel engine. He 

comparison 'between water-wheels, or water-turbines, 
that while the possible workand heat 

which
tance

engines, pointing
might be obtained from the former depended only on 

tnigh^'f111 °f the head of water, the possible work which 
on th be obtained from the latter did not depend merely 
since et,bea<^ of heat available—i.e., on the temperature 
stance h <^Ues*don °f the specific heat of the working sub- 
trateJ ad to be taken into account. Captain Sankey illus- 

effithls Point by means of a heat-chart, and compared 
Pointed 1CnCy the Diesel cycle with the Carnot cycle. He 
at cons °Ut tbat t^le cycle involved both admission
ture ^emPerature and exhaust at constant tempera-
to cong11 Stated that Dr. Diesel’s original idea had been 
Using r'|1Ct an engine working on the Carnot cycle and
MissionU VeriZed COal as a fuel" In the Diesd enginC ad"
stant vo,t0°k ^ace at constant pressure andl exhaust at con- 
en8ine ° .Uttle’ as compared with the gas-engine and petrol- 
Tihis di^n wbmh admission took place at constant volume.

fence gave the Diesel engine an advantage, since 
a Sweater difference between the upper portions

out transport was
suburban service the inherent nature of the traffic was that 
of a continuously flowing stream, which varied considerably 

or less definite periods of each day,

the

in volume at more 
maximum density occurring at morning and evening during 
what were known as the “rush” hours. Usually the flow 

along well-defined and regular channels between cer-was
tain localities, but periodically the traffic stream was di
verted, and was often augmented in volume, according to 

The means for dealing with this
the

special circumstances, 
human stream
practicable, of a continuous as distinguished from an inter-

should, consequently, partake so far as was

mittent nature.
Results of Intermittency—The result of damming a 

moving at the rate of three miles an hour— 
four abreast six feet apart, and if the 

only one minute—consisted in the

human stream
if the volume was 
period of check was 
accumulation of a crowd of 176 people, meaning discomfort 
andl a serious time loss of more than one minute, because 
of the time required to enable this detachment to board the 
conveyance, pending the arrival of which it had accumu
lated. Obviously, if instead of interrupting this human 
stream, accommodation could be provided with a capacity 
of say, about three seats per second passing through the 
station at a speed sufficiently slow to enable the passengers 

off the cars, all delay and congestion would

there Was
of the

actualThe ec and theoretical diagrams in the two cases.
c°Unte(j tbe Diesel engine was
P°Unds t °r by the high compressions, up to from 45° 
TheSe ^ 500 Pounds per square inch, which could be used, 
founds SUres compared with from 130 pounds to 150 

PoundLr SqUare inch for gas-engines, and pounds to 
cases th >S P6r square inch for petrol-engines. In the latter 

hfeure had to be kept low for fear of pre-ignition.

'=.=h,Ttn

Isually -• tbe cylinder of a Diesel engine, 
the flgu tated to be about 1,000 deg. Fahr., but he thought 
had ev/V00 low" He did not know that the temperature

r been
Peratu

also largely gc-

to step on or
be eliminated’. There would be neither the need of a station 
platform, nor of trains long and large enough to accom
modate the assemblage. The present method of dealing with 
the situation consisted in providing a distinctly intermittent 
service of trains of limited capacity, run at sufficiently short 

the passing of, say, 10,560 seats per hour 
This involved, with 50-seat cars and,

So

Sankey then referred to the temperature
This was

intervals to "ensure 
through the stations.
sav, six-car trains, 35 trains per hour. The Metropolitan 
District Railway now ran over a section of its lines during 
the rush hours 40 trains an hour in each direction. As- 

that these trains were composed of six 50-seat cars, 
12,000 seats per hour. The length of the 

train was 300 feet, necessitating platforms about 400 feet 
long The corresponding time interval between the trains 
was 90 seconds. The schedule speed was about 15 to 16 
m p h and the stations averaged half a mile apart, whilst 

at each station was about 20 seconds. As

directly measured, but the formula for the 
compression of air showed that the tempera-

be less^th^ be ab°Ut 1,500 deg" Fahr" No d°Ubt h W0Uld
he Sueg an thiS in practice, owing to conduction loss, but 
de8\ tfia ^6d tbat it was usually nearer 1,200 deg. or L300 
deS., WE i!)0°° deg" He thought the temperature of 1,000 
°P the 1Ch Was 50 frequently given, might be explained 
te,Hperat Urnptt°n that, in calculating the matter, the louer 
atlhosphe ° tbe a*r bad been taken as that of the outei 
bfcely e* but, arguing from gas-engine practice, it 
"'atej tfi tb^S ^OWer temperature was nearer that of boiling 

a the atmosphere. Captain Sankey then traced 
t"'<Htrok G Various operations of the four-stroke cycle an 
With a 6 cycle of the Diesel engine. He pointed out that 
s°tHe str°ke cycle gas-engine there was danger tha
the exhauthC Dew working charge might be blown out of 
,etlS>ine o.1 by the scavenging air, but that in a Diese 
^°°ked llv_S c°uld not happen, so that the Diesel might be 

as essentially a two-stroke engine. It was
Ce in such engines to admit scavenging air

of the

ten,
re ofhire

suming 
their capacity was

the average stop
the trains were . ,
!ength of train passing hourly through 

feet, or 2.28 miles.

made up of six 50-foot cars, the aggregate 
a station amounted

to 12,000
Defects of Present Methods.—The intermittent character 

train-system service was the factor which limited the
schedule speed, and consequently the capacity of the line. 
The limitation of the speed necessitated a larger amount 
of rolling stock than would be requisite for the same capa- 

it possible to maintain higher schedule speeds.city were
It would manifestly be impracticable and commercially im- 

negotiate such an intensity of service as thatuPon 
g'”1

tw°-cycf 
m w -.h

euging

possible to _
of the present underground railways of London, if the 

to be located at an average distance of only 
mile apart; although, from the viewpoint of 

and public convenience, stations at these shorter

Usual

stations wereTu Cent‘ greater amount than the volume 
be four-cycle Diesel was more economical than

of the

r. one-quarter

intervals were highly desirable in the case of city and urban 
Here again the intermittent characteristic

thg
diaSva
Scav

owing to the slight loss at the toe
the entry of thethe latter consequent on provedroutes.air.
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the headworks to the power house, half a mile below tbc 
dam, and the excavation will be mainly in boulder c^' 
With the water available during minimum flow 12,000 hor=c 
power can be produced, while the head obtained will be 3° 
feet. The turbines will be of the vertical type and six un'*5 

will be eventually installed. Two will be placed im® 
atelv, of 2,000 k.v.a. capacity.
transmission line to Prince Albert will be 35,000. This 
be stepped down to 2,300 volts in the local receiving stati°D

760

to be the bugbear of the electric train system, but still 
further detrimental effects might be indicated. The main
tenance of an intense service (say, 12,000 seats an hour in 
each dir_ction) involved the problem of starting a heavy 
mass in the nature of a long train, accelerating this mass 
to a high speed and then retarding it to rest forty times 
an hoar. With the electric train system this was ren
dered! possible only by providing equipment of a very costly 
and complicated nature, which involved much skilled atten
tion and a considerable element of human labor for its 
operation and control. Furthermore, a system involving the 
transportation of passengers in crowds instead of in streams 
required not only long, but also very bulky trains, which 
could be accommodated only in relatively spacious tunnels 
and at long station platforms. The stresses due to the 
severity of the service and) the weight of the electric ap
paratus and accessories necessarily carried on the train 
were so gr.at that the aggregate weight of the rolling stock 
rarely averaged less than 1,000 pounds per seat, and for 
more severe services it was much higher. Consequently the 
permanent w«y had to be of a substantial nature, and such 
locations must, notwithstanding the expense, be acquired 
for the railway, as to eliminate all possibility that neigh
boring property should be affected by the vibration re
sulting from the periodic passing of heavy rolling loads.

Conclusion.—The author then discussed acceleration, 
brake losses, energy consumption, and fixed! charges, and 
finally submitted that in respect of the electric train system, 
the fundamental cause of its inherent limitations, its exces
sively high initial and operating costs, and its consequent 
inability to meet adequately the requirements of the dense 
traffic usual in all large cities, was its characteristic “inter- 
mittency. ” He urged that in view of the future, which 
undoubtedly demanded better and cheaper transit facilities 
in the interest of the community, recourse must be made 
to the continuous plan because, as he had endteavored to 
show in a paper read before the Royal Society of Arts on 
“Continuous Service Passenger Transportation in Relation 
to the London Traffic Problems,” the difficulties which at
tended the present cumbersome method did not exist in 
that method, and consequently the prospects of superior 
achievements were relatively much brighter. He mentioned 
that it is proposed to put down a full-size railway on the 
Adkins-Lewis system of about a quarter of a mile in length 
on the Aldwych island site in order to enable the public to 
ascertain whether they could mount and dismount the cars 
when moving at a constant speed of two or three miles an 
hour. It is considered that, although the system has been 
demonstrated successfully by the Ipswich experimental 
plant, the next step in its. development must be of the 
nature of a public trial.

edi"
The voltage used on ^

will

GRILLAGE FOR I-BEAMS.
. a

The conventional base for columns ot Duildings 15
fficiectcast-iron (or, in recent years, cast-steel) shoe, of su 

size of bottom to suit the permissible loading of the st®® 

concrete foundation. E. W. Stern, consulting engineer,
base of the I-beam jo

criP' 
sh0"'11

New York City, has developed a 
type, as an improvement on cast bases, which is descr 
a recent issue of Engineering News, from which this des
tion is taken. A typical design of his form of base is 
by sketch, Fig. 1, herewith. In a letter Mr. Stern gives 

following comparisons :
“1. In comparison with cast-steel bases, the

the

grilla’C
et'exPbase is both cheaper and more reliable. In my own , 

fence, I have had cast-steel bases develop cracks after ^ 
ing been erected, although they had been carefully ann fe, 
and inspected before leaving the shop. These had to be 
placed after several stories of steelwork had been er 
which entailed very considerable expense.

“2. In comparison with cast-iron, it is cheaper a 
much more reliable. In an experience extending over

ed>

id very

.......Concrete -

r
12 Cement \ £3t=£ 
Mortar between ■> O 
all Beams *<vr rriri5.N _________ _____

Neat Cement.. 
6rout -

columniFig. 1.—Typical I-Beam Bass for a Building
tc°

years in the use of cast-iron bases, I have known h* jp 

many to have developed cracks after they had been erL 
the building, often entailing large expense f°r rey) 
them. For this reason I have not been using cast-iron

riyfor about 10 years.
“3. The grillage form of base is easier to sat 

being much more readily grouted.
“4. Stresses can be readily calculated (which ca 

said of the usual design of cast base). The conVC1.5 ac‘ 
method of analysis for shear, crippling and bending' 

curate enough or all practical purposes.”
The design shown has been used on loads up 

tons, and by slight modifications it may be used f°r 

larger loads.
Shallow beams with heavy webs are preferred, 

the necessity of reinforcing the webs. However, 
always uses stiffeners ground to fit, in the upper 
beams, whether or not the calculations show them 
quired.

proP6

be
niiottional

HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT AT 
PRINCE ALBERT. to <chm11

Some time ago we noted that the city of Prince Albert
idiOg
gteri1

intended to instal a municipal hydro-electric plant at Lacolle 
Falls on the North Saskatchewan River.

a vo
The work is now

Mr. ofunder construction, 
neighborhood of a million dollars and will be completed in 
less than two years. The municipality of Prince Albert are 
financing the undertaking and Messrs. C. H. and P. H. 
Mitchell, Toronto, are the engineers. The development in
cludes headworks, dam, navigation lock, power canal, in
take works and power house, 
works has been let to the Ambursen Hydraulic Construction 
Company, of Montreal, for $578,000. This contract includes 
the dam, a navigation lock 40 x 150 feet long and 6 feet 
deep, and the intake works. The power canal leads from

The completed plant will cost in the tier
re-to be

ci'boh
In building these grillage bases, the beams aj*ojteCl t°' 

up complete in the shop, and each tier of beams is c^arato® 
gethcr, ready for erection in one piece. Pipe gjjo® 
should be used plentifully, and in the top layer the> ^fte( 
be spaced not over 6 in. vertically and in. horizon a 
setting, the base is, of course, g outed, all spaces

mortar-

The contract for the head-

beams being filled with 1 \2 Portland cement
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BRITISH MANUFACTURERS.

Canadian Engineer
A party of British business men and manufacturers 

arrive on June 6th at Quebec on a visit of inspection of 
the Dominion. The party will make an exhaustive tour 
from coast to coast, visiting all the chief cities and in
dustrial centres. The tour has been organized by the 
Financial News of London, which of late years has de
voted marked attention to Canadian affairs, and under 
whose auspices the trip will be carried out, with the 
hearty co-operation and support of the Dominion Gov
ernment. In speaking of the proposed trip, the Financial 
News says: “The British Dominion of Canada is clearly 
intended by Nature to be an industrial, as well as 
agricultural, land of the first magnitude. She possesses 
the raw material of modern industry in an almost bound
less degree. Her reserves of timber (the last great stands 
in the world), with proper care, are practically inex
haustible; iron, copper, and all the metals required in 
manufactures are present in great abundance ; her coal 
fields are vast, and already are being profitably worked 
at many points of her wide territory. Natural gas, oil, 
and other fuels also abound. To crown all, her water-
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capable of indefinite expansion at moderatepowers are
cost—already in her eastern provinces the horse-power 
developed from water, runs well into seven figures, 
fudged from her infinite capacities in this respect alone, 
Canada is a potential manufacturing country of the first

hefo^es of d Z^tEcoTp° s^Ic'lf ^Head Ofhce two weeks 
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rank.
This trip should be the means of developing the 

already cordial spirit existing between the Mother 
Country and her leading colony. It will give these men, 
who are the leaders in the financial and manufacturing 
world, an opportunity for studying at first hand the con
ditions that exist in the Dominion for the establishment 
of branch factories, the openings for capital in industrial 
undertakings, and the possibilities of extending the 
market for British-made goods. Their reception through
out the country will be most friendly. It is difficult to 
foresee the far-reaching results which will flow from an 
intimate inspection of this nature, but it will be certain 
to develop the trade relations between the two countries 
by opening up new avenues of commerce and broadening 
the existing ones.
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751 ROADS.

The question of good roads is at last receiving the 
attention it deserves. Our neighbors to the south of us 

much farther advanced along this line than we are. 
Necessity has forced them to take action, and as a 
result, in the last few years a great deal of road con
struction has been done. In New York State practically 
all the towns and cities are united by first-class high- 

and in nearly all cases these roads are built for

The
A D

are

The
The and South Wales) Dock ways,

the particular service and traffic for which they are used. 
In the last two years a great impetus has been given to 

road construction in Canada. We believe, how- 
that tod little attention is being paid to the choice

Port 769
aysThe D 771

evek>pment 0f Logging Machinery
onsumptionC 774 good 

ever,
of roadway for the particular traffic expected for it. 
This is a very important requisite; in fact, we would 
S£;y the most important consideration at the 
time in the design of a highway. Maintenance is de
pendent to a large extent on the kind of roadway and

of Pulp Wood.......................
uternational Roads Congress of 1913
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scree11the class of traffic, and, unless these two things are co
related, the good roads question is liable to receive a 
serious setback. When the York County Highway Com
mission of Ontario first outlined their programme, it was 
expected that the better class of roads, or that class 
which may be termed permanent, would not be neces
sary. However, after consideration, the Commission 
has decided that on many of the main arteries of traffic 
leading into the city of Toronto it would be advisable 
to put down a more permanent road than can be secured 
with water-bound macadam. There is little question that 
these main thoroughfares will carry an immense amount 
of traffic over what they are at present handling, and 
this will mean, if the poorer type of road is used, that 
it will quickly disintegrate and break down under the 
heavy travel. The Commission has approached the city 
and the Provincial Government to secure funds in order 
that this new programme may be carried out. It is to 
be sincerely hoped that funds will be placed at their dis
posal for this work, for nothing but failure can result 
in the use of a type of road which is not adapted for the 
traffic conditions.

passed undei? slight pressure through a porous
of fireproof material. Once the surface of the diaphi'<1n
attains incandescence, the gases burned without flaI1^

on the surface of the screen. The actual combustion
confined within a very thin layer below the surface,
a wall of fire, but without flame, can be steadily
tained as long as required. Combustion is not only Ve
feet, but is independent of the nature of the extern^
atmosphere. This method is specially adapted to 511
operations as grilling and roasting, and to the evap°rj
tion of liquids from above. In the second method, a Pre,
arranged mixture of gas (or vaporized oil) is in]e^ _
at high speed through a jet into a bed of granular
proof material which surround the body to be
So great are the temperatures obtained by this me
that the greatest difficulty is experienced in obtain

Not only has temp^*

tures exceeding: 260° Fahr. been secured with coal ' 
s J • given

sfc>

aM1

nia1*1'
r-

fire-
heated;

thod

material to withstand the heat.

put the gas consumption requisite to maintain any 
temperature is only about half that required in
furnaces fired by flame contact.

If the claims for this method are fulfilled in its Pr‘ 
tical commercial application, a vast improvement in 
heat efficiency of gas fuel will result. Its use under 
dustrial conditions will be viewed with interest, 
value of technical research and investigation is becon"1 
more and more pronounced each year. A university 

the present time which does not strive to aid ,H u 
knowledge and endeavor by the carrying on of res ‘ 
for the purpose of improving industrial and man11 
turing processes is not serving the best reason |°r f 
existence. There is room for vast improvement i'1

in-

FLAMELESS GAS HEAT.

The supremacy of gas fuel for industrial and do
mestic heating purposes is amongst the revolutionary 
developments anticipated in consequence of recent re
search at Leeds University. Means have been discovered 
by which gases can be made to “burn” without a flame 
and yield temperatures that have been hitherto unat
tained by gaseous combustion. Details of the phenome
non of flameless heat which underlies this discovery were 
given before the Cavendish Society at Leeds University 
recently by Professor W. Bone, D.Sc., F.R.S., the 
professor-elect of fuel at the Imperial College of Science 
and Technology. These results, Professor Bone stated, 
were the outcome of many years’ scientific research upon 
“the accelerating influence of hot solids upon gaseous 
combustion,” conducted by himself and Mr. C. D. 
McCourt, in continuation of the investigations by many 
prominent scientists during the early part of last 
century.

Canadian universities in this respect.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

We are glad to note that the Council of the 
Toronto are considering a proposal to limit the 
of buildings there to ten stories. We have corn'11 ^ 
in The Canadian Engineer many times on the e ;§
suiting from the erection of high buildings. 1 g
little justification for the existence of a building ^ 
ten stories high, and there are many reasons a=

of

dente

The distinguishing feature of the new process is 
that an explosive mixture of gas and air, when caused 
to burn without a flame in contact with a granular incan
descent solid, resulted in a large proportion of the po
tential energy of the gas being converted into radiant 
form. The advantages : (1) That combustion is greatly 
accelerated by the incandescent surface, and, if so de
sired, may be concentrated just where the heat is re
quired ; (2) the combustion is perfect, with a minimum 

of air ; (3) the attainment of very high tempera
tures is possible without the aid of elaborate “regenera
tive” devices, and (4) owing to the large amount of 
radiant energy developed, transmission of heat from the 
seat of combustion to the object to be heated is very 
rapid.

their use.

‘ 2.The Commission of Conservation are doing js 
work throughout the Dominion along many l*neS- 
to be hoped, however, that the Government xV1 
appreciate the necessity for adequate measures 
gard to the question of regulation of stream 
the provision of storage reservoirs. In the near 

this question will have to be taken up ; 
necessary now. Little work can be done on 
in a practical way until investigations covering ^ ^ 
fall, run-off, and stream flow have been made, (<) <jat£' 
the available records compiled and brought up pfO' 
Some of this work has been done by the dider<j c0^e 
vincial authorities, but the work should log*1 '' ", 511e*’

central body,

son*1 

with !'e'

r
future

excess

The process has been industrially applied in two 
principal forms. In the first, or diaphragm method, a 
scientifically proportioned mixture of gas and air is

under, and will lie best done, by a 
as the Commission of Conservation.
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STREET SPRINKLING IN ST. PAUL, MINN.*

THE1912.
The amendment provided for an appropriation of $60,000 

for the first year and an additional $40,000 for the second 
year. By that time the system should be smoothly running 
under the revolving fund fed by the assessment of the pro

perty benefited.
The third season under the new law opened with about 

230 miles of streets to be sprinkled. New routes were added
from , time to 
time and a few 
were discontinued, 
resulting in a total 
gain for the sea
son of about 9 
miles. There is 
generally strong 
opposition to the 
discontinuance of 
a route once 
started.

;en
rtfl

By C. L. Annan, M. Am. Soc. C.E.is
nid F°r years the citizens of St. Paul put up with unsatis-

the workfactoryin- street sprinkling. In the earlier years 
Was ^one by contract, the cost being roughly assessor, at
considerable
Pense, against the 
Pf°pert
to be 
The

ef-
nal ex-

2'Globe Vnlveich 5 Side* in Circle
:'C"9Y supposed 

benefited.
ra-

WRENCHre- :n tf-'l
mn> as a sub- 

stitutg, an annual 
aPPropriation 
deluded,

ted Wp r
[damp at'•C l

re-
was 

for a
3d* FG>Kr 1—7^kiod tew 1! :y7:years, in the K’Biaaa

m 
3s™

Ë____ng general tax levy 
0 meet thp cost 

° sPringling by 
day labo 
result 
able.

i£ara- *•d H-
F rom two to 

eight trips, de
pending" on the 
nature of the 
street surface and 
the amount of 
traffic, are made 
each day. There 
are nine sprink
ling districts, each 

under the supervision of an inspector at $75 ; a chief in- 
at $110 is also employed. The ten in- 

The chief inspector advises and

saSi
re<> r. The 

was intoler-
> M--1«-«

STEM CAP FOR 
OLOBE VALVE

K E
laf PLAN

Finally, at 
general elec- 

tion in
*908,
amend

4fS^l—1 «“-7the %•> I
-ax«r—s*d

seM-bJ

tor Win,ac- May, 
a sprinkling 

,,, ment was 
Emitted to the 
r°Ple- and in
9°0 the commis- ,

sioner of public works took charge of street sprinkling under

hls amendment.
The

C=Y 2'Gttte Valvethe 2"Drip Valve 1
in- DRIP-VALVE ROD

\ BtreefL"

‘he Fig- 1.—Stand-Pipe and Cate-Box.HALF ELEV. HALF SEC.

ng
at

spec tor or overseer 
spectors

ia|1
report daily-

local inspectors and makes special examinations.
tabulated daily ; all complaints

-ch has been 
that

that time
demonstrated

assists
The inspectors’ reports

investigated, and the written reports are filed for refer- 
The foreman of stand-pipe construction and repair 

receives daily instructions, and the yardmaster returns 
statement of sprinkler distribution and repairs.

system inaugurated at 
y Perfected,

ac- fairl areand it has beenits
are>ur
ence. 
crews 
a daily
Careful itineraries on each team route are taken from time to 
time, and, in short, the head of the department is intimately 
informed of all details concerning equipment and operation.

r„™iso. 1M-111 VIM-

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
ST.PAUL. MINN.

DAILY REPORT-STREET SPRINKLING ^ Jgl/ _

3Strict Xo._S___ _L_____ Tank A'cu _ tl-Route Xu..

iSieTriF No. I/*ngth
XTOSTREETof ’ROM

WARD NO- ^
TO Jb Oy^C 

TIMES SPRINKLED

STREET
TRIP NO..DISTRICT no.

ROUTE NO.--------------—
REGULAR TRIPS

KumW / 7,-ht 6 7 f
r >

3- 3 J~
NUMBER OF

:ei IT 20 127 128
7

17 118 19 20IS

Ôôt/Ulw ------- —-V Jptki-Szre-
u 1(, / A It '1 10 U Ais •/ V S V A.»

,-er
31st

/J/-S_Form 152 3?51^|^'0r “ndUM NOS.

y.L.sL. Fig. 3.od ra îl i.c iL .11

i 5
Yn A -t. % 1/A

In assessing the cost of the work, the abutting frontage, 
number of trips per day, and length of time sprinkled, are 
taken into consideration. For the season of 1911, 43 assess- 

thus resulted, ranging from less than 1 cent to 
front foot of abutting property. The cost of 

included in the assessment, the city charter so

A.o*1
XkAvL - _z£A

ment rates«r-.r£
11^ cents per 
water is not

Tot,il
is ■'"’WÙTÂTïS ---------'inspectorve to be correct

providing.
Water sprinkling of macadam was suspended early in 

by oil spraying. It was estimated that about 1/5
in' Fig. 2.
31 the season

gallon per square yard of a 20 per cent, liquid asphalt might 

be applied three times during the season at a cost not to 
exceed that of water sprinkling for the same period.

part of the season being usually wet, comparatively 
streets required the three coats of oil.

resultsbroughteinatic
feast

te- attention to details has 
commensurate with the cost.■O'

The

iety'‘SV0 >?resented Se,Pl- l8th’ \gl2’ the^Protredings
t| Civil Engineers, and printed in tl

Society for May.
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P = C X F,

S = sum of products, P, for all routes.
T = estimated total cost of sprinkling all routes.

the five months actual record a close estimate can 
made for T).

Fig. 4.

formed to realities. Consistent daily reports, investigations 
of complaints, route itineraries, and first-hand information 
as to condition of sprinklers and stand-pipes, require 
tain amount of attention.

(Froi®

a cer-

Five men at $2 and a team at $3 keep the stand-pipes 
in repair under the supervision of a foreman, who also at
tends to the maintenance of the public drinking fountains. 
This force also moved 16 stand-pipes from. one point to 
another and erected 17 new ones in 1911. 
stalled, (Fig. 1) costs about $60. 
moved in October to prevent damage by freezing, and 
replaced in April, an underground valve being used in March 
and November.

T
R = —

S
Then A = C x R-

A stand-pipe, in- 
The top valves are re- An idea of the method of procedure and of the relati°n 

of volumes may be obtained by particular reference to the 
assessment of 1911.
summarized on Form 154 (Fig. 6), embracing 1,439 
in twelve groups, one for each ward, each group arrang 
alphabetically by street names and bound with flat-hea 
fasteners. The coefficient, C, having been determined 
each slip, the 1,439 slips were rearranged in 43 group5’

are
The daily record, on Form i52> wa$

sheet5There are 463 stand-pipes now in service.
edThe stand-pipe is quite generally regarded as a nuis

ance, and much opposition is met in locating it. 
so much its unsightliness as the frequent presence near it 
of the heavy sprinkler, the standing horses, and the general 
sloppiness that makes is objectionable.

For washing ice, mixing cement, 
and other purposes, the stand-pipe is 
a great convenience to any outsider 
with a pipe-wrench.

It is not

7*0

EX_^----1 "fora ICC. U-13.1911 ÎM A___DIVISION NO-/.WARD NO. ROUTE NO________9TKE

-2^.FROM. Ira/ TO-The water de
partment and the police had long over
looked this kind of larceny, but a few 
arrests by special officers of the sprink
ling department, and a few' trials and 
convictions, now and again, somewhat 
abated this nuisance of mud and 
damaging misuse.

LENGTH 7oo
AMOUNT^"FROM CITY ENGINEER'S RECORD FROM FORM 151 COUNTY AUDITOR 3 RECORD

N«m* of Pin N»rot of Flua-s* r.i /tat t -t, ; »In Sk r<> GàL*
1

TTTTT
The method of assessing is as 

follows : A clerk, at $60, enters the 
daily report (Form 150, Fig. 2) on
Form 152, Fig. 3, and indexes complaints and special orders 
to inspectors by number on the same form. Complaints 
taken in duplicate on a general department form, the duplicate 
being held against the inspector until he turns in his report.

Form 152 is arranged in a check file divided into dis
tricts by tab cards of a distinctive color, 
subdivided into routes by cards of another color, 
partment in each district being reserved for “dead” trip 
slips. The current trip slips will not average more than ten 
to a route, so they are readily accessible, though the aggre
gate may be considerably more than 1,000.

nc
Fig. 5.

corresponding to the variations of C. 
was then prepared with a line for each 
C, thus :—

A five-column ta^' .
value 01are

C X K
O.00‘85
0.0037°

C F P F
The districts are 34,<x>6

69,252
34,oo6 

138,504 
and so on, to 

62,965 3,903,830

1
2one com-

62 7,222.09

2,567,815 50,529,857 93,480.24

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER764 Vnlu ne--22.

Trip and route numbers may be changed on a trip S^P ,
slips and

The sprinkling wagons are city property ; 40 new and 
31 second-hand sprinklers, varying in capacity from 600 to 
750 gallons, were purchased in 1903. Twelve 750-gallon tanks 
were added in 1909, and as many more in 1910. These 95 
sprinklers allowed a 10 per cent, reserve. All were in good 
repair after a thorough overhauling during the winter.

Teams W'ere used for 7 days in the week at $100 per 
month, rain or shine, under an agreement with the 
Teamsters’ Union. Previous to April 1st, teamsters were 
allowed $4 per day for actual time.

Inspectorships, formerly political sinecures, were trans-

(Form 152) but a change of limits necessitates new 
cross-references and the consigning of the obsolete slip t0 
the “dead” division until required for assessment purpose5. 
All assessment forms are handled on the loose-leaf system' 

Two men, at $80, are employed from March 15th t0 
August 1 st in making a transcript from the county auditor'5 
records on Form 151 (Fig. 4) and preparing assessment 
sheets (Form 166, Fig. 5). The force is then doubled t0 
make the assessment, post, and check it, the work to be 
completed early in October.

front

foot of property abutting on any Paf 
ticular section of sprinkled street 's 
derived as follows :

The assessment rate, A, per

1*00Form 151. 3-13-1911 3M
ward £ nrvTsmv /

333DESCRIPTION
D =r trips per day on the particule 

route,

M = sprinkling period, in months 
tenths for the same route,

C = D x M (nearest integer),

F = total frontage on same route,

FRACTIONAL

z

and
n

wm

qv n
o

X 5 %
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Railway was to be prorated as to time and space from the 
totals of the general assessment for the same streets. Form 

(Fig. 7) was provided for this record.
As soon as arrangements could be made, the City Rail- 
Company sprinkled many miles of its track space with

The total of Column 
in Column C x re

values of A as there 
is checked by the

p The total of Column P is S.
j. is T. R is obviously the first item
a ein& constant, there are as many
.re C and F x R, for each group 
total.

190

way 
road oil.completed, and the 

In the meantime,
The entries 

s,1Ps are 
Porm

The occasional itinerary which has been referred to has
It was

on Form 154 are now
proved to be a practicable and an excellent feature, 
called for at irregular intervals, and the returns assisted in 
determining the efficiency of both teamsters and inspectors. 
Each teamster and inspector is furnished with a specific 
route sheet, and the care taken to equalize routes is gener
ally appreciated and tends to the good of the service. The 

traveled are reported on Form 173 (Fig. 8). They

rearranged in ward groups. ,
of t 166 'has been prepared to correspond with each s ce 

°rm 154. 0f which it is an extension applied to t e p 
w;ty t0 be assessed. Form 166 is arranged alphabetica y. 

"Cn complete, the sheets are paged consecutively from the 
st sheet'of Ward 1 to the last sheet of Ward 12.

routes as r ,
are platted on light blue prints. A summary is made of the 
number of tanks of water used and of the feet of effective 
and idle travel in a half day. The 45 sq. miles of sprinkling 

covered by 34 tracings (8j4 by 13% in.) on a scale 
in., and from these tracings the blue prints

Mos /.A Coef I 
Trpe. V Jo I

U-9-1911. aM.

O

Stree
area are 
of 600 ft. to 
referred to are made as required.To.

1 / Finished. Among the many owners of the 50,000 lots, more or 
less assessed, there are many complainants who desire to 
know the particulars, and, for the benefit of this class, a 
special form has been prepared. Occasionally, a correction 
is" necessary ; there were only twenty on the first assessment 
made under this system.

Broun
£___wFrontage.VOOLength.

/
¥■Trips----------,----- y

Ra,eJl££S

7 7 33. /3o /{aZu.0333

Form 173 3-20-1010 1M.

Fig. 6. SPRINKLING DEPARTMENT, St.Paul, Minn. . 
o-j— District No st--------- ft Vin — assessment is finally made on Form IS1» 1 ere 

inv ,as many sheets of this form as there are block num e s 
Forrn^- °n tkle various plates and subdivisions name

The Report on Team Route N>
$ v.k„K TAXA" M-; j

<7 i x

too
X

--étkstlSÎÏZl166. /JO
block”" ;nStance’ °n P^e 720 of Form ,66 there are^our 

Will ProPcrty containing lots to be assesse ■
Th C0nseciuently be four corresponding sheets of orm 
Wa !C sbeets are arranged alphabetically by plot names 

f>roupSj an<i they are also paged consecutive y.
1290 (Fig. 4) is a specimen sheet wher®on 

lin n lots m the Auditor’s Sub. No. 30, noted on t e 
iPc 0 720, are entered in detail. The iQ11 aSS

Contained 3,472 sheets of Form IS1- l'ttle
m0rP C°st of making the assessment of i9!° was a , 
this r han 2 Per cent- but City Railway complications

ratio to more than 3 per cent, in iqii- ,
arly in May, 1911, the Supreme Court of the ta e

v
*

S X
a

Fig. 8.

The The assessment for each ward is cross-checked and bal- 
cent A concluding word may be said as to the 

dailv' reports, Form ,50 (Fig. 2). Each section of street 
‘ its trip number. The small figures under the trip 

numbers show the number of trips actually made for the 
Under Route 4 it will be noted that Trip No. 31 lacks 

The explanation immediately follows. To 
equivalent to writing “Indiana Avenue, from 

Hyde Street.” On May 18th Trip 
A portion of it (No. 84) being trans-

1

has

*°wn Ux> day.
the sub-number.
write “3i”is 
South Robert Street to 

divided.
Route 4 to Route 7.

910.1011 1M.
Cost Of St.Paul City Railway Sprinkling liy the City of St.Pnul, Minn. 

SEASON OF toll

O

'o JirJ- —
'YmAA 3saStreet /Ôæ/Zaj^

CitV Sprinkling. Begun JÜ/rrr 3/ ~TTnhheA.Jn- /JjNo.of Month^ZaC 

F°<- Citg Ry.Co. Begun S Ftni,hedJjteclCZro*f
Width uf City RV' StriP- -CJ-----------

UXL Assessment RatiaJjrü-------

No. 31 was 
ferred from

Each inspector keeps 
in his district and can

a consecutive list of last numbers
Widtl, of Road 

Time Ratio . F3
thus assign a new number when

.Space Ratio.
necessary.Charge City Railway Co. 

Char 

Total

J.3. /A 
.crix- _

oe Abutting Property 

•Assessment______o - TO IMPROVE INDUSTRIAL CON- 
DITIONS IN EASTERN CANADA.

movement

Colonel Vince, who is a member of the public utilities 
commission of New Brunswick, has stated that natural gas 
will revolutionize industrial conditions in the province, if it 
is found in sufficient quantities to supply St. John and other 
places as it does Moncton at the present time. Borings are 
being continued in the oil region in Albert county and will 
probably also be made in King’s county.

Fig. 7.
Cr®ed th
°Hce r at the St Paul City Railway Company 
this <.nOInply with the ordinance of October, 1909, requiring 
ternati™Pany to sprinkle its tracks. As an immediate a- 
bUblic 6’ ,the c°mpany agreed with the commissioner 
Work. >,rks t0 Pay the sprinkling department for do'ng 

e cost of sprinkling streets traversed by t e

onust at
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given alloy in tons per sq. in. by the weight of a cubic inch 

in pounds. The quotient is the breaking load in tons
THE ALLOYS OF ALUMINUM AND ZINC.

a bar of the material whose cross-section is such as to xnake 
the weight of the bar 1 lb. per in. length. From the point 
of view of tensile strength alone this figure may be regarded 
as representing the value of any structural material, and 
allows of comparisons on a correct basis between materials 
of widely different specific gravity, such as these light allo>'s 
and steel. In the cast alloys the specific tenacity is found 
to reach its maximum for both sand and chill-castings in an 
alloy containing approximately 26 per cent, of zinc, 
value attained is just over 150, as compared with a maximum 
value of 126 reached by the light alloys described in the 
Ninth Report. In the light alloys of aluminum with copPeT 
alone the specific tenacity of casting does not exceed a valu6 
of 99.

At a recent meeting of the Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers, Dr. Walter Rosenhein and Mr. S. L. Archbutt, 
of the National Physical Laboratory, presented the Tenth 
Report to the Alloys Research Committee of the Institution 
on the “Alloys of Aluminum and Zinc.”

The principal results obtained in the investigations de
scribed in the present (Tenth) Report to the Alloys Re
search Committee are briefly summarized as follows :—

The
(1) The Constitution of the Alloys,—This is only briefly 

dealt with in the report, since a full account of the metallo- 
graphic study of the aluminum-zinc system has already been 
published elsewhere. The new equilibrium diagram arrived 
at by the authors is reproduced, showing the occurence of 
reactions and the formation of a definite compound (Al2Zn3) 
whose existance had not previously been established. From 
the equilibrium diagram it appears that all the alloys 
taining more than 40 per cent, of zinc undergo transforma
tion at a temperature of 256 deg. C. (493 deg. Fahr.). As 
regards the alloys at and near the aluminum end of the 
series, the

Compression tests on a number of chill and sand-cast" 
ings of the alloys, including some of higher zinc-content) 

These tests show that in general term5 
the behavior of the castings under compression is apPr0*' 
mately proportional to their behavior under tension, 
highest yield-stress under compression was obtained 
alloy No. 55 in the chill cast condition, giving a stress 0

that

con-
have been made.

The
with

equilibrium diagram establishes their 
“solidus curve” or temperature of complete solidifica
tion,

new

22.96 tons per sq. in. It is curious to find, however 
the chill-castings are decidedly inferior to the sand-casting5 

until a zinc-content of about 50 per cent, is passed.
The question of the possible “ageing,” or even gradua'

has

and also exhibits certain minor transformations 
tvhich, although shown not to be due to a change in 
the pure aluminum-zinc system, always occur in commercial

their meiting-point. The alloys 
containing less than 40 per cent, of zinc are shown to be 
simple homogeneous solid solutions, although it is possible 
that the inversion of 256 deg. C. also occurs at this end of 
the series.

alloys at temperatures near
spontaneous disintegration of the aluminum-zinc alloys 
also been studied in connection with the sand-cast materia > 
tensile tests of some of the alloys being repeated on speC1 
mens which had been kept for over fifteen months, but 
signs of any change were observed.

When cast in chill moulds, the microstructure 
of these alloys exhibits the sharply “cored” structure usually 
found in rapidly cooled solid solutions having a long range 
of solidifications.

con-
cas1

Study of the Wrought Alloys.—Billet of the alloys 
taining up to and including 26 per cent, of zinc were 
at the Laboratory and were rolled and drawn to varioU® 
sizes, including wire and sheet, at the Milton Works °f 1 
British Aluminum Company. Hot-rolling was found posS‘ 
with all these alloys, but not with an alloy containing 30 

per cent of zinc.

Tensile tests on a representative series of alloys ^ 
between the limits of composition just named were made 
material in the form of (1) bars hot-rolled to i/4 1 
diameter, (2) bars hot-rolled to in. diameter, (3) bars ^ 
rolled to % in. diameter, (4) bars cold-drawn to 13/^ 
diameter, (5) bars drawn with annealing to 13/*^ 

diameter, (6)
and (7) sheet of 0.14 and 0.07 in. thickness, 
tion, the material in the form of in. bars hot-rolled, 1 
in. cold-drawn, hot-rolled V> in., and wire, as well as ^ 
of both thicknesses, was also tested after annealing f°r j 
hour at 400 deg. C. The tensile tests on all the hot-w°r 
material gave very uniform and consistent results which 

generally be represented by reasonably smooth curves 
the data are plotted against zinc-content. The yield-P0 ^ 
in these tests, as contrasted with those on casting5’ ^ 
well-defined and as regular as the results for ultimate str ^

In the form of 1 % in. hot-rolled bars, the alloy 
attains a tensile strength of 27 tons per sq. in., with a - 
point of 25 tons per sq. in. and an elongation of 
cent, on 2 in. Both the tensile tests on i'A and on 
hot-rolled bars give curves of ultimate stress plotted 
zinc-content which are very similar to one an°ther> 
is a striking feature of these alloys that the curve ^ a 
smaller section lies above that for the larger only 11,1 tjon 
zinc-content of about 12 per cent. ; above that concen jp. 
the 1% in. bars give higher ultimate stresses than t,u terial. 
bars. The results of tests on still smaller sizes of 1,1,1 jjng

rresp011

In sand-castings this coring is less 
sharply defined and the whole microstructure is on a larger 
scale. The “cores” are entirely removed by prolonged an
nealing at such a temperature as 400 deg. C. (752 deg. F.), 
but they are removed rapidly and completely by the rolling 
process. Photomicrographs of the hot-rolléd alloys, especi
ally after annealing, containing up to 25 per cent, of zinc, 
exhibit the typical polyhedral structure of a perfectly homo
geneous solid solution, although the scale of the crystals 
varies considerably according to the exact mode of treatment 
which the material has undergone.

lying

ho1'

The Study of the Cast Alloys.-Tensile tests on sand 
and chill-castings of a series of alloys covering the entire 
range of the binary system are given, both in tabular and 
graphic form.

diameter’ 
In add*'cold-drawn wire 0.1285 in.

3/i6The tensile strength of sand-castings shows 
a steady increase up to a concentration of 50 per cent of 
zinc, when an ultimate stress of 18.7 tons per square inch 
is reached ; there is then a slight fall of strength with further 
increase of zinc-content, followed by a rise to a second 
maximum near 75 per cent, of zinc, a concentration which 
corresponds approximately to the composition of the com
pound Al3Zn,. 1 he highest ultimate stress reached is 18.9 
tons per sq. in. The table and curve representing the re
sults of tests on chill-castings is some what different in 
type, three maxima being observed, namely, the first at 30 
per cent, of zinc with an ultimate stress of 17.9 tons per sq. 
in., the second at 50 per cent, with 21.6 tons per sq. in., and 
the third at 75 per cent, with 20. i tons per sq. in. 
yield-points for both sand and chill-castings are recorded 
as observed, but the observations were found to be some
what uncertain in the case of the cast alloys.

shcet

can
wheD

iel<l
pet
in-

The

the

In discussing the results of tensile tests on the present 
scries of alloys the authors have used the term “Specific 
Tenacity,” to denote a quantity which is proportional to the 
tensile strength and inversely to the specific gravity ; this 
has been calculated by dividing the ultimate stress of a

even including the hard-drawn wire, show co 
results, although the crossing-point of the respectiv<

curv*5
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wires give results which appear to be promising ; thusthese . ,

No. 19 gives an ultimate stress of 21 tons per sq. in. with
It is interesting to note that

differs from The generalone size of material to another.
^nclusion is demonstrated that the beneficial effect 0 
■W0Tk” on these alloys diminishes steadily with increasing 

innCT°ntent’ Until the 25 and 26 per cent, alloys are reached, 
w ich we find that the highest ultimate stress 

■n1Ven the iM in. hot-rolled bars. These alloys, richer 
zmc, therefore, present the unusual property that cold- 

awing a bar from I% in to I3/,6 in. diameter, although 
o. raiSes both yield-point and elastic limit and lowers e on 
stresT 3nd Teduction area, actually reduces the ultimate

cent, of elongation.
annealed wire exhibit a well-defined maximum 

a concentration of 20 per cent.

17-7 Per 
the tests on 
in tensile strength at or near

is always
■of zinc.

high temperatures were made on a 
series of the alloys in order to ascertain the effect of zinc- 

the rate of loss of strength of these alloys with 
Most of the alloys were tested up

Tensile tests at

content on
increasing temperature, 
to 200 deg. C. (392 deg. Fahr.), but in two cases consider
ably higher temperatures were employed (up to 595 deg. C.).

it is found that there is a rapid fall in theThe 
strength, 
resPondi, 
typical

condition (excluding wire) of highest tensi 
together with the yield-stress and elongation cor 

nF to that condition, are given for a series 0 
all°ys in Table 1.

In every case
and ultimate stress with rising temperature, evenyield-stress

50 deg. C. producing a marked effect. The rate of loss of 
strength varies according to the composition of the alloy;

deg. C. the alloys containing up to 13 per cent.thus at 100
of zinc have lost about 36 per cent, of their tensile strength 
at the ordinary temperature ; the alloys containing from 15 

cent, show a loss of 44 to 52 per cent., but this 
again diminishes to 26 per cent, for alloy No. 26.

Table 1.

AH °' the 
p”°ry<aho 
Per‘ ent.

Elongation
on

2 inches
Condit ion for 

Highest Ultimate to i7 PerYield-
Point figure

These relative rates of loss are confirmed at higher te:m- 
At still higher temperatures the strength of the

Zn)
Per cent.Tons per

sq-in. peratures.
alloys becomes exceedingly small, but they exhibit a remark
able degree of ductility as measured by elongation and re
duction of area ; the latter in some cases is so great that 
the fracture is drawn down to a sharp point, while the elon- 

instance reached 133 per cent. Forging tests,

^"!n" hot-rolled bar 
|-in. hot-rolled bar 
,|'!n- hot-rolled bar 
i*-in. cold-drawn bar 
M-jn. hot-rolled bar 
J i-|n. hot-rolled bar 
*4-in. hot-rolled bar

7-4 38*6 98 35*9-42 19.51280
13.20 20.5173 16-525.00

gation in one
however, show that this extreme ductility exists only under 
“static” loads, and that the alloys which draw out to the 

in the testing machine are broken into small

* On 1 inch.

Priiv- tensile tests on annealed material were 
•Vo to ascertain whether the peculiar
reSi,u mentioned above persisted after annealing, an t
strur.S are discussed with reference to the resulting ™icr° 
eSrr- 11 was found that the “hot-rolled” materials 
stitUpned a considerable amount of deformation in their c 
moVp , Votais, and that this deformation was entire y 
strUch y annealing, although the scale of the resu u 
each c're disced widely according to the treatment w 1 
that thP6Cimen had received. In general terms it was found 
strictl tensüe strength of the annealed materials was 
seveiJi proP<)rtional to crystal size, but that the m°t® 
after . y WOrked material always exhibited better resu 
UU, *nneaHnS than less severely treated metal. The hig e 
all°ys 6 stress in annealed material of the present series 
Scaled ''aS °^taincd from alloys No. 20 
“’•) butC° d-drawn wire, the value being 21-1 
(Nos , U must be noted that the higher alloys 
Pealp.i ~5 and 26) were not included in all the tests on 

d "Material.
e tests on wire and sheet gave results which have a 

an<j , Ccn referred to in connection with the effect 0 
and annealing. Sheets were rolled from alloys Nos. 15 
What ’ the former rolled well, but the latter cracked some- 
varian the The tensile tests show considerable
transvpnS aS regards yield-points between longitudinal an 
sider , Se tests, although these are obliterated to a e° ^ 
ever Cxtent after annealing. The yield-stresses, bow-
ascrjbe ?VC Very erratic results, and this is probab y 
c°ld-r0ll !° Sllght surface cracking of the metal.
*n. thid-^ eondition, alloys No. 20, in the form of s e _ t 
there ■ ’Fives an ultimate stress of 23 tons pel S(T 
ttealijjp. Ut*e or to elongation in this condition, 
the ein tk<; ultimate stress falls to 18 tons per sq. ' >

25 potion reaches ,0 per cent, on a longitudinal and

Ccnt. on a transverse test.

The undertaken 
effects of fine points 

fragments if struck sharply with a hammer at the same
temperature.

The elastic properties of the alloys have been determined 
for the hot-rolled and cold-drawn materials. Theyboth

exhibit a satisfactory elastic behavior and show well-defined 
elastic limits, which increase regularly with the zinc-content 
and consistently with the ordinary yield-point determina- 

The elastic moduli of all the alloys are almost iden- 
the value 9 x 10“, a low value which may

tions.
tical, lying nearnot

disadvantage for certain possible uses of the alloys.prove a
Torsion tests have been carried out on specimens cut 

from the alloys in the form of 1% in. hot-rolled bars, com
parison of the results with those of tensile tests shows that 
the torsional strength, although it increases considerably 
with increase of zinc-content, yet does not increase as rapidly 
as the tensile strength. The ratio of the maximum stresses 
under the two forms of test falls from 1.10 for alloy No. 9 
to 0.76 for alloy No. 25.

The hardness numbers of the alloys, again in the form 
of 1 )i in. hot-rolled bar, have been determined by the Brinell 
method under loads of 1,000 and 3,000 kg. respectively and 
by the Shore scleroscope. 
hardness numbers and tensile strength is found in these 
alloys to be only of a general kind, the shapes of the re
spective curves being notably different.

Compression tests have also been made on the wrought 
The results are in strict conformity with those of

in the form of an- 
tons per sq. 
of the series

read

The proportionality between the

to be 
In the

alloys. . . ,,
tensile tests, although the compression yield-stresses are al-

slightly higher than those found in tension.
Dynamic tests have been carried out on the alloys both 

machines designed for that purpose at the National

ways

After an-
with the
Physical Laboratory under the direction of Dr. T. E. Stan- 

and also by the kindness of Professor J. O. Arnold at
the University of Sheffield.

direct alternations of stress, repeated-bending im-

but

6.: ton,
The tests made at Teddington

As include
pactwe°re dtp^

in. h81"' they were lower than the tests obtained with ’M 
' ,kd bars. In the annealed condition, however,

and single-blow impact.
The tests in alternations of direct stress give a series 

of results for the safe range of alternating stresses for the

»

I

Ultimate

Tons per

‘ 8.94’ 

11.17 
13.78 
14 73 
19.85 
22.64 
27.09
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ticularly with those containing from io to 30 per cent. 
zinc, is the great facility with which they can be worked W 
machine tools of all descriptions, in most cases without the 
use of any lubricant. Turnings of exceptional length aD 
strength have been obtained from several of these all°y5' 
The machined surfaces retain their brightness in the air 0 
the laboratory for many months without protection of aD^ 
kind.

alloys, and this curve lies considerably below that of the 
static elastic limits. These ranges, although low when com
pared with the ordinary tensile test results, yet indicate a 
very decided advance on other light alloys which have been 
described in the Ninth Report. The best of those alloys 
(of aluminum with copper and manganese) showed a safe 
range of g.4 tons per sq. in., while the best of the present 
series has a range of 12.0 tons per sq. in.

Alternate-bending impact tests made with a weight of 
tup of 4.71 lbs. and heights of fall of 1.0 in. and 0.71 in. 
respectively.

Attention is directed to the Appendix, in which e 
authors give a preliminary account of the properties of a 
tenary alloy of aluminum with zinc nnd copper (alloy N0, 
25/3) containing approximately 25 per cent, of zinc and 3 
per cent, of copper. This alloy, which can be rolled hot’ 
although special care is required in dealing with it, SlV(1 
remarkable results under mechanical tests. An ultimate 
stress of 34 tons per sq. in. has been attained with th1^ 
material, while its resistance to repeated-bending impaol 1 
over 4,500 blows, as compared with 3,400 of the best of the 
binary alloys. Tabulated results of tests made on this aU° 
are given, but a fuller discussion of its properties is P°st 
poned until a systematic study of these ternary alloys ha 
been completed.

Both sets of tests give curves of very similar 
shape which show that after 15 per cent, of zinc the resist
ance to this test is strictly proportional to the zinc-content 
of the alloy. Of the present alloys, No. 9 shows a resist
ance practically equal to that found in the best of the light 
alloys described in the Ninth Report (about 600 blows with 
a fall of 0.71 in.), while the best alloy of the present series 
(No. 25) required 3,400 blows for fracture. This power of 
resisting repeated impact is particularly noteworthy in view 
of the fact that the aluminum-zinc alloys are frequently 
spoken of as being weak under shock.

Single-blow impact tests, made on the Izod machine, 
show that the work absorbed by fracture reaches a maximum 
for a zinc-content lying between 15 and 20 per cent. This 
is in accordance with the fact that such tests are affected by 
both tensile strength and ductility, so that the increased 
tensile strength of the alloys containing more than 20 per 
cent, of zinc is more than outweighed by their lower ductility 
so far as this test is concerned.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED VALVES.

By H. M. Cassman.

usuallyAs compared with the 
light alloys previously studied, the present series are de
cidedly superior, although the difference is not so marked 
as under some of the other tests.

Valves of 24 in. diameter and larger are . 
operated other than by hand, for the reason that genera 
such valves must be closed in a very short time, w*1*C^veS

more
impossible by hand operation, and also because such 
are frequently located1 in out-of-the-way places, and are 
conveniently controlled from some operating point 
or less remote from the valves.

Under Professor Arnold’s alternate-bending test, the 
alloys gave remarkably uniform results, but the curve of 
number of alternations endured falls rapidly with increase 
of zinc.
these alloys to his test varies from )4 to % that of the heat- 
treated best mild structural steel. It is interesting to note, 
in comparing the results of the three last-mentioned forms 
of dynamic test, that the curves representing their results 
are closely related to the curves of ultimate stress and elon
gation or reduction of area as shown by tensile tests. Thus 
the repeated-bending impact tests give a curve which is 
closely proportional to that of ultimate stresses, while the 
results of Professor Arnold’s tests are proportionate to the 
ductilities of the alloys as shown by elongation or reduction 
of area. The single-blow impact tests, on the other hand, 
appear to be proportional to the sum of these two properties.

In view of the results of all the mechanical tests the 
authors arrive at the conclusion that an alloy containing 
about 20 per cent of zinc probably represents the best com
bination of properties obtainable in the simple binary 
aluminum-zinc series.

m°xe

servit.Professor Arnold remarks that the resistance of As large valves usually control very important 
connections it is essential that the electrical equipment^e 
these valves be dependable. To guard against failure5 
valves should be inspected and tried out regularly, Par ^ 
larly where they are likely to remain in one positi°n 
long periods.

of

whea
beeûThe power required to open a valve is a maximum 

starting the valve from its seat. After the gate has ^ 
opened, say, one-fourth, comparatively little torque 1 ,^g 
quired to complete the operation. The proportion of st‘^1jve, 
to running torque varies with the construction of the ^ 
the amount of corrosion and the condition of the valve 
When closing hydraulic valves under pressure, the stavajve 
and running torques are comparatively small until the 
is about three-quarters closed. From that point °nfjuare

torQuepressure on the gate increases approximately as a 
of the decrease in the opening ; consequently the 
at closing in such cases increases rapidly, but 
reach the value of the starting torque required to 
valve under the same pressure conditions.

not
d06n the 
openCorrosion tests on specimens of these alloys exposed to 

the sea have been carried out for a period of over 500 days, 
and the results show that the rate of loss of weight under 
such exposure increases with increase of zinc-content. The 
actual rate of loss, however, is not as great as might have 
been anticipated, varying, when allowance for the difference 
of density is made, from 1% times that of Naval brass to 
1 'A times that of Muntz metal. The authors, however, re
gard their corrosion tests as purely preliminary, since the 
alloys were used in the cast state, while subsequent study 
suggests that annealed material would show considerably 
less corrosion.

■ to be
To overcome the sticking of the valve when

opened, the drive is sometimes provided with a ,,
device, so as to give a hammer blow when start1 s(jCb 
valve from its seat. With alternating-current m0t°'* „eed>

high 5e

the

lost motion also allows the motor to develop a 
and, therefore, a greater torque before starting 
from its seat.

Unless some provision is made for limiting (he

the va*6

torauC
ing tl>e

of the motor or controlling the circuit when c'°S\sja 0^ 
valve, it is possible to jam and' injure the mec jjp ge 
the valve, making further operation difficult. A h

meet'ng
April

The method of measuring corrosion by 
loss of weight is also regarded as inadequate for the study 
of these alloys, and further corrosion tests are being under
taken.

of
z5th* From a paper delivered at the Pittsburg 

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
to 27th. ÀA general feature of some importance in connection 

with all the alloys described in the present report, and par-
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the ALEXANDRA (NEWPORi AND SOUTH 
WALES) DOCKS AND RAILWAY.
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«annot be used for this purpose, as the slipping torque m 
th nin^ be practically the same as when closing, un ess 

e Sear be designed to act in the closing direction only.
^ bere compactness is a consideration the motor is 

- ' y attached direct to or on an extension of the va v® 
tj. 'ng' . The motor and drive should be so arrangée t a 

e WU1 be ample room for hand operation. An inclosed 
‘noter is 
Water

of Newport is a record of almost marvel- 
Newport is to-day the

The progress 
development and expansion.lous

largest and most important town in the county of Monmouth, 
and it is a great deal more than that. It is one of the 

and best equipped seaports in Europe, and is,busiest . .
moreover, located in one of the most “growing” districts 

Newport is, of course, an important indus- 
with large ironworks and other manufacturing 

The principal industry is the mining and

to dampness, 
withoutpreferred on account of exposure 

~ . and flooding, enclosing being permissible
sZCtlnS the size of the motor, owing to the intermittent 
a;;.1Ce- Terminals and wiring also must be protected 
whflnSt Watèr and any mechanical injury which might result 

rePairs are being made to the valve. 
rp ^ valve should not be overpowered by a motor,. 
valv°n that there is considerable risk of damaging the 
tjj. C’ and should not be underpowered1, because it mcréas 
Th. anCe of Silure when the conditions are extraordinary.
dut COrre,ct size of motor for the valve will very wit 
operate”^ ^ &eneral conditions under which the va ve

in the world, 
trial centre, 
undertakings.
exporting of coal. In a recently issued booklet on the port 

'and its products, the writer graphically describes the uses , 
to which the famous South Wales and Monmouthshire coal 

“The battleships of the world are

for the

He says :is put.
bunkered with coal which has sailed down the Bristol C-han-

This coal hasNewport and her sister ports.nel from

is nrWfhere there is any choice of system, the direct current 
Woun?rred in order to secure the advantages of a sen 
sPee<T m°tor’ £iving a high starting torque and *ncrea 
eve/ Under bght load. The commutator and brushes, 

are aPt to give trouble in damp or wet locations, 
is n‘ltlng-current motor best adapted to valve opera 
mote,6 squirrel-cage type because of its simplicity. 

r should be designed with a high resistance 
aSe the starting torque.

a8’aiii°r eTuivalent performance—that is the same 
n.atin St fadure of the motor to operate the valves 
lartfPf'CJlrrent motor should be from 20 to 40 per 
motor tJ*n fhc direct-current motor. In such aPP *C\ 
do=s e®ciency does not enter, but operating e lU - 
great aDd’ therefore, it is economy to put on. m°tors ,. 
nar„ CaPacity than would be actually required under ord

alt

rotor to
in

assurance
the alter- 

cent.

conditions.
ptr/°r rem°te control the ideal arrangement is one which 
by ’ °f automatically starting and stopping 1 e m 
thakes P y throwing a switch or controller, an one 

w 11 tmpossibe to start the valve in the wrong 1 
. rech some part of the valve or mechanism, 

can >/tre Vafyes require direct-current motors 
such ? f'lr°Wn directly across the line without resls a ’ 
torqilCS1Stance should be designed to give the maxi 
tPanentf 9.U*rcd to open the valve and be retainer 

„ y in circuit. As the motor speeds up, due to a 
m ioad, a step of sufficient resistance shou 

"l iic-ht m series with the motor to prevent excessive sp 
creas„ f°ad, to slow down the motor as the torque 
should ,i'ear fhc closing point, and to limit the torque 
fro/d the valve seat itself before the motor is disconnected
this .he mrcuit. There are various schemes for obtain g

controller or 
shunt and

and

larger than
:

Cteass
ins.».

"Bennls” Stokers In the Boiler-House of theA Range of
Alexandra Docks, Newport, Monmouthshire, England.

burned in all the naval battles of recent years, has been 
fired into a warship’s furjiaces by Royal hands, and has 
played its all-important part in the records won by leviathan
liners.”

result with a two-point reversing drum 
Pilot switch control in combination with 

- Woupd contactors. In either case, limit switches 
p Provided at each end1 of the travel. 

can L alternating-current motors the same 
aPpreCi Uk,ed’ as this type of motor will not increase 
stator ably with change in load, but the resistance 
in cWlrCUit wilf also have the effect of limiting the torqu 

valve.
cUrrente. fimit switches can be designed to handle the motor 
valves f,lnstead of the contactor exciting current. For sra 
allows C ffrPit switch is sometimes omitted and tern 
°verl0.. , 0 ,increase its torque to the point of operating a
is not f, ^rouit-breaker. Such an arrangement, howeV ’ 
Sate fn Proof, in that it allows the operator to start 

“ 5 same direction at the end of its travel.

with a
Seri
Sh°uld be The story of Newport’s progress is worth reading, from 

the making of the first Newport dock of insignificant di
mensions, and intended for coasting traffic, to the present 

ocean port of first importance, it demands 
Since 1905 it has been

general scheme 
in speed 

in the time, when,
attention and elicits admiration, 
growing rapidly ; 48 acres have been added to the deep
water area, and a further 27 acres are waiting the admis- 

soon as the new deep water entrance dock

as an

sion of water as 
is completed. This lock will be the largest of its kind in 
the world, measuring 1,000 feet long by too feet wide, with 
a depth of water on the outer cill at high water spring tides 
0f no less than 45 feet, and 35 feet at high water neaps. 
Everything in connection with the lock will, as might be
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Alexandra (Newport and South Wales) Docks and Railway Co.
"Bennis” elevators lifting the coal to the shoots through which the fuel passes into the hoppers of the machine 

stokers. The elevators work in conjunction with the stokers, each is fitted with a rotary feed which renders 
choking of the buckets by over-supply impossible, and obviates any wrench from the chain.

and
coal,The fuel used was small Welshthe enterprise of Viscount Tredegar, chairman of the Alex

andra Docks Co., John Macaulay, Esq., general manager, 
and those associated with them in the scheme so ably car
ried out. As an instance of the care that has been exercised 
in all departments of the company’s works to install only 
appliances best fitted to produce the desired results, men
tion must be made of the boiler-house. Steam is, of course, 
the “raison d’être” of every boiler-house, in spite of the 
fact that many boiler-house chimneys seem to suggest it is 
the emission of black smoke. In the boiler-house of the 
Alexandra Docks Company cheap steam is produced with 
the regularity of day and night. By cheap steam is im
plied steam that is manufactured from low-grade, low-price 
fuels, and that is steady and reliable in output. It must, 
moreover, be made without smoke. The accompanying 
illustration shows a range of five Lancashire boilers, fitted

TierCin both tests.
there was no formation of smoke in either test, 
at the back of the boiler for the stoker trial was 
for the hand-fired trial it was not recorded, 
recent test no attempt was made to press the 
their maximum capacity. One boiler only was 
power, while the second was regulated to suit

Had the second boiler been brought up to ^ gr»te 
of the first, the consumption of coal per square foot e
per hour could have been raised to 30 lb., and s ,0yed- 
shown good efficiency, with the fuel and draught < glltr 
The comparison of the results of the two tests '’rnetb0<*' 
stantial saving in the coal bill for the mechanics tolcer5

With the s er
T:U - k

In the t0 
b°iler5fuii
nt at

stat*
„ leve

kept

load.

as the following statement makes clear, 
the extra water evaporated, as from and at 2

evap°rboiler per cent, was 84.3. The extra water

THE CANADIAN ENGINEEn Volume 22-77 o
airwith “Bennis” stokers and self-cleaning compressed 

furnaces manufactured by Ed. Bennis & Co., Limited, Lit 
Hutton, Bolton, Eng., Canadian representative G. H. T° > 
Toronto. The diameter of the flues in three of the bo&eIS

expected, be on a comparatively colossal scale, including 
the gates and operating machinery. The completed portion
of the dock is 3,700 feet long on the north side, while its 
maximum width is ,050 feet.
the dock is occupied by a concrete quay wall, a 
length of 2,250 feet having been equipped with a number of 
hydraulic cranes and an extensive transit warehouse, while 
"the north side of the extension is equipped with four fixed 
coal hoists, erected on four concrete towers, 
hoist structures rise to a height of about 100 feet above the 
coping of the piers ; have a lift of 60 feet, and are capable 
of accommodating wagons of a gross weight of 23 tons, 
while provision has been made in the hydraulic cylinders to 
enable wagons up to 30 tons gross to be dealt with when 
required.

The south side of
loadis 2 ft. q in., and in two of the boilers 2 ft. n in. The

Two testscarried is that of a hydraulic pumping station, 
were carried out here ; one prior to the installation of 1

hand-fired’mechanical stokers, when the boilers were 
the other when the machines had been fitted. TheThe coal

bylatter was made on behalf of the Dock Company, 
the staff of the British Engine, Boiler & Electrical InsitraDj'® 
Co., Ltd. The stoker-makers were represented. 1 
duration of the tests was 7% and 8 hours respectively- 
the first trial three boilers were used ; in the second 
two only were fired. The boilers are identical in destén’ 

with a diameter of 7 feet, and a length of 28 feet, 
heating surface of each boiler is 823 square feet and

surfacl

In
tria1

It is not intended to give here any detailed description 
of these huge docks, known as the Alexandra (Newport & 
South Wales) Docks and Railway. It is desired, however, 
to indicate the vastness of the undertaking which points to

grate area 33 square feet, giving a ratio of heating
Natural draught was emP10- ed

to grate area of 24.94-1.
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Thebuilt and placed upon a barge or scow.steam, was

drum would hold perhaps a mile of heavy steel cable. The 
- , fastened to the river’s edge and the rope drawn 
woods. Several tongs were attached to the end of the 
These machines would draw several logs at a time.

and at 212° Fahr. per pound of coal per cent, w'as 17-5» 
reduction in fuel costs per 10,000 lb. evaporated per

been well maintained barge was 
into the 
cable.
This system has the name of pullboat logging. It increased 
considerably in value when Baptist cones came into use 
(which are wrought-iron cone shaped contrivances, named 
after the inventor, fitted over the tongs on the end of the 
pulling rope.) As these cones glide easily over any reason
able obstruction in the way, they prevent the breaking of 
the cable through a blocking of the logs by obstruction.

to make such timbeiland, sit-

Was I4-Q.
Practice.

These results have

iïe-

the development of logging
MACHINERY.*

By R. E. 33eh:k,

Parts P®rat^0lls> generally known as “logging,’ 
in„ the lumberman’s business connected with the cut- 
Sa'vm i]t € trees> their transportation and final delivery at t - 
is in ti They icease to be logging operations after the tie 
olden 7 miU- then the work of the millman begins. In» 
need f When cities were few and small, there was little 
Most °/ ^aTge lumber corporations such as exist to c ay. 

0 the lumber was cut by portable mills, in the 0 °"

thoseare
Scon it became necessary

from the river, accessible, as the demand 
This was done by the introduc-

uated further away 
for timber became larger, 

of the logging railroad.
With the laying of tracks through the woods, it became 

necessary to find some way of loading the logs onto cars. 
This finally was accomplished when a logloader made its ap- 

In the beginning this machine was a single drum 
affair very simple and slow in its operation. Like most 

’inventions, it was lacking final perfection, and develop-
A location

tion

ing
banner.
A s“iall sawmill was rigged up in the forest and trees 

cut down near tire mill in a radius of perhaps a mi 
dearin^6 drawn to the mill by mules or horses, 
ed a]onR was made, the mill would be taken down 
again S t0 an0|ther place about two miles away 
largp. S?1 up ’ these mills were small and their ou .put 
station lan the needs of the country demanded. Larger 
the L ,ry mills were, with very few exceptions, placed along 
Was VS of rivers, and then a different method for l^mb 
assemJ|1(^ally employed. The trees were cut and t e 
for instC< m varicus Places along the river front. ’
a 1andinanCe’ a long sloPe reached down to the w*te* ® j 
and th S WOuld be built near the bottom of the em an - 

us a" after slope has been cleared of trees; it would 

v ,.as a natural rollway, the logs being slid ovv” . 
aPpears 'ng, wh«re they were placed in high plles_ it 
Was ver ° he a very simple operation, but in most 
Woods ry hazard°us and dangerous work, 
tituber KtTe Partially cleared.. Near the rivers 

es 'as Sood, but further inland only the easy 
werg worked and in different locations no 

spend !de,t0/each the trees. There was little necessity to 
her U<~ time by going far from the river s edge, a 
near the P'entitui in those 
was C0l^ river °n some natural pond or 
near th(neCted with the river by a small canal, 
the ]0ir cntrance of the canal was usually 
ai into ,C0ming down the river were guided through 
i°r Us he i°gpond. There they would He assembled, 
hHsing n dle müi| sometimes several millions ot them,

Aftpa yaar’s work for a mill of average size. _orire
11 did not\Whlle the lo^ing machine made its app a ^ome 
tlIhe. t ’ however, change the method of logging 
W°rk in i"aS Used to replace horses and mules an ° ,
hrnvidea ^ time- A Portable hoisting engine was emP j 

Sroi one drum- Th engine was “anc tore
îheans 0Ufnd’ that is, fastened a nearby tree or stump by 

into the Cable and the wire cable of e drum was dr

pearance.
Were

great 
ment 
was 
from a 
was strung 
feet across

and After a It was placed on the side of the tracks.
that it was not more than a few feet away

mast. A cable
and mov- 

where it was
chosen so

suitable tree, which was to serve as a
from the mast, at a height of perhaps 30 to 40 
the tracks, to the ground and was there fastened 

to a stump. This cable formed an incline for a pulley which 
was operated by the drum of the loading engine. Suspended 
from the pulley was a pair of tongs or slings which served 
as a means to fasten the log. This having been done, the 
nullev and log were hoisted upward on the incline until it 

Then it was guided into place by a manover the car.
on the car. Occasionally it would roll to the ground and the 
o Deration had to be gone through once more. In such a case 
the position of the man on the car was not enviable. A quick 
jump off the car to the side opposite that of the falling log 

usually the only way out of danger.
in logging is the skidder. It

was
be
the

theIn this way 
the y*eld of

accessible 
attempt

was
A decided improvement

bears this name because it drags or skids the logs on the 
ground toward the railroad. So far all the pulling out into 
the woods of the empty cable had to be done by hand or am- 

1 ty'wer With a train waiting to be loaded and more logs 
needed by’the mill, a way had to be found to do more work 
îith the logging machine. This was finally accomplished by 
making a two-drum engine, where a larger drum with a 

' cable hauled in the load while a lighter cable on the 
cable into the woods. To ac- 

to a tree

Mac
'vas

locatedThe mills were
small lake, which 

The river
‘dammed” and

the can-

days.

heavy

ctnmD perhaps a thousand feet or more away from the en- 
. Over this pulley or sheave the lighter cable passes 

gl d is then fastened to the end of the hauling-in-cable. When 
3 log is hauled in, the lighter cable travels along, unwind
ing from the drum until the log reaches the engine, it is 
stretched out to the pulley over it, and back to the engtne 

After the log has been detached, it is wound up on 
the drum pulling the heavy cable out toward the pulley. TheP 

nnther log is attached to the heavy cable and the operation 
repeated. It can easily be seen that the lighter cable must 
be twice as long as the hauling cable.

In order to avoid too many logging railroads, very often
the end of the reach of the

again.

men, there 
Then the 

was 
“don-

t0 fast UUS peidlaPs a thousand feet 
°Perat,0 6ned t0 a tree which had been cut down. 

axvn °Pened the throttle of the engine and the og
key engin U' This type of engine was Called thu c0n-
Cerns> es, U is sti'l in use to some extent by smaller

ThePeCla11

dr
skidding machine is placed

first skidder cable, not far from the aforesaid pulley. This 
machine is generally known as the “yarder.” Its duty con
sists of pulling logs to a place where they can be reached by 

which in turn brings them to the railroad. In 
the line of operation can be extended by adding 

and the ground can be cleared from tw'o or 
each side of the railroad. This is considered

near

**= nc y °n tbe Eac'fic Coast. 
e to s;m Xt steP in advance was

Pkfy river logging. A powerful drum,

mach- 
driven b>’

in the development of a
the skidder,

of r, Paper this way
more yarders 
three miles on

Society 
in New

Presented at a meeting of the American 
Draftsmen, held on 16th May, i9l2> 

nd St. Louis, Mo.

r.r
tv

%
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ary tracks at right angles to those of the logging ra^r°j,S] 
In this way the skidding car is rolled off the logging traC.^ 
staying parallel with them, but making room for the 1°SS ^ 
cars to pass. Thereafter the ropes are carried out and P 
parutions are made for hauling the logs.

ot
Another type sets the skidder high on a structure ^ 

either steel or wood, which straddles the track and ea^ 
room for logging cars to pass underneath. This is _ 
moved off sideways, as it is not in the way of cars. It *s ^ 
so provided with a set of jacks, generally four, and w^eI!gej 
becomes necessary to move to the next setting, it is Ta 
about six inches by means of the jacks, which leaves ^ 
enough room for a specially constructed car to run u jj 
Then it is allowed to settle down on the car, the jacks ■ 
up the remaining supports, and the machine is free ^r0nl, j,y 
ground, resting entirely on the car, ready to be move 
the locomotive to the next setting.

With all these developments of the skidder, it beca 
important to improve also the loading apparatus, 
words, a loader had to be designed, capable of loading 
as quickly as they were skidded. If these two machine® ^ 
not balance each other in efficiency and speed, the ®erl^eri 
one is naturally lost through the incompetence of the 0 
and therefore the loader had to be brought up to the 
notch by various improvements. Several styles of 
distinctly different from each other, but equally efficient’ ^ 
now in use. They have a swinging boom for loading. ^ 
unlike that of the well-known derrick. One type is °ul^ejy 
a turntable, the boom itself does not raise or lower, it 10 ;n 
swings sideways, picks up a log and then swings bacK -s 
over the track to the desired location, where the 1°8 
dropped.
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a good way, as it limits the number of logging tracks, and, 
of course, those that must be laid can be kept in better con
dition.

Still another type of logging machine is termed “Read
ing Engine.” It is very similar to the ground skidder but is 
built for long hauls. It has exceedingly large drums, the 
main hauling cable being generally about 4,000 feet long. In 
using this type of engine, it is necessary to build a road for 

This road is mostly built from small 
A haul of 4,000

li
the logs to travel on.
trees, which otherwise have little value, 
feet tak:s at the very least fifteen minutes. In order to gain 
time, the outhaul drum is geared up much faster, thus pull
ing back the empty cable is accomplished in about one-haif

jus1

of the time.
At this stage much had been accomplished and a great 

deal of heretofore unworkable timberland was opened. But 
all these machines were of little use in any place where the 
logs could mot be drawn along the ground, like in swamps 

Some of our best timber, like cypress, In O*"and over mountains. log5and hemlock, grow almost exclusively in swamps,spruce
while others, like pme, oak, etc., grow in rugged mountainous 
regions ; therefore, after considerable experimenting, an en
tirely new method was introduced. Instead of drawing the 
logs along the ground, they were lifted high and carried 
clear cf any obstructions toward their goal-line. This is done 
by the cableway skidder, which consists of a cable suspended 
between two supports, the headspar, part of or near the sk d- 
der, and the tailtree in the woods, from 700 to 1,000 
away. Upon it travels what is termed the skidding carriage. 
The main cable, after passing over the tailtree, is fastened 
to a stump and is its own guy, with a similar arrangement 
on the headspar end of the cable. Provision is also made to 
take up the sag in the outstretched cable, either by a block 
and fall or by a separate drum on the engine. Two drums 
are required for logging, just as in the case of the ground 
skidder. The carriage is sent out into the woods, and when 
the desired log is reached it is attached to a pair of tongs or 
a sling on the end of the inhaul rope, which passes through 
a sheave wheel on the carriage. The carriage remains sta
tionary, the outhaul rope holding is in place until the log is 
hoisted to the necessary height. Then the carriage is drawn 
in and the log is dropped near the skidder, handy for the

An improve-

(16

load®1'’
ate

feet

of
Barring accidents and under average conditions, 0 cf 

these modern skidding and loading outfits is caPa 
bringing from 40,000 to 50,000 feet of timber to the to1 
day of ten working hours ; higher figures have been 0f 
ed in favorable territory. A sawmill with a daily capa se 
200,000 board feet of lumber would need four or five °_ 
outfits to keep it supplied with logs at all times. ,v
pense is only felt in the initial outlay, the operating eX1’ apV 
of a skidding plant being considerably lower than w 
other method employed, and its advantages over othe^^gfl-. 
terns are numerous. By far the most important is the g jt 
ing one—it keeps the logs out of the water and there *at 
keeps them clean, and clean logs bring with the® a ^gtS 
saving in saws. If we realize that a steel band sa" tjc- 
about $5,000, we understand what that means vo tne ^ 
al business man. By the old way of dumping the l°'Ss 
river, some of the best logs, extremely close 6
wood, would not float, but sink to the bottom, there

lumber

ev
st’5

si5'
loading engine to place on the waiting car. 
ment has been mads on this type of skidder in late years, by 
adding a third drum the slackpulling drum, which takes up 
the unavoidable slack in the in-and-outhaul cable.

The advantages of such a cableway skidder, setting aside 
the fact that it is the only machine which can be used in 
swamps or mountains, are quite numerous, as only one head
spar is required. With this as a centre, the ground is clear
ed at a radius from 750 to 1,000 feet, according to ground 
conditions and size of main cable employed. The tailtree, 
of course, has to be changed from time to time. As a rule 
it is more economical to have two main cables ; while one is 
being used, the other is rigged up for the transfer of the car
riage. This takes a few minutes and gives the engine oper
ator time to oil the machinery. As soon as this is done, the 
logging operation may begin on the new line. While work 
is carried on there, the first main cable, now not in- use, is 
being set up on another tailtree by a gang of men called 
the “riggers,” and this will be ready for use when the logs 
along the cable which is in use have been removed, 
operation is repeated until a circle around the skidding en
gine has been cleared, after which the machine is moved 
along to a new setting. In most cases the machine is per
manently placed on a heavy steel car, with swinging axles, 
and on reaching the point where the setting is to be made, 
it is raised off the tracks by screw hydraulic jacks, then the 
axlrs are turned and the whole car placed on a set of tempor-

rot. 
to 1

CO»'
and fortunes have been lost in this way by many 
panics. cit' are

The conditions under which logging operations ^ a
ried on, vary greatly, one system may be well adaP \pc®*
certain location, but may be a failure elsewnere. 1 jj®5*
ity must be studied very carefully, and due considéra gjty 
be given to the kind and quality of the timber, the ^ an 
of the trees, the condition and topography of the ëto^t0aâ’ 
what difficulties might arise in building a logg'nk so$e 
whether trestles have to be erected or rivers bridge • ^ 
cases we may be confronted by a timber average ^ 
feet per acre, while another may have 25,0:0 feet f°r er;ence
amount of ground. It is clear even to the uncxP jeci

be tb«
stated, as

This

that a very quickly and easily portable outfit must 
ed to meet the conditions of the first case tijpe, ■p 
machine will have to be on the go nearly all the 1

Then w tha
fro®

0®

much timber being cut in each setting, 
mountains we would employ a different method
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sawin "6 "ou^ use on level ground or in swampy land. The 
ting it °f lumber is a detail easily arranged for, but the Set- 
diffP * t le logs is a problem which requires ingenuity of a

HOLLOW-CONE FOUNDATIONS IN REIN- 
FORCED CONCRETE.

rent 
:ul to handl 
heavy f0r

A novel method of constructing foundations in reinforc
ed concrete has recently been devised by M. Considère, and 
described in London Engineering, which, it is claimed, 
shows considerable economy, both in material and in the 

of construction, over the ordinary methods now in use.

be sufficiently power-s°rt. The locomotives must
number of cars, and at the same time not t°° 

y track and grades,
this xve,ry recently. in fact only a few months from the date of 
the lo the General Electric Company has entered into
facture8machine business as a competitor to the manu- 
aPparafS tbe steam engines by building electrically driven 

US' Already they have installed a few outfits.

e a

cost
The fundamental idea is the formation of a thin cone of re
inforced concrete having a base area sufficient to limit the 
unit load on the ground to whatever figure may be thought 
desirable, the apex of the cone forming the point of support 
to the column itself. The amount of excavation for the 
foundation is also economized, as the earth beneath the cone 
is not disturbed, but is left roughly in the form of a pyra
mid. A glance at the illustration will, however, make clear 
the construction, the method of which is the following :—On 
the surface of the pyramid formed in the ground a few 
inches of plain concrete are deposited, and this forms the 
matrix for the cone of reinforced concrete. The cone is cir
cular in plan, so that the thin covering of concrete has the 
form of an inverted saucer.

magnetic observations.

great d SUbject of Terrestrial Magnetism has received a 
civiii ,eal °f attention within recent years among the 
conch, <toUntries of the world. Magnetic surveys are being 
now 6 *n several countries. The United State: 
and flr ry <:ornPlete information over their whole country 
time n6 able to Publish a fine isogonic map. For some 
trict rnaSt Wc have felt the need 6f such a map for the dis- 
enquirjV6red by our own work and have received numerous 
a^vantaS ^r°m others for the same. This office is most 
a lari,pge0Usly situated to gather this information. Having 
°v€r a ] of surveyors in the field every year, scattered 
at no area> we are able to collect in a short time an
Plating C Ulonal expense a large amount of magnetic in or 
take th AU survey°rs employed by the day are required to 
Plied areSe observations. The magnetic needles now sup- 
cept;0n 6 especially designed for this work and with few ex 
R. p S„are very sensitive. Through the courtesy of Mr.

CQ tUpart. the director of the Meteorological Service, 
Mag Pa'ses are all tested by the officer in charge of the 
^termjn kservatory at Agin court and the index correction 
^Ut fi,.,.* ‘ Where the needles are found to be anything

C ass> a new compass is furnished the surveyor.
common epoch

mag-

As an example of one of these cone foundations actually 
completed, one may be selected having on it the exception
ally heavy load of 612 tons in a newly-built boiler-house in 

The allowable pressure on the soil was 5,000 lb.France.
per sq. ft., so that the required base area of the cone was 
275 sq. ft., and the diameter 18 ft. 8 in. The angle of the 
generatrix of the underside of the cone with the horizontal 
was 30 deg.

It is hardly necessary to say that great care has to be 
exercised in designing these cones, for the vertical load from 
the column produces not only a bursting pressure on the 

which varies in intensity from the apex to the circum-the cone

In the r a

"'e are ec*uction of the observations to a 
Petit 0KVery much handicapped by the absence of a 
bons. ®rvat°ry in the territory covered by the observa 
Widely fW0 of the staff of this division were placed at 
taking. !!Parated Points in the Northwest this past season 
1 hese oK>Ur^y declination readings for a whole mont ■ 

Mth th Servations were afterwards plotted and compared 
A8ittooUrtdai’y Photographic trace of the declinometer at
the Te<j Investigation of the results appear to show t at 
tlle AD'jnCtl0tl of °ur declination observations by means o 
of ^ ncourt records is well worth the trouble, the precision 
about t»reSUlting declination being apparently increased 
lhis is re° and one-half times. It is realized, however, that 

require y not much more than a 
°hservat0 ^°r pr°Per reductions are the 
c°Hside ry ln the Northwest. This matter is now 
who st lon by the director of the Meteorological Service,
there s

jggggpks
%

[E 12

Sketch Showing Arrangement of Foundation in Place.

ference, and which has to be carried by a proper number of 
circular rings pitched at varying distances, but, in addition 
to the primary bursting effect, there is a compression vary
ing also in intensity from the apex downwards, to withstand 
which the concrete must be of sufficient thickness at each
point.
Id prevent
by shearing it through vertically. These considerations, 
however, do not affect the practical construction, which is 
simple, no temporary shuttering being required.

makeshift, and that what 
records of an 

under
Adequate concrete and steel must also be provided 

the column from perforating the top of the cone

that he 
coming

preClination
*mvi0

°tal
tieclin

establish onemay possibly be able to 
season.

this
It is understood that although ithe method has been in

vented and perfected by M. Considère for only a short time, 
umber of important buildings have already been erected

date 987
1,104
2,091

returns for 1910, received to
Us returns .......................................................
returns to date ...........................................

observations, 1910, for comparison
Agincourt .........................................
rvations,

T an
on these foundations, among them being a new dock ware- 

Havre, where the column loads are 195 tons ; ahouse at
boiler-house near Paris, with column loads of 612 tons ; and 
a warehouse at Alexandria, wjth column loans of from 140 
to 180 tons. All the English rights are controlled by the 
Considère Construction Company, Limited, 5 Victoria Street, 
Westminster, S.W.

IV Wlth Dlp °bSe 
otai

908
94T 1910 

e observationfore 72(Fr s, 1910 ..........................
I)ePartm^„the report of the Topographical Surveys 

1 of Interior).
Branch,
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380 cords, more balsam fir was used than in 1909 
steadily gaining for itself a higher position among 
portant pulp wood species. In 1908 it formed 12 per 
the total, in 1909 16 per cent., and in 1910 20 per

Another species which is gradually but surely bcC ^jig 
e important is hemlock, over five times as much ,

Hemlock was reported . 
, it- it

CONSUMPTION OF PULPWOOD. the
cent

rent-Over 95 per cent, of Canadian mills cut the pulpwood 
used by them from their own limits and consequently ross 
the wood themselves. Hence the given pulpwood consump- 

wood manufactured into pulp in Canad- more
used in 1910 as during 1909. 
pulpwood for the first time in i9°9, and this Vear .51’td 

than poplar, thus becoming the

only

tion refers only to 
ian mills, and includes only wood of domestic origin. There 
are seventeen mills on the lists of the Forestry Branch of the 
Department of the Interior from which no 
ceived in 1910, but in nearly all cases these firms are newly 
incorporated or are known to be shut down, either tempor
arily or permanently. The quantity and value of the pulp 
wood industry, as compiled by Mr. H. R. Macmillan, may 
be considered a trustworthy estimate.

The fifty-one mills reporting used, in 1910, 598,4°7 
cords of wood. There were exported in a raw state 943,141 
cords, and for the first time pulpwood was imported into 
Canada to the extent of $49,322.

Although 23,642 cords of wood, or 3.8 per cent., less 
used in 1910 than the year previous, the average price 

per cord has increased the value of the pulpwood industry
The decrease in the

used to a greater extent 
species in importance among pulp woods.

The use of poplar fell off one-quarter, as ^ ^ 
cords of this wood were used in 1910. Jack -pine has n°^ #,s 
reported as a pulpwood since 1908. Before that time 
used considerably by two large mills, but has proven

returns were re-
3,6°8
be6"

tbeisfactory.
The average price of the different species used ^ 

cost to the mill-owner, and so includes varying lo£g _ A 
penses and a wide difference in transportation cha« ^ 
considerable proportion of the pulp-mill owners

timber limits, and to them the cost of pulp logs 1 tion
transp'0 ^own

ly the cost of carrying the limit and the
Other operators buy in the open market

was and
charges.
transportation charges also. ,jer

Thus the prices quoted are the purchase price ^
show the relative value

different woods for pulp manufacture. .
The effect of an excessive hauling distance &

and price °

#by $121,074 over its value in 1909- 
quantity is due to the temporary closing of one or 
mills. This year the price of pulpwood recovered from the 
decline seen in 1909, when the price was only $5-57 Per 
cord, and is about the same as in the year previous. The 
price was $6.07 in 1908 and in 1910 was $6. In 1910, also, 

tons of pulp were produced than during 1909.
145 lbs. in the

two large tV
ferent conditions and do not

strated in Ontario, where the price of spruce 
in 1910 was $7.01 and $7.22 respectively. The hig»^ 
balsam fir and the increased demand for this sp®C1®u<-e 
its suitability for manufacture into pulpwood. P ^ ftp 
the most expensive species at $6.05, or 64 cents nt {0 
in 1909. During 1910 the price of balsam fir ^ ^ 
amount of 55 cents, to $5-71- Hemlock remained ^es 
the same price for the two years and is still tie p0p^ 
species. In 1909 it was $4-5i, and in 1910 $4’4^eiog 
has increased 11 cents during the year, the price & sfl>a 
during 1910. The cheapest pulpwood bought was c0r 
quantity of poplar in Nova Scotia, which cost $3 ^ y 
Balsam fir in Ontario at $7.22 was the most expe 
used in Canada for pulping. report,.

During 1910, no slabs nor sawmill waste 
as being converted in woodpulp. This is an ec° ^ -5 F j 
ticed in other countries, and by neglecting it Ca"atbat >' \ 
ing greatly. It has been conservatively estimate ^^e.5iî $ 
useful logs left in the bush by lumbermen, ^
branches, slabs and other mill waste from the lu ^ 
try in Canada had been conserved and convene P
wood in 1910, the annual output of pulpwood ^ bee0 ^ 
been increased, and ot a single acre need *
over for logs to mak wood-pulp only. During nSul®P. J 
United States, 6 per cent, of the total pulpwood pr»ct & 
was from slabs and mill waste. If economy ha ^ a5 f1.^, 
to the same extent in Canada during the year addit^, 
pulp might have been produced without cutting ° of 
al pulp log as is manufactured from 36,000 ^ pr<#til.
This is considerably more pulp than Nova Soc aiid ^ 
during 1910. The sooner such practical eC°”°”a'da b»ve 
ization of waste commences, the longer will a 
adequate supply of pulpwood.

v‘-29,196 more
owing to an increase this year of some 
amount of pulp produced per cord of wood.

Quebec is the premier pulpwood province of Canada be-
and balsam fir forests suit-

pr°

cause of its extensive spruce 
able for pulpwood, abundant and cheap water-power and 
plentiful supply of labor. The twenty-five mills in Quebec

of the total forreported the consumption of 57 Per cent.
Canada, or 22,820 cords more than in 1909-

consumed in its fifteen pulp 
one-third of the total

Ontario like

wise increased the amount
mills by 23,200 cords, and used over 
consumption. The two provinces just named furnished over 
92 per cent, of the total quantity of pulp. Nova Scotia con-

than last year, while New 
Thus

sumed nearly 20 per cent, more
Brunswick used barely one-fifth as much as in 1909.
Nova Scotia surpasses New Brunswick as a pulpwcod pro
vince. New Brunswick in 1909 contributed 14.2 per cent, 
of the total ; this year it was only 2.2 per cent. ; this resulted 
mainly from the closing of one large plant. The province 
of British Columbia is still experimenting in pulpwood man- 

and the negligible amount used in this province isufacture,
for test purposes only.

Quebec is the one province in which tne price of pulp
wood was less in 1910 than 1909, the price falling off 35 cents 
per cord. The increase in the price of pulpwood throughout 
Canada is largely due to Ontario, in which province pulp- 

worth $7.02 per cord, or $1-30 more than during 
Pulpwood was also more expensive this 

Pulpwood from

wood was
the previous year.

in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.year
Nova Scotia, at $4.59 per cord, was cheaper than in any
other province.

The decrease in the amount of pulpwood used in 1910 
chiefly affected the use of spruce—45,800 cores less of this

Although still overspecies being used in 1910 than in 1909.
75 per cent of the total pulpwood consumption, the propor
tion is gradually becoming less. In 1908 spruce formed 87 

. of the total, in 1909 83 per cent., and in 1910 78.6 
The loss is all seen in New Brunswick, in which

A PECULIAR ACCIDENT.
the aCjî

It is seldom that a steam engine fails t0 
cf the throttle, yet such w'as the fate of the ■’ ^ tbe ^ 
dred” which, while approaching the lock Katr^ we'1*. e.<' 
at Buckingham, Que., became unmanageable filers 

The water flooded the steamer,

per cent 
per cent
province 71,000 ccrds less of spruce was used this year than

in 1909. ...
Balsam fir is a species of wood which is increasing m 

importance as a pulpwood. In 1910 twenty per cent., or 20,-

the dim.
ploded and a cargo of cement was lost.

■

G 
<D
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THE international roads congress
OF 1913.

1912.
An exhibition of road machinery, materials and appli- 

used in road construction is being organized in con-ances
nection with the congress, and in view of the fact that a very 

attendance of foreign delegates is expected, in ad-large
dition to engineers and surveyors from all Parts of the United 
Kingdom, the exhibition will, it is expected, prove of great 
practical commercial value.

Membership of the congress is open to all, the individual 
membership subscription being £1, and that for associate 
members, i.e., wives and children, is 8/4.

Either of these subscriptions entitles the member to take 
in all excursions and entertainments connected with the 

whilst the full membership subscription entitles

t Jhe third International Roads Congress will be held in 
2^? °n fr°ni Monday, June the 23rd to Saturday, June t 
ni 11’ IpI3' These congresses will in future be held trien 
;_aD" ' hhe first was held in Paris in 1908, and the secon 
cirr ^Usse^s in iqio. Their object is to collect, discuss, an 
re/ f6 a11 lthe latest practical and scientific knowledge with 

gatd t0 the construction and maintenance of highways, 
ç c°ngress of 1913 is held on the invitation of the BriU 
Ge e,nm®nt and is under the patronage of His Majesty ink 
m V- The honorary presidents of the congress aie t 

1 !fon- the Chancellor of the Exchequer and other mcm- 
th. °f H-M. Government, and the vice-presidents include 
Hon lght Hon- the Lord Mayor of London ; members of ou 
°rs SfS °f Parliament ; Chairmen of County Councils ; a> 
andfCUieS and Boroughs; presidents of learned societies, 
bilist° associations of local authorities, engineers, automo 

S’ oydists, and of other organizations interested in t 
rovement of the roads. Over thirty Governments 

tentio^^ t0 tbe British Minister of Foreign Affairs their 
n of taking part officially in the congress.

In view

The , part
congress
the subscriber, in addition to taking part in the proceedings 

to receive the daily agenda published duringof the congress
the congress and a copy of the full report of the discussions 
and decisions, in addition to the complete set of the various 

different subjects sent in by the members. As 
comprise reports by leading authorities in all

papers on 
these papers
parts of the world, of experiments and recent data obtained 
in road engineering, etc., they are therefore of the highest

im have value and interest.
Mr. W. Rees Jeffreys, the honorary secretary, is now in

large attendance of engin-
inti

America endeavoring to
from this side. He arrived in New York on June 4th,

secure a

the methods of eers - .....
and after spending a couple of weeks m the principal cities
of the United States, will arrive in Toronto on June 27th. 
While in Canada he will visit Niagara Falls, Ottawa, Mont
real and Quebec.

of the great advance effected in 
construction and maintenance in recent years by

and the
road 
e*tensi, 
Serous 
mulated

of bituminous binding material, 
experiments that have been made and data accu

doubt that the 
submitted to the

°n of the use

since the last congress, there is no 
°f the various questions to be

di
cono. S'°n °f the various questions to be -----------
th. uress wil1 make the London meeting a notable event m 

°ry of road engineering.

engineering opportunity in china.
the hist

Rev Dr. T. E. Egerton Shore has received a cablegram 
Dr. O. L. Kilborn in Chengtu, China, capital of the

amor!'lle tWo Previous congresses aroused great interest 
ers i? engineers, surveyors, automobilists, and rnanu ac 
numb r°ad-making materials throughout the world, and a 
'vorlrf^r very valuable papers were contribute y - 
With th eading authorities on various subjects connec e

e construction of roads.

from
province of Szechwan, west China, asking that a teacher in 
mining engineering be secured for the Chinese Government 

This teacher will be supported by theSchool in Chengtu.
Provincial Government at a salary of $2,100 (gold), together 
with traveling expenses each way—the salary to date from 
the time of arrival in Chengtu and the contract to be for a 
period of one year, with the probability of its extension be
yond that time.

The cablegram states that this teacher is required at 
and that a splendid opportunity presents itself from 

the standpoint of Christian influence in a government .

strJt,aVlng regard to the rapid development of road con- 

Very 10n 111 Canada these congresses cannot fail to Prove 
go0ci great benefit and interest to those responsible or 
is to v'°ndd’0n of the public highways in this ccuntr>, an 
inspect6 h°ped that in view of the numerous opportunities 
adian !°n of works and sites in England the number o

delegates and members of the congress will be la S ■ 
congress of next year will receive and consider a 

papers and reports by the leading aut on 1 
the world on the maintenance of roads, t ieir 

tons and proper drainage, the prevention of us 
rh 6 layinff of light railways and tramways on r°a ’ 

me of surfacing materials, the influence o w 1 
vehicles on roads and bridges, the con 1 1

echanically propelled 
suffer damage

once

:
institute.

Dr. Shore will be glad to hear from anyone who may be 
interested in this opportunity. His address is the Methodist 
Mission Rooms, 33 Richmond Street West, Toronto.

The 
nbmbe
5hr°Ughout
foundati
thud,

I

ir of

the the ljungstrom steam turbine,
and sPeed of

should
es in 

hi the
The

that
Vehici

The Ljungstrom turbine is the latest development in the
As describedbe filled by horse or m 

order that they may not damage or 
roads, etc.

Ge0r£,rc,chairman of the local Organizing Committee is Sir
Charles n Gibb- chairman of the Imperial Road 'RJS
Jeffr S B-- '*■ - ■ ond Mr. W. Rees
tary, VS * secretary of the Road Board) is honorai >

turbines of the reaction type.field of steam
in Engineering of London, it consists essentially of a radial 
flow machine. The steam is admitted between two disks, 
and in its passage from the centre to the circumference it 

between concentric blading rings carried alternately 
In the usual design both disks revolve,

fro

passes
by the two disks, 
driving their shafts at equal speeds. To each shaft is 
coupled an electric generator. Since the relative speed of 
the blade is twice as great as in the standard reaction tur
bine of equal diameter and peripheral speed, equal efficiency 

be obtained with only one-quarter as many rows of

est, inr,Ur^°ns bave been planned to various places of i“
' udinS Windsor Castle, where His Majesty the King

mated his intention of entertaining the delegates
the members

of the City 
of the Royal

ha
afte: may

blades. Since there is no long casing with fixed blading, 
the risk of distortion trouble is largely eliminated, 
also permits an almost unlimited degree of superheat, 
which, together with the reduction of gland and other losses, 
tends to give the machine a high efficiency.

oftea. Receptions will be given to 
by the Lord Mayor and Corporation

>mobnea'tbe.Guildha11' by the COmmitteepall Mall, and 
by the t C,ub m their palatial premises in Pall Mai ,
Which th UUti0n of Civd Engineers in their new Premi

y are now building at Westminster.

°f L This
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIESPERSONAL.
litit'■ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President, G. M- 

Secretary, L. M. Gotch, Calgary, Alta.
ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS.—Pre 

J. L. R. Parsons, Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, M. B. Weeks, Regina-
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN.—President, N- 

Murchy ; Secretary, Mr. McCiung, Regina. .
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION.-P^1 g.C 

W. s. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, Victors»' ^
BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.—President. E' 

Nesbitt ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H. Lauer, Montreal, Que. ^

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.on<• 
Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount Ham"1"

MR. J. RUSSELL ELLIS has been appointed to the 
position of assistant engineer for the municipality of Regina.

MR. S. D. EGAN, of Toronto, has been appointed to 
the position of superintendent of the municipal railway 
system of Regina.

MR. W. H. EL SON has been appointed superintendent 
of two of the interurban divisions of the British Columbia 
Electric Railway, Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

MR. J. B. RANNIE has been appointed traffic agent of 
the British Columbia Electric Railway, Limited, Vancouver, 
B.C., in charge of the company’s system in Vancouver and 
suburbs.

side"'1

. pete*"
CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION.—Presiden^^t, 

Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 Adelaia 
Toronto, Ont.

CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS’ MANUFACTURERS’-------
President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O. McKinnon, Toront

ASS0CIAT1°N

Ryer*"”
CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—President, N. W.

Niagara Falls ; Secretary, T. S. Young, 220 King Street W., Toronto*
CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION —President, John Hendry' 

Secretary, James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa.
CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.—President, Arthur Hewit. J^"rer, 

Manager Consumers' Gas Company, Toronto ; J. Keillor, Secretary- 
Hamilton, Ont. oresidel!|

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION.-^ get, l' 
w. Doan, M.D.. Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis 
Richmond Street West, Toronto. gjdeS1'

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE.—198 College Street, Toronto. Pr 

J. B. Tyrrell ; Secretary, Mr. J. Patterson. gide*11'
CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Windsor Hotel, Montreal-

H. Mortimer Lamb, Windsor
CANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY.—President, J. McWilliam, M'D'.^jJjififr 

Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., 22 Casti 
Ottawa, Ont. .. -t, P’

THE CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.-Presui ,v"' 
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lome Drum,

RAILWAY CLUB.—President, A. A. Goodchild; SeC

V»H'
MR. ALLAN PURVIS has been appointed manager of 

the interurban lines of the British Columbia Electric Rail
way, Limited, Vancouver, B.C. The position of local man
ager of interurban divisions has been abolished.

era'couver.

COMING MEETINGS.
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal ; Secretary. 
Montreal.

AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION.—June 3rd 8th. Annual 
Convention at Louisville, Ky. Secy., J. M. Diven. 271 River St., Troy. N.Y.

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—June 19th-21st. Annual meet
ing at Ottawa, Ont. Sec’y, T. S. Young. 220 King St. West. Toronto. Ont.

SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION.— 
June 26th-28th. Annual meeting at Boston, Mass. Sec’y, H. H. Norris, Cornell 
University, Ithica, N.Y.

ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION— Annual convention v ill be held 
in the City Hall. Toronto, on June 18th and 19th, 1912. Secretary-Treasurer. 
Mr. K. W. McKay. County Clerk, St. Thomas. Ont.

THE UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALITIES.-August 27, 28 and 29. 
Meeting at City Hall, Windsor, Ont. Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. 
Lighthall, K.C.

CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.-Second Annual Meeting 
to be held in Toronto, Sept. 16, 17 and 18.

ret^'
CANADIAN

James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q.
President.D^McD^t.

■ilil.

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.—
Manager. Montreal Street Railway; Secretary, Acton Burrows,
Toronto. pern

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGIN EERS-—President, u£ttavvS- 
Toronto. ; Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interior, ^£flt

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.—Toronto;
G. Baldwin ; Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets tnir 

. each month except June, July and August.
DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS.—President, Mr. R. A. Belanger 

Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis. Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa.

()V'

Otta"”

re»'
EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President, J- Chalmers. 
B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer's Office, Edmonton, Alberta.ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

nt'ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY—Preside11 ' 
Ritchie ; Corresponding Secretary, C. C. Rous. g

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF MONTREAL.- Secretary, C. M. Strange.
Hall Square, Montreal.

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF TORONTO.-96 King Street West- eVeH 
Willis Chipman ; Secretary, R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every Thurs 
during the fall and winter months. q. K^y.

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—President. V 'SeCfeW 
Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment. London. W.C- ; n0ue. 
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montreal. B^t

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY.-Preside^ rs ^ 

Taylor ; Secretary, C- McDermid, London, England. Canadian I*
Council Prof. F. D. Adams, J. B. Porter, H. E. T. Haultain and 
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell.

ary.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—413 Dorchester Street 
West, Montreal. President, W. F. TYE : Secretary. Professor C. H. McLeod. 
KINGSTON BRANCH—Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick ; Secretary, L. W Gill;

Headquarters : School of Mines, Kingston.
OTTAWA BRANCH-

177 Sparks St. Ottawa. Chairman, S. J. Chapleau, Ottawa ; Secretary, 
H. Victor Brayley. N.T. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read, 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months ; on other Wednes
day nights in month there are informal or business meetings,

QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, W. D. Baillairge ; Secretary, A. Amos ; meet
ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.

TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, T. C. Irving : 
Secretary, T. R. Loudon, University of Toronto. Meets last Thursday of the 
month at Engineers’ Club.

sMo l<e’
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION 0 

—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto. s ecr‘‘- 
Mi-*5'

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman, C. E. Cartwright; Secretary, W. Alan, 
Kennedy ; Headquarters : McGill University College, Vancouver. McPhil|ips:

MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS.—President, George 
ary-Treasurer, C. G. Chataway, Winnipeg, Man.VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C- Gamble ; Secretary, R. W. MacIntyre; 

Address P.O. Box 1290.
WINNIPEG BRANCH—Chairman, J. A. Hesketh : Secretary, E. E. Brydone- 

jack ; Meets every first and third Friday of each month, October to April, in 
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg.

cvdn^l
NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY.—President, T. J. Brown,

C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward. foe*
NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX.-jP^r's0 

MacKenzie: Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Commi .
Halifax, N.S. _iri.. —Pre,sh;tb>':

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION;,, \Vn 
Major. T. L. Kennedy ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J- E. far 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S. Henry, Oriole. p. Spel'

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION.—President, 1

Secretary, Killaly Gamble, 703 Temple Building, Toronto ^ go 
THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA.—Secretary, Wm- • rf,

New Drawer. 2263, Main P.O , Montreal. _ ^.SeC6
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECT 

J. E. Ganier, No. 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal.
REGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President. A. J.

Secretary, J. A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue. Regina.
ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA - 

Baker. F.R.I.B.A., Toronto, Ont. ; Hon. Secretary. Alcide Chaus»
Hall Square. Montreal, Que.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY —President.
Toronto ; Secretary, J. R. Collins, Toronto.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY—Wallace 
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary.

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED 
VERSITY.—President, J. P. McRae ; Secretary, H. F. Cole.

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION.-^ n 
Pierce, Calgary ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall, Brando • ‘

WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY CLUB.—President, R- R*
W. H. Rosevear, 115 Phoenix Block, Winnipeg. Man. Seco 
June, July and August, at Winnipeg.

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION.—President. Chas. Hopewell, 

Mayor, Ottawa ; Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K W. McKay, County Clerk, St. 
Thomas, Ontario.

SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF RURAL MUNICIPALITIES— 
President, George Thompson, Indian He >d, Sask- ; Secy-Treasurer, E. Hingley, 
Radisson. Sask.

THE ALBERTA L. I. D. ASSOCIATION.—President, Wm. Mason, Bon 
Accord, Alta. • Secy-Treasurer, James McNicol. Blackfalds, Alta.

THE UNION OF CANADIAN MUM ICI PALTI ES.—President. W. Sanford 
Evans. Mayor of Winnipeg; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, vV. D. Lighthall, K.C., 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount.

THE UNION OF NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES.—President, 
Councillor Siddall, Port Elgin ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready. City 
Clerk. Fredericton.

UNION OF NOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mr. A. S. 
MacMillan. Warden, Antigonish. N-S. ; Secretary. A. Roberts. Bridgewater. N.S.

UNION OF SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Mayor 
Bee, Lemberg ; Secy-Treasurer, W F. Heal. Moose Jaw.

UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President. Mayor 
Planta. Nanaimo, B C. ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. H. Bose, Surrey 
Centre, B.C.

UNION OF ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mayor Mitchell, 
Calgary. ; Secretary-Treasurer, G. J. Kinnaird. Edmonton. Alta.

UNION OF MANITOBA MUNICI PALTI ES.—President, Reeve Forke. 
Pipestone. Man. ; Secy-Treasurer, Reeve Cardale. Oak River, Man.

Toronto ;
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TENDERS PENDING.

In Addition to Those in this Issue.

Further information may be had from the issues of The 
Canadian Engineer referred u. Tenders

Close.

June 17. 
im-

Issue of. Page.Place of Work.
Bassano, Alta., electric generat

ing machinery ............
Berlin, Ont., waterworks

provements ................ ..
Edmonton, Alta., pile wharf 
Fredericton, N.B., wharf .
Lethbridge, Alta., paving ....June 14- 
Moose Jaw, Sask., light stan

dards .................................
Moose Jaw, Sask., retaining wall 

and sidewalks, Collegiate In
stitute ...................................

Maple Creek, Sask., sidewalks. .June to. 
Newmarket, Ont., school build

ing .................................
Oshawa, Ont., concrete side

walks .......................................
Ottawa, Ont., station and other

buildings , ...............................
Ottawa, Ont., dredging Murray 

Canal .....................................

May 30.

May 23. 
May 23. 
May 16. 
May 30.

74

72
60. .June 17. 

. .June 6. 60
61

62May 3°-June 14.

60May 16. 
May 30.

June 5.
74

62May 30.June 15. 

June 8. 

June 14.

May 30. 72

May 30.

May 30- 
Mav 9. 
May 23.

June 5-
Ottawa, Ont., coaling stations. .May 31. 
Ottawa, Ont., mail contract ..June 21. 
Ottawa Ont., designs for monu-

ment ...................................
Utfawa, Ont., fishing protection

vessel ........................................
Ottawa, Ont., design and con-
p struction of steamship..........
°ft of Quebec, Que., proposals

p . for drydock ............
°'nt Grey, B.C., plans for uni

ts versity ...................................
<’Uebec, Que., leasing of water-
ç Powers .............................
**katoon, Sask., garbage in

cinerator ...............................
Oatharines, Ont., S. S. build-

T lnR- .........................................
r°nto, Ont., cribs; retaining

T- "all ...........................................
r°nto, Qnt., bridge construc

tion .....................

60Apr. 18. 

Apr. 18.

Oct. 1.:

74June 17.

76May 16.

Apr. 18.

June 30.

.............July 2.

July 31. 

June 26.

60
:r t

60Feb. 7.
!«
|0 May 2. 72

to Mav 2. 74June 25.
St.ch 62June 30.June 10.0-

i- 74May 30.June 5. 

June 8.

i-4

May 30. 74
■ K*

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ON FILE.

The following Plans (P.) and Specifications ( S. ). are on 
file for reference only unless otherwise noted at the office of 
The Canadian Engineer, 62 Church Street, Toronto ;
Bids close Noted in issue of
6-10—Electrical equipment, Vernon, B.C...................(S. ) 5-I6
6-17—Electric Generating Station Equipment, Bassano,

Alta...............................................................................
6-10—Cement sidewalks, Maple Creek, Sask. (P & S. ). 5-30

(Vernon specifications are on file at The Canadian Engi
neer Offices, Winnipeg and Montreal ; Mather, Yuill & 
Company, Limited, Consulting Engineers, Vancouver, B.C7 ) 

(Bassano specifications also on file at the office of The 
Canadian Engineer, Montreal, and the Engineers, Messrs. 
Bowring & Logan, 322 Donald St., Winnipeg).

(Maple Creek plans and specifications on file at The Can
adian Engineer Office, Winnipeg, Man.)

(S.) 5-30

Toronto, Ont., 
ments

Tisdale, Sask 
sewers

Toronto, Ont., bridge construc
tion .........................................

Toronto, Ont., concrete abut
ments .....................................

Toronto, Ont., concrete break
water .....................................

Vancouver, B.C., bridge con
struction .............................

concrete abut-
June 8. May 30. 74

storm water
May 30. 

May 23.

June 15., 62

June 6. 72

May 23.June 5. 

June 6.

72

May 23. 72

July 8. May 30. 74
Vernon, B.C., electrical equip

ment ....................................... June 10.
Vernon, B.C., cast-iron pipe . .June 10. 
Vernon

May 16. 
May 23.

May 23.

72
60

B.C., valves and
June 10.hydrants 60

TENDERS.

Battleford, Sask.—Tenders for the installation of 
heating system for the Battleford Town Hall, will be received 
up to noon of June 10th, 1912. Plans and specifications 
bd- seen at the Builders’ Exchange, Winnipeg and Saskatoon, 
and at the office of J. P. Marshall, secretary-treasurer, Battle
ford.

a steam

can

Brantford, Ont.—Tenders will be received until noon of 
June 15th, 1912, for the furnishing of about 6,000 feet of rein
forced concrete sewer pipe, varying in size from 30 inches 
to 45 inches. Specifications may be seen at the office of the 
City Engineer. T. Harry Jones, City Engineer, Brantford. 
(See advt. in The Canadian Engineer).

Kerrisdale, B.C.—Tenders for the supply of about 8 miles 
of steel pipes, varying in diameter from 4 to 18 inches, will be 
received until June 24th, 1912, by H. Floyd, Clerk Municipal 
Council, Kerrisdale, B.C. Particulars may be obtained at the 
office of the engineers, Cleveland and Cameron, 506 Winch 
Building, Vancouver.

Lachute, Que—Tenders for the construction of an iron 
bridge over the North River, in the parish of St. Jerusalem, 
County of Argenteuil, will be received until June 10th, 1912. 
Plans and specifications can be examined in the office of J. E. 
Valois, secretary-treasurer, municipality of the council of the 
parish of St. Jerusalem, Lachute, Que.

Lawrenceville, Que.—Tenders for the construction of an 
iron bridge over the black river in the village of Lawrence
ville, Que., will be received until the 15th of June, 1912. Plans 
and specifications can be examined at the office of Zoel 
Gervais, secretary-treasurer, municipality of village of 
Lawrenceville, Que., at which place tenders will be received.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders will be received up to noon of 
July 3rd, 1912, for the purchase of the Canadian Government 
steamer “Kestrel.” Full particulars may be obtained from 
the Officer in Charge, H.M.C. Dockyard, Esquimalt, B.C. G. 
J. Desbarats, Deputy-Minister, Department of the Naval Ser
vice, Ottawa. (See advt. in The Canadhn Engineer).

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders for the construction of a public 
building at Kemptville, Ont., will be received at the Depart
ment of Public Works, Ottawa, until June 13th, 1912. Plans, 
etc., can be obtained at tl»e post office, Kemptville, and at the 
Department, R. C. Desrochers, secretary.

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders for the construction of a post
office building at Maisonneuve, Que., will be received at the 
office of R. C. Desrochers, Secretary, Department of Public 
Works, Ottawa, until Monday, June 17th, 1912. Plans, etc., 
may be obtained on application at the office of Mr. C. A. 
Reeves, architect, 58 St. James Street, Montreal, and at the 
post office, Maisonneuve ; also at the Department of Public 
Works, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER 67June 6, 1912.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS SECTION
Readers will confer a great favor by sending in news items from time to time. We are particularly eager to get notes 

regarding engineering work in hand and projected, contracts awarded, changes in staffs, etc.
Printed forms for the purpose will be furnished upon application.
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G. R. Geary, (Mayor), Chairman Board68
City Hall, Toronto.
* *. «°™*

5a
KSfc 3$ •saSTSS’SK4,000 ft. 18-in. inside ^“can be obtained at the 

iron pipe. Plans and spe Rm ï2, Inns, of Court,
<=»:, City Purchasing Agent.

City Hall, Vancouver. of I0>000 feet of
Vancouver, B;C'7^nfdeeet of ,8 in. flexible joint C.I pipe

K,'S S—Ô

» Burwell, In„. -«

Court Building. erection and completion
Victoria, B.C. Tenders for the^£2^ crossing, in the 

of a large one-room schoMhouse^ ^ received up t0 noon
STunf.1 “"h" J E. GriffithPublic Work, Engineer, De-
partment of Public Works Victoria. ^ ^ tQ fi00n of

Winnipeg, Man—Tenders will b Normal School in
June ioth, 1912, for the const ^ ^ at the office 0f
the city of Brandon. Plan ■ _ • ■ Winnipeg, or on ap-
the Provinci7Amhitec , 26i Fort Street Won. R p Robhn,

DeparrnrentoiPnhiffi Works. Or/s,
Ottawa, Ont. T.he

plication to Mr. J. Hunter. Cterk o^WorK ^ Station F,
Ont. ; Mr. T A’ ldaS“gar’tment of Public Works, Ottawa. 
Toronto, and at th P be reCeived up till noon of

Ottawa, Ort.-Tenders ^ industrial sites situate on an 
Wednesday, July 17th. 9 > Caughnawaga, and joined
island lying east of the vi‘lagekment of the Canadian Pacific 
to the mainland by t of Montreal, containing 61.4
Railway, and adjacent to th J upon application to

• FU" mfonna*.» «Wbe ob
Assistant Deputy and becreta^

acres
Lorenzo Letournear 
Due or to J. D. McLean,gepartment of Indian Affairs Ottawa at Yar-

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders for dredgi g bg reCeived up to 
mouth, in the Province of Nova Sc > ^ Department of

I3th, by R. C. DesSpre°c^cati0ns can be obtained on ap-June _
Public Works, Ottawa.

riL^'by Deparmem £*£

the Postmaster at Carr s gtruction 0f a pile bent

srsSStfS;
LCok"TÈ “D,,lh,,s. Sectary, Depart,,,,, of

Public Works, Ottawa. construction of a drill hall
Ottawa, Ont.—TenufrhpfreCeiVed by the Director of Con- 

at Gananoque, Ontf «Uitia and Defence. Ottawa, up to noon 
tracts, Department of MflUia and U be obtained at the
of June 22nd, 19m. Full P^u a / gth Field Battery, 
offices of tfae Officer Commanding the 3rd Division,
Gananoque Ont. the 0&irector of Engineer Services, De

partment of Militia and Defence Ottawa ^

“S $r*a& 'from
Further information, as to pla ^ t . issioner Utilities.
S“’iKE, PortA “b«r. &• -«■ * =*«"""

Engineer). received until noon ofRegina, Sask.-Tenders will be^eceived^^ ^ r(,mforc_
June 14th, 1912, for the supp . 6^000 barrels of Port
ing steed bars, 14S tons of R. B Proposed Torhill Reservoir, 
land cement, and castings f Wynne-Roberts, Con-
Plans, etc., may be obtained from R U. W Canadian En
suit,ng Engineer, Regina. (See advt. in 
gineer).

CONTRACTS AWARDED.
Archibald Co., Ltd-. 

T of the Maple
destroyed a short 

capacity of 120,000pme ago by fire. The elevator will have a

bushels. , awarded for six newCalgary, Alta.-Contracts have been awarded ^ be
schools to be built in the city, he tot£ cost bmlders to
$335,500. The following are the^ names °*varded : Sunalta
which each particular , Thomas, to cost $124,000 ’
school awarded to Doyle a Rh Yeager> t0 cost $124,^? '’ 
school on the Ramsey es McPhail, $63,000; Park Hi *

Lougheed and H. Church, •««««*• „ *,

Bo-Thncp°i.s hi»,
for the extension to 

n which the 
drawn, was awa

GO., or vam.uu.Jfl ” ’°4g, to
low level reservoir mV. ^ ^

entire
rdedhigh level reservoir on

SSrW =nd South Buruntogenerally
H. Webster, of Vancouver, at $ 3- - -ved the
Fredericton, N.B.-The Messrs. M^cVa^have ^ R ^

contract for the S^^^They have also secured the C°blocks 
Creek, Carleton County, td V Ming of concrete hi
for the building of a nft price being about $25,000. 
at St. Andrews, the contract price 8 Quebec

ing operations for the construction of their ne v
Hartt Boot & Shoe Company s t»c on d,s^ &

Kerrlsdale, B.C.-The Kernsdale and^^ Md-e‘ 
sewerage contracts has been awarded t 
Co., at $ 156,000.

let to

G.

Regina, S.sk^T=,d=rs ^
reinforced concrete circulax restr^ pf Jufie 3ist> IQI2. Plans, 
thereto, will be, re?elB R q Wynne-Roberts, Consulting 
etc., may be obtamed from R. O. >e Canadian Engineer). 
Engineer, Regina. (See advt. up t0 June 15th,

Regina, Sask.—Tenders will be e building at
19,2, for the erection of a four-^ ^ Messrs. Storey
Buchanan, Sask plaI?* ™ ; R ina. and from H. P. Albert 
and Van Egmond, architects, J* ^Buchanan School District, 
Hermanson, secretary-treasu
Sask.

St. Thomas, Ont.—I enders f<n Jbj ^""received until June 
and for the supply of sewer Pi » _ be seen at the office 
19th, 1912. Specifications and pl- ^ Canadian Engineer),
of the City Engineer. (See advt. 1

Toronto, Ont. -Tenders for Chorley
proofing and roofing of t e IK j ed up to noon of Mon-Park, Rosedale, Toronto, w 11 be eœivedup^ ^ ^
■£'e,ÏJifPSü. Work., Toronto. H. F.

McNaughten. ”cr""J . «=.. in

rTain dr»»r ^.“55“ 1ÜLÏS
SXS d .«“» »< «”■,=, O, ,h« Ci„ Architect,

sewers

^ O



It is important to remember that while all these buildings 
were constructed by the Turner Construction Company,

the Turner Construction 

York, has brought together in a
scale drawing an accurate representation of most of the specifications were drawn by a large number of arch, 

modern concrete buildings which they have tects and engineers.
at an approximate Barrett Specification Roofs were almost unanimously 

selected for one reason only, namely that they would give 

better service at lower cost, than any other roof covering.

N the illustrat:on below,I Company of New

the important 
erected during the past nine years,

cost of $12,000,000.
imposing display of best types of modern 
“a concrete city ” indeed—scientifically designed 

minimum cost and minimum

con-
It is an 

struction— 
for maximum service at

Barrett Specification Roofs require no painting or similar 
attention—in other words, there are no maintenance costs. 
They will last upwards of 20 years without any care.

The superior economy of Barrett Specification Roofs
maintenance.

that 95 per cent, of the entire roof area
Specification type of roofing. justifies their adoption not only on big first-class concrete 
" 1 buildings, but on every flat roofed building from a tene

ment to a skyscraper—from a small mill to a modern 
manufacturing plant costing millions.
real Barrett Specification Roof. The only way to be sure 
is to incorporate The Barrett Specification in full in your

It is significant 
is covered with the Barrett 

as follows :The figures are
1,490,523 sq. feet 
. ..14,714 sq. feet 

.21,640 sq. feet
____5,619 sq. feet
.. .38,381 sq. feet plans.

____6,355 sq. feet
____7,448 sq. feet

Specification type of roofs But be sure it's aBarrett 
Plastic Roofings.
Slate Roofings... 
Tile Roofings... 
Ready Roofings. 
Copper Roofings 
Allother kinds..

Copy of The Barrett Specification free on request. 

Address our nearest office.

., LIMITEDMANUFACTURINGTHE ST. JOHN .B. HALIFAX, N.S.VANCOUVERWINNIPEGMONTREAL
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70 ......u»p.y, -a .0suffis & ^=..0, ».. Tfr.*~_
irdine Ont.—At a meeting of the County Roid and 

• ’ r pnrt Elg-in it was decided to award the r.mr ..con,.?«Sf» of .he Denny. Brito <0

Boiler Company, of Kincardine,contract
Messrs. Hunter Bridge &
tlU Newcastle N.B.—The contract for the construction of the 

Newcastle, awarded to Messrs. John Mc-
Cald^ndTenry Ingraham, whose Renders was for 

ooo which includes wiring and plumbing.
3 Stratford,

awarded the WQrk of Q’Dwver’s bridge

was
bar Company gave way.

GARBAGE, SEWAGE AND WATER.

rBESilHESESêi
Mr. leiper ratenavers voted in favor of spending
the sum of $5,0:0 for improvements of the sewage sySte™_

port
Mr “The cost of this will be about $75,ooo. Other im-reservoir. The cost ot t ^ he has suggested will

^rrlpend^Tf abPoPut $350,000 if carried out as he

hdS Moose ^J aw, Sask.—A large pump, *e11^°^rttyhe°pitt of 
Saskatchewan Flour Mills, has been installed in t P ^
SS’rKCSX end forced 

through the fiber beds before entering the mams.
sjmcoe, Ont.—The ratepayers voted their approval to 

for a sewage system.
Vancouver, B.C.—The Municipal Board of Works receiv- 

ed traders for the construction of lateral sewers on Twelfth, 
Thirteenth, Four te en th and Fifteenth in the vicinity of Oak 

and Yukon Streets, as follows:—
Romano Pinto & Co......................
LaPlaca Brothers .....................
Ledingham & Cooper ..............
McGarry Company ...................
Kennedy Brothers .....................
D. A. Anderson ...........................
David Timiro ...............................
Bruce & Ford ...............................
The tenders were all referred to

on a
have been
Wellington and Grey, for the
at $i,ü75- r tt Wphh Co. General Con-

"am Wdm,£4to D , The

brick, concrete and steel.
Vancouver, u.u.-Messrs. Waterhouse,-Church & ^rr

New York, have ..cured .h. ,« forta,ldmf the
Canadian Pacific JWf a|J bQ||f| , tu„„el in the

downtown sectio to relieve the f ^^head‘bridges built,

awarded to Culletin BrJtj1f J^oTst dlvimM^of the E.^ N.

EKE "Another SSle”^
from McBride Junction nearN^°cti *n°f Campbell River, 
tion from Courtenay south Victoria. Between
was recently let to Mr C E Hoard, or q{ sixty miles, the
constructiori “ wMch “i,l likely be undertaken ..... ™ •!“

year.

tract
Port Credit, 
stack, 150 ft. high ; 
materials used are

e penditure of $36,000

................. $31,500.00
............... 22,479.00

................... 32,746.00

................... 29,000.00

................... 28,849-0°
................... 22,778.95
................... 21,097.80
................... 39,900.00
the City Engineer for re-

Messrs. Kelling * Co.. ^B.C.Vancouver,
awarded the contract
the tender submitted bem^?^,5 ^ ^ construction of ap- 

Mess0rs.C0BmbCneCri;itold!k -

awarded the contracts Walkerton both of which weredam, and also on the one at Walkerton^bom ^ ^ at
put out of commission by the p g ks an(j the one
Southampton is to be completed b’oth dams are

within three months Th=°'^rton The probable
and a. S,«,h,

for heating four

port.

AND INDUSTRIAL WORKS.BUILDINGS

Calearv Alta.—Applications for the erection of t ,■
apartment houses are being considered by ^“"“^ciihoun, 
tect The owners of the buildings are Mr. George v 
Mr T W. Dafoe, and Messrs. Scott and Hartfront. The 
cost of these buildings will be about $-40^- g ar.

Creston, B.C.—The Canyon City Lum tr boxes-
rangements for a plant to manufacture small fruit 
Mr D W Briggs, of Portland, Oregon, is president

, uenson
Ont—The management of the ” l0a 

Starch Works of Edwardsburg, are considering the 
of a plant on Island No. 2 near this city. Wire

Fort William, Ont.-The management of the C, with
Fence Company of Winnipeg, have opened negpW & pla„t 
the Industrial Bureau that may end in the erection
in this city. • c ,irflte will erect

Hamilton, Ont.-The Steel ^stmgs Syndicate^ )$uffa,0, 
a $300,000 plant in this city. C. W. Sherman,
N.Y , is the manager of this new concern.

Lethbridge, Alta.—Messrs. C. Roy Strotz 
Winnipeg, have had preliminary work commence 
ter of erecting a factory in this city.

Moose Jaw, Sask—The plans of a
Association Building, sh

here

RAILWAYS—STEAM AND ELECTRIC. company.
Fort William,

Saskatoon, Sask.-The municipal council have decid dj^
present a by-law calling for the_ cons u Webster
way to the ratepayers for decision The^Stone ana ^ ^
Ln,gi,nn1r«=g,-=°«™bT",m, month, in
exchange for civic bonds to the value of $500,000.

LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER

Barrie, Ont.-The ratepayers voted f
elCCtKlnistonW oS-Mr^R f's. 'Kekh? "of Montreal,' is pre-

of a few days. ,
Moose Jaw, Sask.—The city of Moose Jaw has accepted 

the pr “ rred assistance of Saskatoon, and the council have 
asked for the plans of Saskatoon's new power house. R- M. 
Thnmnson who was responsible for the plans of the

of& Company.
the ma1

Young 
tory"the proposedfour-s

Women’s Christian 
building of brick and

port Arthur, Ont—A report states 
are making preparation for the erection of a ,

Saskatoon, Sask.—The management of. make th<nr
have had plans prepared for alterations which 
building five stories in height. Company h*

Sherbrooke, Que.—The Jcnckes Maçjn ;st of 3
decided to enlarge their plant. The additions cons

‘-'"«Sstone.
that certain

-storycourse

a o>

* 
be



royce CRANE TYPE motors
SUITED FOR THE PURPOSE THAN ANY OTHER MOTOR.

ROYCE CRANES in all parts of the world.

the following details with what you are using, and

ARE BETTER
Thousands are at work on

ENGINEERS ! Compare 
THINK IT OVER:—

Armature fitt d wvh a short stiff shaft of high carbon steel, which can be removed and 
replaced without disconnecting the commutator. .

Phosphor bronze bearing bushes fitted on all sizes of motors (bushes are interchangeable). 
Field coils can be removed without removing armature and disturbing gearing^
One size of carbon brush and brush h aiders to all sizes of motors from 3 to 60 B.H.P.

Ball bearings supplied if required.Oil throwing impossible.
Armature and fie d to^i^nclosed for 30 minutes, and temperature rise will not exceed 

er3y2Tg°ees Centigrade, and while still hot receives high voltage test.
All parts extremely accessible ; just what yon want for crane motors !

vacuum.

Your enquiries are solicited for
MOTORS, CRANES, TELFERS, CAPSTANS, WINCHES.

'|-'V IV1 L/EIK Trafford Park, Manchester, England
■tv Canadian Of ice - 207 Lumsden Bldg., TORONTO.
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-•s Manufacturer of
Galvanized Wire 
Machine Banded

WOOD 
STAVE PIPE
Continuous
STAVE PIPE
RESERVOIR

TANKS

St
a* v

m

Vv _m -‘i >

. tz" ••

..,K- 
àà'. •-

V/fs
m

;/*. For City and Town Water 
Systems, Fire Protection, 
Power Plants, Hydraulic 
Mining, Irrigation, etc.

-

Cull particulars and estimates 
furnished.

rnf™ m
48 in. CONTINUOUS STAVE LINE.

PACIFIC COAST PIPE COMPANY, LTD.
1551 Granville Street, VANCOUVER, B.C. P.O. Box 563.Factory :

BStib
aSM
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m
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trade enquiries.
to Cana-

The following were ifm0"E tg6 Commissioner
sV, hnrmg ~

""\"donr|n of -he firm

r„MPoP„r„C,a,"dTon,=mo in’june, and could ,„=m=w 

ested parties. . up niaced in comma

sheet tin.

certain paint oils^desire

intec

nicatioi’

of the Cana-
A I ondon firm make inquiry for the name 

dian manufacturer of "Ontano relating to C»”'
The following were among t 9 Commissi0*1

5 w- d""oe :

week ending May 24th, ifM2 ronsultinK and inspecting
-s ■»£*•'

ing orders in Great Britain for machine
appliances generally. . d erchant firm‘ cialiy

The Hamburg branch of a London espec
to get into touch with Canadian

- »Bi5,ne
From

hal1 A‘North1"'of "England company 
made bungalows and other buildings wish
tradrffion firm of chemical merchants asMo^., of

in touch with Canadian ”^^^0 interested ‘V*' 
5CCk SUPPcïeSmicl.hSodurcets suitable f« *•

for sUpPv,a'1 
andf>

ready-
ufaCtUrxtend tbeirman

,d

which they 
tone, and any other
llSh A London company who are ln F of^ingS' 
of white enamelled cornice P^®9* an^ a <i qUotatio09 
and spear ends to suit, mvit: samples an 
Canadian manufacturers.

_ ■ nnt The ratepayers voted in favor of spending
the sum of S^nstnrction of permanent road-

W3y Greenfield Peru,
. of i permene», highway unde,

the Good Roads Act. ... . c Railways and
Ottawa, Ont.—The Deputy-- 1ted that the Ottawa

Canals, Mr. A. VV. Ca™pb®J; bd ,few structure be erected 
East bridge be removed, should a nev
across the canal.

Tr.ll, B.C.—The new steel bridge «««* across fl» 
Columbia River at tks Pointja. ^ ion of'the highway

to the public. 1 his bridge r- when this is
being -il' be -»«- i«^ tourists.

B C —The Board of Works received tenders 
follows . wood block pavement on Cambie

$7,900 
7,867
8,113
7,400 
7,5io 
7-994 
8,150

open 
now
completed a very

Vancouver,
for street paving as
Street, Robson to Smythe :

Romano Pinto & Co.....................
LaPlaca Brothers ...... ................
B C. Granitoid Company -----
McAdam Construction Company 
Delbridge & Peterson 
Ledingham & 6 ooper
T. R. Nickson & Co............
Wood block pavement on Homer Street, Pc'

Smvthe :— _ __. $43,000McAdam Construction Company ...........••• 4$
Delbridge & Peterson ................... " ' 46,279
Ledingham & Cooper ................................. 44,125
T. R. Nickson & Co.......................................... 673
LaPlaca Brothers ................................. ' ' " , '., 4=1,650

British Columbia Granitoid Company ......
Stone block pavement, lane east of f.ranvi <

Davie to Pacific :—
t. r. Nickson & Co.............................................
Ledingham & Cooper ......................................
R. C. Granitoid Company .............................
LaPlaca Brothers ........ :..................................
Pomano Pinto & Co .............................

City Engineer will report on these, 
j out,—The rateoayers endi
the expenditure of $30.000 for new sidewalks and 

public lavatory.

$10.901 
10,290 

.* r .Qiei 
10.208 
10,440

The 
Windsor

calling for 
$ 1,700 for the erection of a new

Volume 22.
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72 fires.
chine shop, 300 x 50 wSld'be^uilt,

present

factory to.doubleR_ p Eckardt & Co. will erect a

six story warehouse'at a cost of $75,000^ ^ ^ congregation

of th?Ke?Be7cthimhseb;teriaanPChurch erecting a new church 

building or enlarging the present structure^ ^ a by.law 
w,t,r|M onG-M.,ay«.aS V KieutigeIi ,h= ,«=-

Sask -The municipal power house was de- 
stroyed°by S Ï. —

of 6-incia',oss 

to the telephone company.
Wainwright, Alta.-$75.ooo damage was 

section of this town by fire.

caused to the

business

CURRENT NEWS.
Bassano, AI ta.—An order  ̂hFonveyfng" natural gas from 

for 60 miles of pipe to be u ^ It is expected that the
the W6llS "avaTbleTn the city about July ^ and

The Commissioners oitheS^ autQ.
working on the

granting a
tion of a box factory -

Welland, Ont.—The
& Foundries are preparing plans for an

m»,geme„,,«,h.W1];ndMachf-,

will be
Eastern Canada.— tor

RaUway h,„ P"=^“dy? "“..f-s

gas

Wellafi., on,—Plans »

» ;£: s/pfr ziz “=*’-*«.» °< => shop and a
pattern storage building.

West Toronto, 0 "t.-T heXsÏrepared for the erection 
Motor Car Company have had plans£™pa ^ q{ ^ work 
of a four story machine shop, 17° x
is estimated at $100,000. • Canada
f,„r rr3£ =ï—

mental iron work.
Weyburn, Sask.—The

has had plans prepared for

plant.
Quebec
mobile for the use ot 
lines of this railway.

Medicine Hat, Alta—The m
ment have completed plans -

unicipal Engineering depart- 
be constructed un
giving the matter 

’ with
of the Russell for a subway to

serious consideration, l ne tfoaru u . ------
the officials of the Canadian

Alta.—The ratepayers
Pacific Railway in the matter.

by-lawwill vote on a
Red Deer, Alia.-rue sums to provide a motor

f,shtiog e,uip"

ment.Saskatchewan Creamery Company 
the erection of their plant. Toronto, Ont.—The municipal ^“«the

purpo^e'of‘demonstrating6electrical Stances for use on the

current supplied by the city.roads and pavements.bridges,

t 
E



A Triplex Block hung from a temporary rigging and used for laying pipe.

What is the Life otalriplex Block?
W7E don’t know. Triplex Blocks built by the Yale 
W and Towne Co. at the very beginning—twenty- 

five years ago—are still in actual use.
Block of to-day possesses greater lasting powers, 
chain superior to any other—its non-wearing gear movement and the guar
antee of a rigorous test before shipment under a fifty per cent, overload. 
It will outlast the man who buys it, no matter how young he may be.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
LIMITED

Fairbanks Standard Scales — Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines 
Safes and Vaults

ST. JOHN OTTAWA 
SASKATOON

The Triplex
With its steel parts—its

TORONTO WINNIPEG 
VANCOUVER VICTORIA

MONTREAL
CALGARY
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Sturgeon Falls, Ont., C P.R. within 90 days from date of this
16519—May 13—Directing Ç.P.K. about , mile north of Perth

order install electric bell at Railway Grade Crossing Fund.
Station, Ontario ; 20 per cent. d Midland Rly. Co., (G.N.R-),

16520—May IS—Restraining C.N.R. and^^ carrying out any provisions
under penalty of $100 after May 20, 9 • Governor.in-Council upon recom-
of agreement prior to its sanction by he G o£ the Midland and
mendation of the Board. Re opérât g Man., over C.N.R.
O.N.R. Co.'s from International Boundary to V Magdeleine to con-

i6,2I_May 13—Authorizing municipality of Cap de la s
struct highway over CbP'^" ng ^NO^Ry Across by overhead s‘ructure

°“,Appro,‘ns •< era “ Sl™="d"'

CANADIAN ENGINESTHE

railway commissioners 
OF CANADA.

74

ORDERS OF THE

week on this page may be found summaries 
week on en p s q[ Rallway Commis-

will facilitate ready reference 
orders may be 

for small fee.

Each
of orders passed by the 
sioners, to date. This 
and easy filing. Copies of these

The Canadian Engineersecured from

16477—May 9-Directing G Ti« t^i£r„7b£rio “and Erie^ts”, 

install improved type of e'=ct.r‘^ Railway Grade Crossing Fund.
Stratford, Ont., 20 per cent, from KaIlway Eastern Ry. Station at

16478—May 9-Approvmg ,°=atl0"e°cfind^g 0rder 16426, April 12, 191=. 
Espanola, in Twp. of Merrit , • ,. Freigbt Classification the

16479—May 10—Directing that tn , • present positions to the
following articles be transferre ™ be also included in the second-
'Musical Instruments List, and ta ymentSi all kinds, not otherwise 
class rating applicable to Music ‘ namely; gramaphones graphe-

°”»1™c- M“-
«“ w *■*'“■ “ “

at mileage 1.9 east of Prince RuPer‘- certificates to G.T.P. B.L. Co.
16481—May 8—-16482 May o Rle-gar-Calgary Branch, etc.

correcting errors in right-of-way pa Algoma Central and H.B. Rys.
16483-May 8—Approving location ot A Soma 

terminal station at Sault Ste. Marie, Onta .
16484-May 9-Authonzing C.N.O. Ry. to cross

of Clarendon and Litchfield, County Pcnt^c Q“e- highways in city
16485-May 9—Authorizing C.N.R. to cross

°f May’ 8—Approving location of James Bay

Stat:°6:87-ManyS,^ASpprPoving location of Kettle Valley Ry. Co. from mile- 

65 to 76, northwest ?f Midway B.C. purpose 01 divert-

M °£e for completion by
CPVW» Cose^aw.'sasL’authorized by Order 15115.

0Ct-,6^Maÿ-9-164»,-May ^Authorizing C-pbenford La^ Ont^ 
Western Ry. (CP£> to constructGlen Tay^Cob^ *pe Ry

age 24.8 from Glen 1 ay, ‘ , mileaee 88.00 over tracks
interlocking plant to be insta e , by overhead structure.
c'"is: Æp'pV,™ Er“i "> Vi. c. .. -i'.-

„ of Kemptville Jet., Ontario.
16494—May 2—Appointing William Barrett 

County of Bruce, Referee, to fix amount of
5 overflow of Saugeen River caused by bridge 

at Walkerton, Ont.

further protection of crossing at 

for approval of

Sask.,6124-May 13-Relieving C.P.R. from 
North Glencoe, Windsor Subdivision, Ont.

16525—May 14—Refusing application
plans, etc., of Godfrey Station, °nta"°- truct farm crossing pending

16526-May ^-Directingthat C P.R^ c Boulder and Harry Sawyer, 
completion of public crossing for Jonn urn ,
°f ^65^7—May 15—Approving Standard plan for 20-foot arch of St. John -

Quebec Rly. Co. . rTP Standard Freight Mileage Tariff,
16528—May 15—Approving ,G'T'P: , st miles, to Carnaby, B.C.
-C , No. 9- to apply from Prince«-September, ,912, time for installation 
16529—May 15—Extending until t P CNR near Ottawa, Ont.

of interlocking plant near Chaud,ere Jet., by C.N.R.,q ^ ^
,6530-May 15-16531-May .I4"J^“ph°5 c^mmMda, üfst. of Nipissing,

Twp.' of Beaucage, District of Nipissing,

mnX-tIiyfrr-A°ppr:Wng location £»f ^ampbeUford, Dake^Ontar.Wnd

Western Ry. (C.P.R.) at mileage 79-5 from Glen y
of town of Trenton, Ont. . • nf r P R station at Jaffray, B.C.,6533-May 14-Approving location ot G P.K «construct Red
«jfe - «• =--= -
division, B.C. „ within 90 days to install electric

S'“di"....., oS. » ».r..... !... «*"■
“'.£^S“rJü - "-“i -

‘S-x'-sa .........1” •**c-
adia,65^May rP-Xufho”ÜCp|ntto10construct two spurs for Western

c-r»™ .c£.sï =..» S-1 »■ » cM - v“

in village of Lynden, Ont. 2° per c p R to reconstruct bridge No. 5-7
Division, and to use and ope a

bridges ,0.4 and 36.5. of Windsor, Essex & Lake Shore
 ̂s^^a^statlo^Essex.^. g

Cre<l6547—May ,^-Authorizing C.P.R. to construct spur for Ontario 
Co., Ltd.. Twp. of Belmont, C« Peterborobridge g4.8. Moose
JaÆ^scSÆ^gVr^n-Connci, agrec-^

as joint section from ^‘.""^"tnamedcompanies to operate joint 5' ,

of K. and P. Ry-

highways in Twps.

& Eastern Ry. (C.N.R.)

&

of

Judge of the County Court of 
damages sustained bv claim- 

of Walkerton & Luck-

Ry. Co. (C.P.R.)
16495—May 10—Relieving Vancouver, 

ing and maintaining fences from Laurier to Danville, B.C
5 1^496—May ..-Authorizing C.P.R. to construct spur

Co., Ltd., at Regina, Sask. ol1nw#»d to stand on any
16497--May 10—Directing t at i10 C*c*r P R at Neepawa, Manitoba, 

ing within at least 50 ft- crossi g • ■ ' f G T P B L Co. station
6 ,6498-May ,»-Approving revised location of G.I.F.

grounds at Bashaw, Alberta. _
16499—April 13—Authorizing G.T.P. Ry. ç. v

Twp. 42, Range 24, west 3rd M., at m’eag® ran a da (G.N.R.) to join its 
16500—May 11—Authorizing Midlan y. ‘ ‘ ^jng to works of

industrial spur tracks with industrial spur of C.P.R. leading

‘'"LE"1" ” •-'*
for the Dryden Timber & Power Co Lid D|-yden Ont , of

required , by Order No

subway until June 15th, i9<2, by city of Montreal,
Ave. Order 16359, April 23, 1912. ,■ „ G T P B L Co. Regina-,6505-May 13-Approving revised loca ,on of G.T.P. B.U
Moose Jaw Branch, mileage o to 2.1, Sas^antf|hC. ' o( this Order time for 

,6506-May ,3—Extending for 30 days from date ot this G _
completion of siding authorized by Order i53'7' * „ ’ St’d É«ight

,6507-May ,3-Approving Victoria & Sidney (G.N.R.) Ry.
Tariff of Maximum Tolls in Columb'®; . .. across

16508—May n—Authorizing C.N.R. to construct g 
on its Calgary-Vegreville Extension. . < CNO Ry. (Ottawa-

a ?erra”or; Tn the Dis.'- of Thunder Bay, mileage 399-2. .0 404.46, 

,rom,6!,a,-MÎ,J,U,-A°n"ho,mn, C.N.O. Ry. .0 cross 6 public road, in Twp. of 

FOl765,a,-MayCl^-Aaùlho?inz'n«0C.P.R. «0 construct spur for W. T. Rawleigh 

Mfd,tVMay“joinmgnCNaR. from interfering a-Who wan ce

ravtrunde^p?n1hy,r$,oU,pyeîe'da,V,0-n farm' TDavid Hay. Kinnoull.

Victoria & Eastern Ry. from erect-

for Cockshutt Plow 

sid-

construct "wye" in Sec. 5,

PCrn:65t-MSayU2 “Approving location of Central
from C.P.R. line near j/^^s^Countyg»f Russell, Ontario^
South Indian Station at ™.'leag' S3,DL battle, Thorold. Ont., to constr

ïV:tïrK. at cry5SGrade 

d *a5r^ayTwrofrSttBforGd,TOn..t0 aL” per cent, from Railway 
Rossi'S fUJo b; i-^d by Aug. Ry. Co.,

,6555-May ^Authorizing Vancou ^ mu„,c,pal.ty

?ice Mmaar to'c.P.R., and directing C^*-(G-^^*ndSpeclal." in ‘h*

c vgrsvsrtsrsr £Sa.,., ..
- 4*" s.

-niss? t
n Swordrr's propertv at Balcarres, ^>asK., y ,t»
traffic ; penalty, *25 after June £«£. •»»• Government R»ad

-rE ’̂^th^Vuc, bridge,

No % and on Orford ^ c„n.

Fa5i6462—'fay°ai—Authorizing James Bay »
„ru’c«'V,ey across Rive, a VOurs. in Townsh.p of e

of Lake St. John. Que. , r V O Rr ••»,ion °
16561—Mav are-Approving location of C.N.Q. R 

room a. .6 Island Lake, Ct. Argenteu.l, Que.

of construction of
C.P.R. at Park

Bow River

Alberta. of citv of Kelowna, B.C. <.E*PJ***^l.
construct it» loneia-,6514-May ,4-Naming delivery 

165,5—May 11—Authorizing G.T.I . B.L. vo.
Calgary Branch across highway a*Vainpbellford, l.ake Ontario &

Co Ltd., at Blind River, Ontario. .......................... _


